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The problem with pesticides is that without their use insects could 
cause severe crop damage, and food costs would increase. With the use 
of pesticides the risk of causing adverse effects to plants, animals, 
soil and water exists. Thus, we.have a paradox developing from agricul-
tural pesticide use., 
:Modern agriculture is dependent upon the use of pesticides (insec""." 
tic::l.des, herbJcicl,es and·fungicides) to control insects and weeds. It 
::i.s estimated that national farm output would decrease about 27 percent 
without pesticides [33 1 p. 6], · Oklahoma farmers use insecticides to 
control bollworms, bollweevils, thrips, lacewing beetles, budworms and 
other insects on cotton, Herbicides are used extensively in Oklahoma 
to control weeds in cotton. Ranchers· ::i.n the state increase the car.:cy-
ing capac::ities of their rangeland by chemically c;iontrolling brush and 
weeds with herbicides. 
When pesticides are used to increase.agricultural.output, or the 
quality of life for man., both beneficial and adverse economic.and en ... 
vironmental effects are created. However, while pesticides are designed 
to kill insects or weeds they may also kill or damage humans, wildlife, 
crops and trees if.they are not·used properly, Such effects from pesti.,. 
cide use are labeled as adverse environmental effects. 
1 
Whenever one perscm' s actions affect others, beneficially or ad ... 
versely, an external benefit or cost is created, such is the case with 
the use of agricultural pesticides,. Adverse environmental effects 
2 
from pesticide use came to the forefront in 1962 when Rachel Carson 
wrote Silent Spvine;. Since that time various environmental groups have 
acUvely campa;i.gned against all uses of pesticides even though we do 
not know the extent of pesticide damages or the economic ramifications 
of restr;i.cting pesticides 1,1sec;l in agriculture. These environmental 
groups have been quite effective in lobbying for restrictive pesticide 
legislation. 
Pesticides are important to agricultural production in Oklahoma. 
For example, carrying capacity on native rangeland cap be doubled by 
chemically controlling brush and weeds. Since the value of cattle and 
calf production in Oklahoma was $678,000,000 (about 64 percent of total 
farm receipts) in 1970, the restriction of pesticides could adversely 
affect farm income in the state. The increased production of beef.in 
Oklahoma also has been responsible for beef prices being at lower levels 
than tbey would have been, thus benefiting consumers. Pesticides are 
also important inputs in cotton production;.without these inputs cotton 
production in the state would decrease, Cotton production (lint and 
seed) in Oklahoma amounted to $Z8,000,000 in farm receipts in 1970, or 
about 12 percent of the value of all farm crops in the state, Since 
production of cotton and beef on rangeland depend upon pesticides, any 
restriction of these inp1,1ts adversely affects the state in particular 
and consumers in general, 
Legislation Related to Pest:i.ctde Use 
The first feq.eral law regulating pestic:j.des is the Federal Insec-
ticide Act of 1910 that protected farmers from substandard and frau-
dulent products. The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide 
Act (FIFRA) of 1947 reqµires pesticides to be registered with the u.s. 
Department of Agriculture, and is the next regulatory action by the 
federal government., The Environmental Protection Agency currently has 
this regulatory power. The newest FIFRA law, passed in 1972, requires 
pesticides to be classified as to their uses, general or restricted, 
3 
and allows only certified applicators to use restricted pesticides (17), 
This latest act becomes fully effective in 1976. The act provides that 
farmers have to prove they are competent in handl:l,.ng pesticides before 
they can use restricted chemicals. However, farmers can continue to 
spray their own field with pesticides classed for general use. The 
question now is which chemical will be for general use and which will 
be rest:.ricted? 
Pesticides can be removed from the market place by federal decree. 
The use of DDT on cotton for insect control is no longer permitted 
because the Environmental Protection Agency cancelled its registration 
of DDT as of December 31, 1972. Farmers are being allowed to use the 
DD'l' they have ort hand but no more can be purchased in the United States 
for cottort treatment. EPA initiated registration cancellation proceed-
ings against Mirex, 2,4,5-T, Aldrin and Dieldrin and EPA is currently 
reviewipg the1;1e pesticides pr:i.or to ruling on their future use (39, 
pp. 124-.126). The cancell.at;ion of 2,4,5-T could adversely affect the 
ranchers in Oklahoma who control brush on rangeland with this herbicide, 
4 
Legislation deeigned to regulate pesticide use also originates at 
statelevels. Oklahoma laws require that all commercial applicators of 
pesticides be licensed.· A license is issued after an applicator passes 
a written test and posts a surety bond guaranteeing that the applicator 
will appear in court when sued for damages due to pesticide application. 
Three proposed bills to restrict DDT use in Oklahoma failed to be ap-
proved in the Oklahoma Senate in 1970, No bills of this nature are 
pending in the 1972 session of the legislation and none.were proposed 
during the 1971 session. 
Oklahoma annually experiences damage to cott9n from 2,4-D and 
2,4,5-T (phenoxy herbicides) being used on small.grains and rangeland 
to.control weeds and brush, respectively. To reduce the extent of in-
jury to cotton, several counties (Canadian, Coal, Bryon, and Love) are 
designated as phenoxy herb.icide controlled counties by the State Board 
of Agriculture. A purchaser of phenoxy herbicides in these counties 
must sign a statement to abide by directions on the lc;ibel, A more res-
trictive law (Pesticide Applicator Law) to protect cotton specifies 
that no phenoxy herbicides may be used between dates set in the spring 
and f~ll; however, this does not apply to individual.farmers. As of 
November, 1972, parts of Coal, Canadian, Bryan, Alfalfa, Harmon, Pitts.-
burg, and Love Counties are covered under the Pesticide Applicator Law. 
Objectives 
The general objective of the thesis was to determine the levelof 
pesticide use and extent of environmental damage and benefits under al-
ternative strategies for controlling cotton and rangeland pests. 
Specific objectives were to: 
1 •. Determine the relationship between present pesticide use 
and environmental quality in Oklahoma, 
2, Analyze present and alternative methods of controlling 
pests on cotton and pastureland with respect to economics 
and quality of the environment. 
3. Examine various incentives that are available to encour-
age adoption of alternative pest control measures, 
5 
The objectives of the thesis were accomplished by surveying sel-
ected counties in Oklahoma to determine the extent of chemical pest 
control on cotton and rangeland, Pesticide residue data for Oklahoma 
were compared to past and present pesticide use, The effect of pesti-
cides on mart and the environmental quality were also of major importance 
in this enviro~economic analysis of pesticide use on selected crops in 
Oklahoma. 
Cotton and grass.production on.rangeland were the crops selected 
for this study because these two enterprises are large users of pesti-
cides and tbe primary pesticides used on these crops (toxaphene, DDT 
and 2,4,5~T) were under review by EPA prior to restriction, Using 1964 
and 196~ da~a, cotton in Oklahoma and Texas received about 70 percent 
of the insecticides used in the two states and about 19 percent of the 
herbicides [10; 14, pp. 34 and 47]. Ranchers use about 40 percent of 
all the herbicides used in the two states on rangeland [14, p. 34]. 
Area Selected for Study 
The six largest cotton growing counties in Oklahoma we~e selected 
in the first ;otmd of study area selection, The second step in the 
selection precess involved selecting from these six counties, four 
6 
counties that spray or dµst the largest acreage of crops. The 1969 
Census of Agriculture reports the acres of crops other than hay sprayed 
for insects and this was used to determine the counties using the most 
pesticide (38]. The final counties selected in this process were: 
Jackson, Harmon, Tillman and Washita (Figure 1). 
Of the cotton survey counties Washita County had the largest acre-
age of cotton planted in 1971, followed by Tillman County with 42,500 
acres, and Jackson with 37,600 acres (Table 1). In 1972 the cotton 
survey counties accounted for 44 percent of the total cotton harvested 
in Oklahoma. Figures on.irrigated and dryland cotton for the survey 
counties in 1971 indicated.that the following acreages were irrigated: 
40 percent in lackson County; about 30 percent in Harmon County; and 
about eight percent in Washita and Tillman Counties [35, p~ 11~13], 
Rangeland and pasture survey counties were selected on the basis 
of extent of previous and cµrrent brush and weed control work. The 
Extension Agronomist at Oklahoma State University suggested that we 
survey counties vepresenting each of the different brush species in 
Oklahoma~· Washita Cotmty was originally selected because of the mes-
quite control work there; this county was later dropped due to the 
small amount of chemical brush and. weed control in the county. Wood-
ward County was selected because ranchers there control schinnery oak, 
sand sage and weeds on rangeland (Figure 1), Pittsburg County was 
selected because it is representative of counties controlling black-
jack oak in Oklahoma, and because this county was one o:i; the first in 
Oklahoma t0 chemically control brush on rangeland. Osage County also 
was selected because it is one of the largest ranching counties in 
Oklahoma and the Census of Agriculture reported that ranchers there 
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Figure 1. Oklahoma Counties Selected for Survey of Pesticide Use on Cotton and Rangeland 
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TABLE I 
ACRES OF COTTON PLANTED AND HARVESTED IN SELECTED COUNTIES OF OKLAHOMA, 1961-1972 
Jackson Harmon Tillman Washita 
Year P.l~ted Harvested ·Pl?,nt~- Harvested Planted · ll~_t:V~$ted Planted Harvested 
1961 61,800 59,000 42,300 40,700 77,100 72,300 76,500 71,200 
1966 51,800 48,600 37,000 35,000 48,000 41,800 49,600 42,300 
1969 43,900 40,320 30,720 29,200 61,300 58,440 58,800 57,060 
1970 45,400 37,550 32,100 25, 750 -63, 500 57,370 62,700 61,900 
1971 37,600 32,500 26,500 24,500 42,500 37,800 62,600 58.,000 
i.gn1 51,900 51,900 30, 700 30,700 64,800 62,900 78, 300 78,000 
1Preliminaty data from the Oklahoma Crop and Livestock Reporting Service. 
Source: Oklahoma Cottori! Acreage, Yield, and Production. Oklahoma City: Oklahoma Crop and Livestock 
Reporting Service, 1961-1971. 
00 
treated more rangeland in 1969 than any other ~ounty in Oklahoma (38, 
p, 463]. 
9 
A helpful source of data in selecting the rangeland survey coun-
ties was the summary of the brush control program carried out under the 
Agricultural StabilizatioQ. and Conservation Service. The summary re-
ported the number of acres the ASCS cost-shared with ranchers for 
chemical brush control,· Ranchet;"s in.Osage, Woodward and Ellis Counties 
did more brush control work under the ASCS cost-share program tl?.an 
ranchers in the.other counties of Oklahoma in 1967-1971 (41]. No cost 
share program for chemical brush control was in operation ;i.n Pittsburg 
County durtng 1967~1971. 
0$age County has approximately 1,230,000 acres of pasture and 
rangeland grazed, Pittsburg County has about 622,500 acres and Woodward 
County has about 541,400 .acres (29, pp. 50-55], The number of acres. 
of rangeland is a relatively constant value in the survey counties be-
cause urban growth is not developing on the pastureland of the area. 
Organiz.tion of Remainder of Thesis 
The remainder of the thes:i.e is otganized into five chapters. The 
method~ of analysis as well as a review of literature and other major 
sources of data are presented, in C~apter n. The results of the survey 
are pre$ented in Chapter .III. An appraisal of current envit;"onmental. 
qual:i,ty from present pesticide use bin Chapter IV. An enviro-eco-
nomic analysis of alternative methods. to control pests on selected crops 
in Oklahoma is presented in Chapter V, The summary a'.nd conclusions are 
pt'~sente4 in Chapter VI. 
CHAPTER II 
PROGEDURE.AND REVI~W OF LITE:RATUR~ 
'l'he Survey 
The purp<9se of the survey was to obta;l.n til!le series data on pes-
ticide use for selected crop1:1 in Oklahoma. Th:i,.s involved determining 
the .number of acres treated anm.ia,J,.ly and the application rates used 
each year as well as the nu1i;1ber of applications per year. Information 
on the beneficial and adverse environmental effects o::I; pesticide use 
was also obtained. In:f;ormation was obtaip,ed by personal interviews 
with lic.ensed applicato:r1:1, selected farmers, and technical advisers. 
This latter group included County Extension Directors, Area Specialized 
Agents, ·State Board.of ·Agri~ulture Fieldmen, Soil Conservation Service 
personnel and Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service per-
sonnel~ All licensed appl:i,cators and technical advieiers were inter-
viewed by one esp,umeratQr and all farmers were interviewed by another 
numerator. This was done to insure constant interpretation of the 
survey within groups., 
Selection £!.. Re~f,00~1e1nti; · 
Pesticide applicators in Oklahoma are required to be licensed. by 
the State. Board. o! ·Agricu,:Lture, The 197.1 list of licensed aerial and 
ground applicators was used to obtain names·and addresses of applicators 
in the area, of the su:t;-vey ~ouQties. Since. applicators spray crops in 
10 
11 
several- are.as.each year farmers, county extension personnel and licensed 
applicators were asked to identify the ,transient applicators, An effort 
was then made to survey these transient applicators who have reportedly 
treated the .selected crop during the last ten years in the survey 
counties. 
All the teohnic.al,advisers in t~e survey counties were interviewed, 
In cases where there were no specialized area agents in the survey. 
county, the agents in the adjoining county or area were interviewed, 
The State Board of Agricult;ure fieldmen investigate all reported cases 
of pesticide damage so the fieldmen assigned to.the survey counties 
also were interviewed, 
Farmers and ranchers interviewed were selected from a list pro~ 
vided by the technical advisers, The enumerator interviewed those.far~ 
mers and ranchers who have used pesticides on the selected crops in the 
past five years, The number of farmers surveyed was dependent upon the 
eAtent of pesticide use in the co~nty reported by the 1969 Census of 
Agriculture [38]. Five to ten percent of the cotton farmers repol;'tedly 
treating cotton.with pesticides in 1969 were interviewed, The number 
of ranchers surveyed in t;he rangeland counties was about ten percent of 
those who chemically treated weeds or brush on pastures in 1969. 
Evaluation of guestionnaires Used 
, ..... ,,.,,.,.,......; ..... , .... ; .. ~
Three questionna:i.'res, one. for each group interviewed, were devel-, 
oped to obtain data on the extent of pesticide use and environmental 
effects of pesticide use (Appendix), . The farmer's questionnaire pro-
vided a useful estimate of the types and rates of pesticides used over 
the past three years, Farmers response to questions 18, 19, 20, and 21 
12 
of Survey A was of limit:ed use in the analyses because farmers defined 
pesticides as chemicals that kill insects and did not consider a herbi-
cide .as a pesticide. These particular questions (18-21 of Survey A) 
should have been reworded so that: the enumerator used the same defini-
tion as the farmer (Appendix), 
For future use of the surveys a question should be added to 
Schedule A, a;:;king farmers how many acres of the selected crop they 
personally spray each year~ Question 22 of Schecl.ule A should be ex-
plored further to determine the possible crops farmers would substi-
t1.1te for the cotton if no pesticides were available. Farmers as a 
whole were generally cooperative. This was probably due to the method 
of selecting farmers who have cooperated with the extension service in 
the past, 
No problems were encc>Untered in using the iicensed applicator's 
questionnaire. The form proved to be well planned for obtaining data 
on the extent Cllf pesticide applications and chemical mis'uE1.ed. The li-
censed applicators surveyed did not object to discussion of adverse 
envi:ronmenta;I.. effects causec;l by.their spraying and their answers 
usually coincided, with the technical advi,sers reports <m environmental 
damage. To impr0ve this particular questionnaire other questions could 
be added, e.g,, the health of the owner and his employees; the number 
of years of experience; and the businesses' capital outlays·in equipment 
and expenditure for labor. 
In general, no problems were encQunte:red in using the technical 
adviser's questionnaire form. This group appeared to be well informed 
and wil+ing .to cooperate in the study,· However, liqensed applicators 
were generally better irtformed anc;l gave more.accurate information on 
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application ;rates being used, nuniber of ac-res treB;ted in the county by 
year, a11d the extent of environmental damage. . To get good es tiiqa tes of 
acreage t;:reated .all of the licepsed applicators working in the study 
arel:l shoul.d be intervie"(ed. Their est;:imates of the total acreage 
should be compared with data reported by tec~niaal advisers, and ad-
justed :(or acreage treated ,by fai;-mer1;1 0 Baeied on our interview exper,-
;Lenee, the.licensed applicatqrs generally had a mote accutate estimate 
of the extent of farmer application of·pestic;ldes·thap did the techni-
cal·advisers. 
Review of Literature 
The literature sui,rounding the pesticide issue fell into four 
broad C\9-.tegc;:,ries: (1) described only adverse environwental effects; 
(Z) discus1;1ed·theoretical effects of pesticide restriction and methods 
of analysis; (3) reported the economic effects Qf restricting pesti-
cides; and (4) proposed alternatives to agricultural pesticides. Rachel 
Carson's book, ·Silent S;ering, was an example of the first category. 
S;Uent Sprins alerted the public to tll.e possible 4apgers.involved in 
, , . I 
chemica:I. cont;rol:, of pests by pointing out reported wildlife kills. 
Like other .books that have been written.in this category, the author 
failed to recogn;i.ze the economtc.trade-offs of not using pesticides. 
Since pesticide u13e may result. in extet'nalities, the .econo'!nic:. 
theory surrounding the analysis of its use is based on treatment of· 
social costs and benefiis. The limitatiana, of enviro-economic'anl:l-lysis 
of pesticide use.and inava:l..lability o;f data were discussed by :Headley 
and Lewis ~ill in the Pesticide Prc;>blem. Edward,s [l3J, in his analysis 
of ecqnomic externalities of pesticide use, concluded that the state of 
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the art did not allow estimation of the optimal quantity of pesticides 
on specific crops, 
A new tool for environmental research, the environmental matrix, 
was used in this thesis because it allows for analysis of qualitative 
data as well as quap.titative data. References for this; method of anal-. 
yds stem from Brubaker's [4, p. 1S9] work with environmental quality.-
An environmental matrix currently is required on all construction pro-. 
jects funded by the federal g9vernment that: may possibly damage the 
environment. 
The U~ s. Department of Agriculture has published several reports 
discussing the economic effects of restricting individual pesticides 
[10; 18]. These reports were useful in making estimates of aggregate 
impact of pesticide restric.tions and the extent Qf pesticide use on 
selected crops in Oklahoma, 
Suggested alternatives to pesticide use have been in the litera ... 
ture since researchers discovered that insects can build up a resis ... 
tance to insecticides. A very complete appraisal of the biological, 
genetic and non-pesticide meaz:is of insect control was done.by the 
Council on Enviroµmental Quality, One publication in particular de ... 
fines the ·present state of the arts sµrrounding integrated insect con ... 
trol and assisted in selecting the alternative methods of pest control 
analyz~d in Chapter V (40]. 
Other Sources of Data 
Results from a survey by the State Department of Health provided 
mt,tch needed data concerning the incid,ence o:f; pesticide poisoning in 
Oklahoma and the number of deaths due to pesticides. The Poison Control 
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Center operated by the State Department of Health provided information 
on the number of emergency calls received each year and the number of 
these calls due to agric41tural pesticides. 
Sources of pesticide residue data were the U, s. Geological Survey, 
Oklahoma Department of Polluti9n Control and the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA). The Geological Survey tested water for pesticide 
residues in four rivers in Oklahoma over the past five years. Some of 
the sites the Geological Survey sampled were reported monthly and 
others were reported annually. Oklahoma's Department of Pollution Con-
trol samples 26 sites in Oklahoma for pesticide residues. The samples 
are taken three times each year and are analyzed for the presence of 
chlorinated hydrocarbons, The Environmental Protection Agency's 
National Soils Monitoring Program tested soils in Oklahoma for pesti-
cide residues beginning in 1969. The soil samples were selected at 
random from cropland and non-cropland sites across the state, and pro-
vided an estimate of the extent of pesticide residues in the soil. 
Methods of Analysis 
Partial budgeting, matrix presentation and demand analysis were 
used in the enviro-economic analysis of alternative pest control prac-
tices and were also used to analyze the present level of pesticide use 
on selected crops in Oklahoma. The farm budget is a financial plan for 
the operation of the farm for some period of time [5, p. 92]. The 
purpose of such budgets in this thesis was to compare the profitability 
of different organizational plans. Partial budgets for the selected 
crops were developed to show the ~ifference in net returns between 
farmers using pesticides to control pests and those not using pesticides. 
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Partial budgets were also developed to estimate the net return to far-
mers using one of the alternative pest control methods analyzed in 
Chapter V, 
An environmental impact matrix was developed for analyzing alter-
native pest control strategies because it allowed for analysis of quan-
titat:i,ve and qualitative data (Figure 2), A matrix that considered the 
economic, environmental and social factors surrounding pesticide use 
was developed for this study so the net overall impact of the alterna-
tive pest control strategy could be determined relative to other 
strategies, 
The parameters in the matrix (Figure 2) were selected from environ-
mental impact matrices used for resource development projects and the 
system of accounts suggested by the Water Resources Council [45, p. 
24173], The parameters in the matrix were worded as "change in," mean-
ing a change in the parameter from the condition existing under the 
present system of control, For example, the parameter for the quantity 
of output wa$ worded as "change in quantity of output," Thus, it com-
pared the output from each alt.ernative to the output from the present 
system of control (Figure 2), 
The major areas of the matrix (economics, environmental quality 
and social wel+-being) were weighted equally (10,00 points each) be-
cause the Water Resources Council Guidelines required that these areas 
be given equal weight in mak:i.ng decisions surrounding resource use [45], 
The weights for individual parameters were based on values arrived at 
by a panel of researchers (agricultural economists, agronomists, ento-
mologists and zoologists) at Oklahoma State University. Parameters 




Parameter· ·to·corttrol Pests 
Parameters Wei2hts· · ·Raw·score Weighted Score 
Impact on Economic F1:1ctors 10.00 
A. Chan2e · in· auant:l.ty of· out»ut · · ·1.00 
B. Change in crualitY of·output 0.50 
c. Change in cost of goods for consumers 2.50 
D. Ch.ange in farm income 2.50 
E. Change in employment in the regioµ 0.50 
F. Change in the number of farms 1.00 
G. Change in number of acres 2.00 
Sum of Economic Impact 
impact on Environmental Factors 10.00 
A. Effect on rare and endangered species ·2.00 
B. Plant and animal habitat (aquatic and 
terrestial) 3.00 
1. Change in number of acres avail-
able for wildlife 1.00 
·2. Change in soil erosion 1 .• 00 
3. Change in food and cover 1.00 
c. Diversity and stability 2.50 
1. Change in aquatic environment 1.25 
,z. Change in vegetation toward or 
away from climax vegetation l.25 
D. ·Direct effect·on fish and wildlife ·z.5o 
1. Change in the type of fish and 
wildlife in ecosvstem 0.75 
2. Change in acute effects on fish 
and wildlife 1.00 
3. Change in chronic effects on fish 
and wildlife 0.50 
4~ ·chan11:e·in·»atasites on animals ·0.25 
sum of Envitonlilental'Impact 
' Impact on Social Well-Bein2 10~00 
A. Recreational opportunities 3.00 
1. Changes in water based recreation l • .:>u 
2. Changes in land based recreation l • .:>u 
B. Anxiety factors 3.50 
1. Change in anxiety due to pesticide 
residues in food 0.70 
z. Change in air pollution 0.70 
::s. ·change in drift damage Q. 70 
4. Change in stream water quality 0.70 
5. Change in number of pests in the 
environment 0.70 
c. Other human life considerations 3.50 
1. Change iu aesthetics 0.75 
z. Change in number of poisonings 
(not fatal) 1.25 
3. Change in number of deaths from 
pesticides 1.50 
Sum of. Social Well..:..Bein.11: Impact 
Overall Impact 
Figure 2. Environmental Impact Matrix 
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the policy decision making framework (Figure 2), The parameter weights 
thus represented the value society as a whole might place on the para-
meter and not the value one segment of society would give the para..-
meter. 
To assign numerical raw scores to the alternatives, for each para-
mete'\'.', a.scale from .. s,oo to +5,00 was used. The value of the parameter 
existing under the present system was given a neutral value of zero, 
Alternatives that impl;"oved upon the existing situ1:1tion froi;n the present 
method of control received a positive value while those that produced 
effects worse than the present situation were given a negative value, 
Where quantitative values for each al.ternat:i.ve's result were available, 
extreme values were assigned raw scores on the scale and lesser values 
were interpolated with respect to the extremes and the .present system's 
1 zero value,. Thus raw scores between alternatives maintained the pro-
portior1 the quantitative data initially had, Zero was assigned as an 
alternative's raw score if no change from the present situation in the 
parameter was expected, 
Qualitative changes in parameters were ranked with respect to the 
present method of ~ontrol along the scale and assigned values according 
to the magnitude of the change from the present method of control, If 
th~ eftect;s on a part:i;c~lar paFameter of using alternative B were twice 
as beneficial (or detrimental) as the effeqts from alternative A, then 
1For example, assume the present system has profits of $10,00 per 
acre and alterr1atives A and B have protits of $40,00 and $4.00 per acre, 
respectively. The raw score for the present system is zero by defini..-
tion and the raw s~ore for alternative A should be +5.00 because of the 
large increc1-se in profit, The score for alte:rnative B was estimat.ed at 
-1,00 by i;tdjusting between the present system's score and the score for 
alternc1-1;:ive A, 
the raw score of B was ~wice that of A. The raw scove of B was then 
based upon its relative relationship to the effects of the present 
method of qontrol, which was discussed in Chapters III and IV of this 
thesis, 
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Mµ!tiply:i,ng the 'X'aw scores by the:1,r respective parameter weights 
g~ve eaeh alternative a weighted score for each parameter, The sum of 
tl;le weighted.scores for each alternative within each major area (eco-. 
nomics, environmental.quality aI).d soqial well-being) indicated the 
effect; of tqe ·alternative on the mie1Jor area •. The· total of all weighted 
scores for an.alternative :i,ndic!ted its .n~t pverall impact on society. 
If .the net overall impact was po~itive, the alternative was more 
, desirable than the current system of pest co.ntroL Conver.sely, if the 
;net·overall impact was negative, the alternative was less desirable 
· than the present method of control, Since each alternative had a net 
overall value of its impacJ: ·on society, the alternatives co.uld be 
ranked fro\11 highest to ,lowest or best to worst, 
The alternative metho4s of pest control for the selected crops 
analyzed in this thesis were those considered to be feaE!ible in Okla-
homa at this time or in the near future, Alternative methods to con~ 
trol sand sage and schinnery oak analyzed :i,n Chapter V were: (1) 
reduced.. applica~;l,on rates; (2) deep plow rangeland anq, establish love 
grass; (3) not control br1,1sh and. reduce cattle numbers; and, (4) dor-
mant season mowing, Selected alternative methods to control poE!t.and 
blackjack oak were: (1) clear brush mechanically and establish bermucla 
grass; (2) establi.sh fescue to supplement '1:,ermuda grass; (3) use no con-
trol and redu~e cattle numbers, Alternatives to control insects on 
cotton analyzed were: (1) use t1,on-persistent insecticides; (2) utilize 
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a sco4ting program to monitor insect levels and recommend control as 
insects reach an .economic. threshold; (3) plant strips of grain sorghum 
among rows of cotton; .and, (4) use no insect controls, 
The method used to estimate the economic· .benefits to society from 
pesticid.e use on selected crops was to measure the copsumers' surplus. 
Consumers' surplus is an estimate of the change in consumers' food 
costs as a function of changes in farm production, .and has been used 
in other studies of e~ternalities surroundin.g pesticide use [13). 
The consumers' surplus method of estimating consumers' eqonomic 
benefits (welfare) has been critici~ed because it utilizes average 
prices and is us.ually estimated from elasticities of .demand which are 
based on very restrictive assumptions [2ll, The restrictive assump,-
tions usually are: constant incqme, constant number of consumers, no 
change in tastes and preferences and constant elasticities of demand 
for the study period. The criticism of this methodology and the limit ... 
ing assumptions surrounding its use are !'ecognized, However, for lack 
of a better economic tool, it .was used in this thesis to estimate con-
sumers' econ<;>mic,benefits from increase in farm output, 
An increase in farm outpt1t creates a positive consumers' surplus 
or a net savings for consumers if the elasticity of. demand is·less than 
t,1nity •. Since elasticity of dem.;i.nd hr cotton and beef is less than 
unity (~0,8@ for cotton and -0,74 for beef) an increase in output due 
to pesticide use creates net consumer savings [3, p, 9; 32, p. 216-221). 
Consumers' .surplus or net·aonsumer savings from a.change in farm output 
is estimated by equations 2.1,.. 2,4 as follows: 
y = p2 (X2-Xl) ~ pl (X2) 
p2 = (Pl) (%AP!)+ pl 
~d 
%AP1 = %AX2 
%AX = Xl 
2 -x2 
where: 
Y is ihe change in consumers' surplus, 





P2 is price that would have prevailed without a change in output, 
x1 is the change in output, 
x2 is the total output for the period, 
Ed is eiasticity of demand. 
CHAPTI::R I II 
COSTS AND RETURNS OF CURRENT PEST CONTROL METHODS 
Cotton farmers in Oklahoma controlled insects and weeds with cul-
tural practices as well as insecticides and herbicides such as Toxa-
phene, methyl~parathion, Treflan, Planavin and summer fallow, Ranchers 
have managed brush and weeds on rangeland with mowers, bulldozers, and 
chemicals such as 2,4-D, 2,4,S~T, and Silvex. Following is a discussion 
of the. results of a survey to. determine the extent of pesticide use 
under the present systems of pest control. Also presented were eco-
nomi.c · analyses of present pesticide uses on cotton and rangeland in 
Oklahoma. 
Current Situation in Rangeland Management 
A£J?,l,:t.c~tion Rates Recommended and Used 
~ Ranseland 
':., " 
Tb,e recommencied practice by the U. s. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) to control post and blackjack oak in Oklahoma is to use two or 
more aerial applications of 2,4~~-T at two pounds per acre initially 
and one and one half to two pounds of 2,4,5-T per acre the next year 
or two, and repeat this every eight to ten years. Silvex has been 
used in plac~ of Z,4,5-T at two pounds per acre with similar results. 
The recommended practice by USDA to control schinnery oak is to spray 
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onehalf pound of 2,4 .... n per acrefor two or three consecutive years 
[43, pp~ 27-29], 
The Oklahoma State Univel;'sity Agronomy Department recommended that 
ranchers use two ,pounds of 2,4,5, ... 'l' per acre fol:' blackjack oak control 
and one-haif pound of 2,4 .... n per acre for schinnery oak control, 'l'he 
recommended application for controlling weeds in pasture is three-
fourths pound to one and one~half pounds of 2,4-D per acre [19]. 
'l'he application rates farmers and licensed applicators reported 
using to cc:mtrol oak brush in the survey counties has been relatively 
stable over the past ten years ('l'able II). In Osage and Pittsburg 
Coun.ties two pm,mds of 2,4,5-'l' per acre has been the application rate 
used since 1961 for controlling post and blackjack oak on rangeland. 
In Woodward County the application rate of 2,4,5-'l' for schinnery oak 
control decreased from two pounds to one and one-:-half pounds per acre 
between 1961 and 1972 (Table II). 
'l'he applicaUon rates reportedly being used by farmers and licen-
sed applicators to control weeds in the survey counties has been con-. 
stant at one pound of 2,4-D per acre in all survey cdunties except 
Woodward County, Woodward County farme~s and licensed applicators re-
ported using 2,4-D at 0,6 pounds to 1,1 pound per acre between 1961 
and 1972 ('l'able II), 'l'he application rates of 2,4-D used on schinnery 
oak in Woodward County have been constant at one pound per acre since 
1966. 
Extent of aerbicide Use to Control Weeds 
~~, .. 
and Brush on Ran~eland -, ,,~ 
The number of acres of rangeland treated each year is dependent 








MOST FREQUENTLY USED APPLICATION RATES OF PHENOXY HERBICIDES 
FOR ~RUSH AND WEEP CONTROL ON RANGELAND AS REPORTEP BY 
OKLAHOMA FARMERS AND LICENSED APPLICATORS FOR 
SELECTED YEARS, 1961 TO 1972 
qrvey a a (S D t ) 
. i . ' ' 
Osa2e. Pittsb4r2 Woodward 
2~4,5-T 2,4-D 2,4,5-T 2,4-D 2,4~5~T ·2,4 ... D 
Blackjack Blackjack Schinnery 
and Post Oak Weed 1and Post.Oak Weed Oak Sand Sage 
- lbs. per , ere -
2,0 -- 2.0 1.0 2.0 --
2,0 1.0 2.0 1,0 2.0 1.0 
2.0 1.0 2.0 1~0 1.1 1,0 
2.0 1,0 2.0 J,..O 1.2 1,0 










does not provide good spraying conditions so the number of acres 
treated is reduced in these years [12, pp. 36-41), The number of 
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acres treated by year in the survey counties was obtained from inter-
viewing licensed applicators in the area, farmers, and. local technical 
advisers, In ~972 Osage County ranchers tre~ted an estimated 54,000 
acres of rangeland for brush and 52,000 acres for weeds (Table II!), 
Ranchers in Pittsburg County treated an estimated 26,000 acres of brush 
and 50,000 acres of weeds on rangeland in 1972, Woodward County ranch-
ers treated an estimated 36,000 act:es of brush and. 8,000 acres of weeds 
on rangeland in 1972, 
One-half of the ranchers surveyed in Osage and Pittsburg Counties 
owned spray equipment for weed and brush control, In Woodward County 
only one .. third of the ranchers reported owning or leasing a spray rig, 
The ranchers using their own·spray rigs reported doing part or all of 
their own weed control and some reported controlling young regrowth, 
Ranchers in the s~rvey counties sprayed about 50 percept of the total 
acre~ sprayed for weed control in 1971 and in 1972, Brush control was 
done almost entirely by ·licensed applicators in Osage County. In 
Pittsburg County 40 to 50 percent of the brush was controlled by far-
mers using their own eq4ipment, ln Woodward Cou~ty, ranchers treated 
about 2~ percent of the brush controlled in 1971 and 1972, 
In the~e counties the trend has been towards an increase in the 
total acres of rangel9nd treated each year for brush and weeds, With 
the development of an inexpensive ($695) power~takeoff ground sprayer 
(the fogger) the number of acres tre~ted in these counties likely will 
increase over. the ne:>tt few years, One possible problem in the past 
f:rom using "the fogger" was that the chemical came out as a fine mist 
that drifted extensively and the resulting damage was to non-target 
vegetat:Lon, such as gardens. This :i.s further discussed in Chapter IV 
of this thesis, 
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The total quantity of pesticide usecl each year in the survey 
counties was estimated from information obtained by surveying licensed 
applicators, farmers and local technical advisers. The estimate was 
made by adding the pounds of tecl)nical material, applied by licensed 
applicators to the estimated pounds applied by farmers. The latter was 
esti.matE!q. by muUiplying tb,e application rates farmers reported py the 
estimated number of acres they treated. In 1972, 100,000 pounds of 
2,4,5-T an4 53,900 pounds of 2,4-D were applied to brush and weeds on 
rangela1,1d in Osage Cqunty (Table :i;u), P;i.t tsbu:rg County ranchers used 
an estimated 47,700 pounds of 2,4,5-,T, about 59,500 pounds of 2,4-D in 
1972 ~ . About 24,200 pounds of 2, 4, 5-'l' and 18,700 pouqds of 2,4-D were 
applied in Woodward County in 1972, 
In the three su1:vey co'!.mties the quantity of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T 
used inc:reased in 1972 over ;I.971 c:1nd 1970 (Table III). Favorable 
spraying weather was the. major factor causing this large increase in 
1972. The treated acreage in 1972 was also especially large because 
of the added acreage that should have been treated in 1971 but was not 
due to unfavorable weather conditions. 
The price of 2,4-D in Oklahoma has been about the same as the 
averc:1ge price in the u.s. over th~ past eight years (Table IV). The 








ACRES TREATED AND QUANTITY OF HERBICIDES USED IN THE OKLAHOMA SURVEY COUNTIES ON RANGELAND 
TO CONTROL BRUSH AND WEEDS FOR SELECTED YEARS, 1961 TO 1972 
{Survey ~ata) 
Osage County Pittsbursi: Countv Woodward County 
Acres Chemicals Acres Chemirals Acres Chemica.ls 
Brush Weeds 2,4,5-T 2,4-D . Brusb Weeds 2,4,5-T 2,4-D Weed Killel'. Brush Weeds 2,4,5-T 2,4-D 
-----(! s_..)-- ------- --(lbs ) --------- ' ~----(lbs . )---.: 
.. 
'D ,0-00 · --- 54.,00Q -- 17,500 --- 27,000 18,0-00 -- 9,000 -- . 14,500 --
42,500 32,000 85,000 34,800 24,000 42,000 42,500 · 48,000 4,200 17,000 4,000 29 ,500 3,lOC 
41,000 41~000 79,100 40,oOO 26,000 49,000 48,600 50,000 3,900 22,000 4,000 12.,200 12,000 
~2,400 41,000 79,800 42, 700 20,000 52,000 36,600 54,700. 4,200 17,000 6,000 14,500 9, 700 
-




PRICES PAID BY FARMERS AND RANCHERS FOR PHENOXY 
HERBICIDES, OKLAHOMA AND UNITED STATES, 
1964 TO 1971 
2 4 5-T 
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Year Un;Lted States Oklahoma United States Oklahoma 
1964 2.36 n/a 1 0.91 0.91 
1965 2,45 n/a 0.90 0.92 
1966 2.47 n/a 0,90 0.90 
1967 2.46 n/a 0.91 0.91 
J,968 2,39 2.62 0.97 0.98 
1969 2.44 2.62 0,92 o.87 
1970 2.34 2.45 0.90 0.91 
1971 2,45 2.63 0.96 0.95 
1 Datc!, not available. 
Source: U, S. Departmet}.t of AgJ;"icul ture, A~ric,ul t~ral Prices -
Annual Sul1lmc1,ry, S.tatistical Reporting Service, Crop Reporting Board 
(Was4ington~ q.c.~ 1964-1972). 
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of 2,4,5 ... T in Oklahoma varied between $2,45 and $2 163 per pound between 
1968 and 1971. The average price per pound in the U.S. was less than 
that in Oklahoma, 
Costs of having licensed applicators control weeds or brush on 
rangeland typically is a function of the application rate per acre, t;he 
degree of applicator competition in the l;lfea and the number of acres 
treated. In 1972 the total cost per acre to control brush (01;tk), as 
reported by licensed applicators, was $6.62 in Osage County, $7,46 in 
Pittsburg County and $5.68 in Woodward County (Table V). In the three 
counties surveyed the cost per acre to control br-µsh in 1972 was higher 
th1;tn in 1971, This was reportedly due to the non-availability of 
2,4,5-l' in 1972, The lower costs of brush control in 1970 and 1971 
c<:>mpared to 1972 in Woodward Co\,lnty was also due to the unusually 
large number of applicators in the area in the earlier years, 
In 197Z the total cost per acre to control weeds in pasture as 
reported by 1:i,ce~sed applicator$, was $1.78 in Osage County, $2,25 in 
Pittsburg County and $2.88 in Woodward County (Table V), The cost per 
acre for weed control within each of the survey counties has been 
relatively constant over the selected years, Prices applicators 
charged in different counties were not compared because of the differ~ 
ences in the application rates applied per acre, 
Current S:i.tuation with Pest Management in Cotton 
A~£1icat;:i,on Rates Recommended and Used ~ Cotton 
Treflan and Planavin were the most widely used herbicides for the 
c.<:>ntrol of weeds in cotton in the survey counties. The Agronomy Depart-








COSTS PER ACRE FOR BRUSH AND WEED CONTROL FOR SELECTED COUNTIES IN OKLAHOMA AS 
REPORTED BY LICENSED APPLICATORS FOR SELECTED YEfiR.S, 19.61 TO 1972 
(Survey Dat~) 
Osage Pittsburg Woodward Osage Pittsburg Woodward 
(Bla,ckJack (Blackjack (Schinnery 
Oak) Oak) Oak) (W~ed) {Weed) (Weed) 
- ($/acre)-
6.68 · 6--050 6.50 n/a1 2.25 n/a1 
5.51 6.24. 6.50 1.90 2.25 2.8-6 
5-.66 6.39 3.07 1.90 2.17 2.9-0 
5.·66 6.48 4.86 L89 2 .. 19 2..90 
6.62 7.46 5.68 1. 78 2.25 Z.88 












at cme .. hal,f to one pound per ac1:e and that Planavin be applied, at rates 
from one-half to one pound per acre [20]. 
Several insecticides have bee~ recommended for cotton but the most 
widely used, insecticide mix to control the bollworm complex in the sur-
vey counties is toxaphene and methyl·parathion~ The Oklahoma State 
University Entomology Pepartment recommends using toxaphene at one to 
two pounds per acre and methyl-parathion at one~quarter pound to one-
half pound per acre for controlling the bollworm complex [16, pp. 67-
70]. 
The licensed appl;i.cators surveyed reportedly used Treflan at one ... 
half to three-quarters of a pound per acre to control weeds in cotton 
(l'able VI). Farmers reported usin$ 'l'refbn at rates of o~e-half to 
one pouncl per acre. rn 1961 1:i,cen$ed, applicators reportedly used some 
propozene and carmex at one and one-quarter pints per acre. These her-
bicides have since decreased ;in use to almost ~ero. · 
In 1971 licensed applicators in }Jarmon and Tillman Counties re-
portedly used from two-thirds pound to two pounds of toxaphene, and 
one-third to one pound of methy:J.; ..... parathion plus one pound of DDT per 
acre t;.o control co1;:ton insects ('l'able VI). Harmon and Tillman Count;i..es 
reportedly used DDT even t}i.ough it w~s not recommended for use in 1971 
by entomologists at Oklahoma State University (Table VI). The primary 
insecticides used in 1961 were toxaphene, DPT and methyl-parathion. 
Tl:l.e quantity of technical material applied pet' acre in 1971 was less 
than that applied in 1961 (Table VI). 
Some ;farmers in Tillman and Washita defoliated cotton with arsenic, 
acid to all.ow earlier stripping. The application rates in use for 







APPLICATION RATES USED BY LICENSED APPLICATORS FOR.INSECT 
AND WEED CONTROL ON COTTON, IN FOUR OKtAH.Ol1A 
COUNTIES FOR SELECTED YEARS, 1961 TO 1971 
{: 
Harmon County Jackson County Tillman County 
Insects Weeds Insects Weeds Insects 
Earlv1 Late2 Early1 Late2 
0.20 lb. 1 lb. n/a4 2 lb. n/a4 0.50 lb. 3 lb. 
Bidrin toxaphene toxap.hene dieldrin toxaphene 
(2) 3 0.50 lb. 1 lb. DDT (2) 1.5 lb. DDT 
DDT 
(9-10) 3 
o. 50 lb. o. 75 lb. 
parathion parathion 
(6-10) (5-9) 
0.22 lb. 2.1 lb. n/a4 2 lb. 0.75 lb. 0.17 lb. 3 lb. 
Bidrin toxaphene toxaphene Treflan/ dialox toxaphene 
(2)3 1.0 lb. DDT 1 lb. DDT acre 
(2) 
1.5 lb. DDT (1) 
0.5 lb. 0.50 lb. o. 75 lb. 
parathion parathion parathion 
(7-9) (5-8) c:-6) 
0.22 lb. 2.2 lb. 0.63 lb. 1.50 lb. 0.75 lb. 0.32 lb. 2 lb. 
Bidrin toxaphene Treflan toxaphene Treflan/ dialox toxaphene 
(2)3 1.1 lb. DDT 
(1) 
1 lb. acre (2) 1 lb. DDT 
parathion 
(1) 
0.6 lb. (4-7) 0.50 lb. 
parathion parathion 
(9-5) (4-7) 
0.22 lb. 2 lb. 0.63 lb. 1.50 lb. 0.75 lb. 0.50 lb. 2 lb. 
Bidrin toxaphene Treflan toxaphene Treflan/ dialox toxaphene 
(2) 3 1 lb. DDT 
(1) 
1 lb. acre 
(2) 
1 lb. DDT 
(1) 





1Early insects controlled are fleahoppers, thrips, and lacewing beetles. 
2Late insects controlled are bollworms, tobacco budworms, and bollweevils. 
3Number in parenthesis denote number of applications. 




















1.25 lb. n/a4 
propozene 
or 
1. 25 lb. 
carmex 
(1) 
0.63 lb. n/a4 
Treflan 
(1) 






o. 70 lb. 0.66 lb. 
Treflan toxaphene 
(1) 



































per acre in l961 to one and one~half pints per acre in 1971 (Table VI). 
The primary defoliant in Washita County was Paraquat, which was applied 
at various rates ind sometimes mixed ¥ith chlorate urea. The manufac-
turers recol11!llended application rate for arsenic acid was one and one-
half quarts per acre; for sodiu1,11 chlorate, one and one""."half to two 
gallons per ac;re; and, for Paraquat, one"!'fifth of a gallon per acre 
[48]. The rates reported being used in survey counties were less than 
or equal to the recommended rates in 1961, 1966, 1970 and 1971 (Table 
VI). 
Extent of Pesticide Use to Control Weeds 
~ '~~ 
and Insects on Cotton ............ 
The number of ac;res qf cptton treated annually for weeds c!-nd in-
sects in the survey counties was determi1:u~d from the survey of licensed 
applica,tors, farmers and loc:al technical advisers, The nul!lber of acres 
of cotton treated with a herbicide in Jackson County in 1971 was 30,000 
acres, about 80 percent of the total acres planted (Table VII). The 
aci:~age t.r:eated in ;I.971 was about 2,000 acres more than in 1970. An 
estimated 21,200 pounds of Treflan, 400 pounds of Caporal, 60 pounds of 
carmex and 400 pounds cf other herbicides were used in 1971. Reported 
herbic~de use on cotton in Earman County in 1971 was about 22,000 acres, 
about eighty~three percent of planted acreage (Table VII), Herbicide 
use in Tillnian and Washita. Counties was not as extensive as in Harmon 
County. Acres.treated in 1971 were 44 and 40 percent of acres planted 
in Tillman and Washiti:l., respect:ively. 
All of the cotton f;armers interviewed in Jackson, Harmon, Tillma,n 
and Washita Counties owned or leased a ground sprayer tO. apply 
TABLE VII 
QUANTITY OF PESTICIDES APPLIED AND ACRES -OF COTTON TREATED FOR INSEC'r AND WEED 
C-ONTROL, IN ~OUR COUNTIES IN OKLAHOMA, FOR SELECTED YEARS, 1961 TO 1971 
(Surve Data) 
Acres of Insecticiaes Used Lbs_.) Acres· .of Herbicides Used Lbs,) 
Insect Methyl- Weed. 
Year. Control. Toxaphene Parathion DDT Dial ox Other Control Treflan Ca:eoral Planavin Others 
- Jackson County -
19.61 n/a n7a n/a n/a -n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a so 170 
1966 22-,000 190,800 99,900 125,300 --- --- 21,000 15,600 . 
1970 29,000 177 ,100 86-,600 20,500 500 400 28,000 19,800 400 400 
1971 15,000 188.,900 104,500 900 150 40 30,000 21,200 400 60 400 
- Harmon County -
1961 --- 135,000 27.,500 65,000 1,100 --- n/a. n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1966 23,800 180, 700 50,200 -8-6,400 1,400 100 16,000 1-0.,000 
J.970 24,600 148-,850 4s,,,oo 56,000 1,700 40 20,000 1-4,800 
1971 24,000 128,300 40,200 50,400 1,800 --- 22,000 16;000 
- Tillman County -
1961 28,500 .194, 1:00 74,!).QO 175,800 --- 61,000 4,300 1,200 --- -- 3,000 
1966 18-, 700 175,800 47,600 105,600 1,100 400 9,000 12,400 
1970 14,700 135,000 35,_300 67,200 1,200 --- 13,000 8,000 
1971 9.,000 99,700 .25,800 49,000 --- 18,500 12,800 
- Washita County -
1961 n/a n/a n1a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1966 22,000 50,000 70,000 1,000 --- 10,000 15,000 
1970 2,500 13,600 7.,000 --- --- --- 30,900 24,000 




herbicides. However, the survey was limited to fi:1-tmers who do chem-
ically control insects and weeds in cotton so this was i:iot considered 
necessarily typical of all farmers, The cotton farmers surveyed.re.,,. 
ported doing most of their own herbicide work. This agreed with the 
reports from local techn!cal.adv:i,.sers, Licei:ised applicators surveyed 
in the study area indicated that they apply only about 25 percent of 
the total hetbicide treatment in these counties. Cot;:tpn farmers sur-
veyed in Harmon, Tillman and Washita Counties did about 70 percent of 
the total weed control an cotton while in Jackson County cott;on farmers 
did about 60. percent.· Six farmers in Jackson County were licensed 
applicators and appli!;!d herbicides to a supplement farmincome. From 
the survey.it was determi~ed that these farmers treated about 40 per-
c;:ent of the commercially treated cotton in 1971. 
Total acres of cotton in Jackson County treated in 1971 was esti.-
mated from the survey data at 15,000 acres, a decrease of 14,000 acres 
from 1970 ('l'abl,e VII). The acres treated for insects in Harmon County 
decreased by an estimated .600 acres ai:id in Tillman County the number of 
acres of cotton treated for :i,nse~ts decreased 5,700 acres from 1970 to 
197],. The insect popu:).ation was dependent upon the vigor of the cotton 
plants which in turn, depended upon the amount of mpisture. Thus in 
a dry year like ;L97l. in Jackson and 'l'illman Counties, farmers had fewer 
ipsect problems than they did.in a wet year like 1970, and therefore less 
spraying was done, Even though cotton farmers own spray rigs in the 
cotton survey count~es, almost.all the chemical insect control was done 
by licepsed applicators during the survey years •. Only two farmers in 
Washita Coupt:y of all the :!;armers st:1rveyed in the four count:i,es, diq 
all of their own chemical insect control. 
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The total pounds of each chemical used by year in each county was 
estimated.based on the most frequently used application rate reported, 
the number of acres treated and the number of applications applied. In 
Jackson County in 1971 it was estimated that 188,900 pounds of toxaphen~, 
104, 500 pounds of methyh·parathic:>n, 900 pounds of DDT, 150 pounds of 
D:i,.alox and abo1,1t 10 gallons of Sygon were used for cotton insect con ... 
trol (Table VII). 
Farmers used· less DDT on co.tton in 1971 than in 1966 in all four 
cotton study counties (Table VII). In Jackson County estimated DDT use 
on cotton in.1970 was 20,000 pounds less than in 1971, while toxaphene 
use increased 11,000 pounds and methyl-parathion use increased 18,000 
pounds while acres treated decreased by 14,000 acres, In Jackson 
County the application rates for toxaphene and methyl-parathion were 
reduced by 50 percent from 1970 to 1971 due primarily from the reduced 
number of applications in 1971, Harmon County had a 46 percent increase 
in methyl-parathion and a slight decrease in toxaphene use between 1961 
and 1971 while DDT use decreased 22 percent, with a relatively constant 
numper of acres treated each year~ The Entomology I)epartment at Okla-
homa State University .su~gested that the reason for the shift from DDT 
was due to the ;increased resistance .to DDT by harmfu,1 cotton insects. 
The use of defoliants and dessicants in the cotton survey counties 
has been limited primarily to Tillman and Washita Counties, Both 
count::1.es treated about 10,000 acres in 197;J. (Table VIII), This was a 
3,500 acre increase in Washita County over 1970 and a 600 acre decrease 
for Tillman, County, The use of defoliants depended· primarily on the 
weather, If a wet winter was expt:!cted, farmers defoliated.their cotton 
so they could strip cotton as soon as possible, In 'Washita County the 
'i'ABLE VIII 
ACRES. TREAT~D AND QUANTI.TY OF DESICCMTS USED IN TILLMAN AND 
WASHITA COUNTIES, OKLAHOMA, · BY SELECTED YEARS, ·· 
1961 TO 1971 
i,• I I 





Yea:1; Desic~~ted Acid Chlorate Paraquat. 
.... Till~an County '"' I 
1961 14,200 5,100 
1966 12.700 4,200 ,...._ 
1970 11,200 2,300 ,...._ 
1971 10,600 750 -1!"" 
... WashitaCoul'!.tY _; 
1961 n/a · -!'"l"' .... -
1966 7t000 1,750 
1970 8,100 255 7,300 135 








trend has been frqm arsenic acid to Paraquat and sodium chlorate. No 
such trend was observed in Washita County, 
Prices of Insecticides and Herbicides 
~' ,-~ 
Used on Cotton 
~~
The price of DDT, toxaphene and methyl-parathion declined annually 
from 1968 to 1970; however, in 1971 the price increased (Table IX). 
Methyl-parathion was $2. 55 per pound in 1968, $2:.10 per pound in 1970 
and $2, 35 per pound in 19'71 ('l'able IX), 
By contrast the price pf Trefbn has decreased about $11 per gallon 
since it was introduced in the mic:i,,-60' s. Treflan' s. suggested reta.il 
price was $21 per gallon in Oklahoma in 1972. The suggested retail 
price of Plana.yin has been $21 per gallon for the past three years ;in 
Oklahorna, :Priqr to that Planavin was a 75 percent wettable powder that 
was not comparable to the present mixture so a price change over time 
was not available. Sod;l.um chlorate, a major ~otton defoliant, has been 
$1 per gallon for the past six years whereas Paraquat, another defol-
iant, sold for $27 per gal1on in 1966 and $30 per gallon in 1972, 
Farmers' costs of ;insecticides applied is dependent upon the 
chernical used~ th~ application ratea and the number of applications •. 
The most frequently used insecticide mixture fo:,:;- the bollworm complex 
in Jackson County is one and one~half pounds of toxaphene and one pound 
of methyl~parathion, This mixture cost from $2,50 to $2.95 per appli-
cation in 1972 (Table X), The applicators in Jackson County reported 
treating fields an aver~ge of fout times in 1972. The cost for bollworm 









PRICE OF TOXAPHENE, DDT AND METHYL-PARATHION PE~ POUND 
IN THE UNITED STATES AND OKLAHOMA, FOR 
YEARS, 19Q6 TO 1971 
DDT · · ~ethyl-Parathion 
u,s. . . Okla. . u',s •. I . Okla~ 
"" '($/lb,)' !,.' I h 
-.- 0,33 0.41 .. ,.. 
..... "\!'!'!- o.34 0.40 !I'll'!"-
0.60 0,75 0,37 o.4s 2.41 2.55 
0.60 o. 72 0,38 0,39 2.54 2.50 
0.59 0,66 0.40 0.32 2.61 2.10 
0.62 o, 71 0,38 0.42 2.58 2,35 
S9u:i:Qe: U, So Department of Agricl,,\lture, Ag:i:icultur?l Ji>ricei; ... 
Annua:,. Summary, Stati,.stical Reporting Service, C:i:op 'R~po:rting Board 









COSTS PER ACRE TO,CONTROL INSECTS AND WEEDS IN COTTON, REPORTED BY LICENSED APPLICATORS 
FOR FOUR COUNTIES IN OKLAHOMA• SELECTED YEARS, 1961 TO 1971 
Harmon Jackson Tillman Washita 
Early Late Early Late 
Insects Insects Weeds Insects -Weeds Insec-ts In-secets Defoliants Weeds Insects Defoliants 
-
- $/acl e -
2.85. 2.85-· n/a 2 1.60- n/_a 
2 -
L85- .2.50- - 3.00- 4.40 n/a n/a 
(2)1 
3.50 2 .. 85 - 2.85 - - 2~85 · 4.-00 
(9) (8) (3) (6) {1) . (1) 
2.00- -- 2.50--
2 n/a 1.60- .- 5.25 1.25- . 2. 75- 3.00- - 6.50 n!a n/a 
2.85- 3_.00 3.00 _ - (1}. - 1 .. 85 2-.85 4.00 
(2)1 (8) (6) (2) (5) (1) (1) 
L-60- 2.50- 5.25 2.-00- . -6. 00- 1.70 2~55- · 2.75- 5.25 _ 3.35 2.75-
2 • .85 2.90. 2.95• 7 ... 00 - 2_. 75 4.50. 4-.0·0 
' (2)1 (6) : (1) (5) ' (1) (2) (5) (1) (1) . (-6) (1) 
L.95- 2.85- 5,.25 2-.50- : 5 .. 5:0- 1.65,- 2.55- 2 .. 75- 5.25 3.00-
2.85 2.90 2.95 6--.75 2.75 2.75 -4. 50 3.35 
(i)l (5) (1) (4) (l) (3) . (5) {!)- (1) (5) 
1Num:bers in parentheses () indicate the average number of applications. 












$2,85 to ~2.90 per aar.e, The average number of appl,.iQations was five 
so the. total cost was about $14.50 per a(;re, 
The costs per acre of weed control.in cotton reported for the 
cotton survey counti~s was between $5.25 and $6.75 per.acre in 1971 
(Table X). The cost was ~lse quoted as $2.50 per acre and the farmer 
provided the.herbicide, The farmers' costs to have licensed applies-
tors defoliate cotton was between $2.75 and $4.00 per acre in 1972. 
The cost per acre to control weeds and defoliate cottop. appeared to 
be stable -over .the survey period,. 
Economic Factors of fresent Pes~icide Use 
This section di~cusses the economics of using pesticides to con-
trol we~ds and brush on rapgelB:i;td, ap.d weeds and i'I\sects on cotton. 
The econom:tc fact<;>rs related to chemical pest control are: change in 
yields, farmer's net inco_me~ quality of output, number of acres of 
croplap.d farmed and chaQ.g_e in prices for conaumel;'s. 
arush Control on Rangeland 
· · . """""""I· Ilk , ;:. .. 
Ch~nge ~ Yields. The'pounds of beef produced per acre increased 
as ·a result of cb.emical weed aI\d brush contra:). on rangeland. ' In Osage 
and Pitt~burg Co.unties. the technical advisers surveyed reported the 
added pr()do,ction pe~ acr.e was about 40 pounds of beef per year after 
controlling blackj1ek oak and 10 to 20 pounds of addecl. beef per acre 
per year af t;er carq.trolling weeds en rangeland, Technical advisers 
. . 
surveyed in Wood~~rd County reported that schinnery oak control in~. 
cr~ased beef preduction abp1,1t.40 paunds per act"e, sand sage control 
42 
increased beef production 20 pounds per acre and weed control on range-
land added ten pounds of beef per acre. 
Ranchers in Osage County reported that they had increased pasture 
carrying capacity as much as three times through brush and weed control. 
This was pa;rticularly true in the early years after chemical control was 
started, However, as brush began to regrow, carrying capacity steadily 
decreased to about double the init::lal level of p:r;oduction. Two-thirds 
of the ranchers surveyed reported they have increased beef production 
over doub;l.e their original yields. The remaining third reported an 
increase but were not sure of the amount, 
Rancherij in Pittsburg County reported that chemical weed control 
prevented total weed takepver of rangeland and doubled carrying ca-
pacity over a ten year period. Ranchers in Woodward County reported 
that brush and weed control doubled carrying capacity of rangeland 
over a period o~ three to five years. 
ClHtna.e i!!. Ranchers I Net Incom~. Ranchers ip.creased their net in-
comes per acre by controlling weeds and/or brush on rangeland in the 
sul;"vey counties~ A partial. budget for rangeland improvement.showed 
that weed control in Woodward County increased net returns per acre 
about $1.13, br1.1sh control increased net returns about.$4.40 per acre 
(Table Xl), ln Pittsburg and Osage Counties the tncrease in net re-
turns per acre for weed control was about $1.13 and the net return from 
control.ling weeds and brush was $i.44 per acre. The change in net re-
tut'n per ac;re was es Uma ted by adj us ting l:>udgets developed by t;he O. S. U. 
Department of Agrictiltural Ecc:mom;l.cs for the counties in this study. 
The pudgets were estimated on a per cow basis but were adjusted to a 
per ac:;:re basis for this study, Cont;roll:Lng weeds and brush in Osage 
Parameter 
TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF COSTS AND RETURNS FOR DIFFERENT LEVELS 
OF WEED AND BRUSli CONTROL ON OKLAHOMA RANGELAND 
Unit No Bru,sh Chemical Chemical 
of or Weed Control Control 






.. Osage and Pittsburg Counties -
Carrying Capacity Acres/ADY 17.0 12,5 10.0 9.0 
Cost of Inputs 1 $/Acre 4, 21 . 5. 72 7.16 7,95 
Cost of Control $/ Acre 0 0,65 1,75 2,00 
Value of ;Beef Prod. $/Acre 9,21 12,52 15.65 17.39 
Returns 2 $/Acre· 5.00 6.13 6.75 7,44 
Cha11ge in Return 
Per Acre Over 
No Control $/Acr:e 0 1.13 1. 75 2.44 
- Woodward County -
.Carrying Capacity Acres/Auy 16.0 p.o 9,0 8,0 
Cost of Inputs 1 $/Acre 1. 71 2,82 3.42 3.63 
Cost of Co11trol $/Ac'!:'e 0 1.00 1.50 2.25 
Value of Beef Prod. $/Acre 9.78 13.05 17.39 19.57 
Returns 
2 
$/Acre 8.07 9,76 12.47 13.69 
Cha,nge in Retu,rn 
Per Acre Over 
No Control $/Act:e 0 1.69 4.40 5.62 
l Inputs include supplementary feed, labor, and veterinarian 
services, 
2 Returns to land, labor, capital, and management. 
and Pittsburg Counties reduced th~ number of acres nece~sary for one 
AUY1 by about eight acres (Table XI), 
Beef production for the budgets was valued at th.e average 1972 
price Oklahoma ranchers received, and the input costs were based on 
1971-1972 costs, The average costs reported for weed and brush con-
trol in 1972 was used ;i.n formulati1;1g the budgets, The cost of weed 
control was amorti~ed over three years because ranchers usually treat 
the rangeland every three years, Brush control was an annual _expense 
for two years and brush was retreated at eight year int~rvals, If 
the total cost is divided equally over the eight years, annual costs 
would be $1,7~ and $1,50 per acre in Pittsbur$""0sage Counties and 
Woodward Caunty, respectively {Table ~I), 
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By controlling both brush and weeds a rancher saved money and in-
creased carrying capacity because of the interaction of the spraying, 
For example, in a weed and brush co1;1trol system ranchers treat brush 
each of the first two years and then wait until the ninth or tenty 
year when brush is.again treated, Weeds are treated every third year. 
The annual _cost per acre for this syi:;tem .is $2,00 in Woodward County 
and about $2,25 in Osage and Pittsburg Counties, 
ChaJ:~ge ~ gtialitX .2£. Ou~p,ut, Elwell [15, pp, 3-5] reported that. 
there was pc, change.in the chemical c,;,mposition of grasses tl;'eated with 
phenoxy herbicides, More specifically, there was no change in the per,,. 
centage of total nitrogen, total. carbohydrates or to.ta! sugars of native 
grasses treated with 2,4,5,...'l' or Silvex, However, several ranchers 
1AUY is one animal unit.year or the amount of forage necessary for 
one cow year long and her calf up to weantng weight, · 
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surveyed reported that cattle $>referred treated gri!lsses to u1;1treated 
grasses.· Elwell stated that this preference was due to the increased 
density and rapid growth of grasses caused by an increase in sunlight, 
release of soil, nutrients and improved soil moisture in areas where 
brush was controlled, 
Since grass is not; the end pI'oduct, researchers have· e:irnmined the 
effects of 2,4 ... n and i,4,~-T en the quality of meat produced on treated 
rangeland, ~o disflavoring of meat has been caused by phenoxy herbi-
cides, This was largely due to animals' rapid elimination of 2,4-D and 
2,4,5-T [45~ pp, 46-,57] ~ 
Chan~e E Crop~and. Rangeland ;is unique in that as brush is con ... 
trolled the number of acres grazed remains constant.· The only cha1;1ge 
in land use after brush con.tro.l, is initiated is a shift to more inten,-
sive use of rangeland. The change in, land use most.likely reduces soil 
erosion. Cox and Elwell [8, pp, 411~415] ha~e shown that well managed 
grassland in Oklahoma has .;J,.ess soil erosion than adjacent areas that 
are primarily brush. As more and more brush is controlled in Oklahoma 
we can expect to see little or none of the uncontrolled land abandoned 
and the total acres grazed will remain relatively constant while pro ... 
duction per acre increases, 
C
1
h1.mae .~ Prices. The :i,.ncreased y;i..eJ.d on rangela1;1d where brush is 
cqntn;,lled :t:"esults in added beef availabl.e for consumpt:i,.on. Assuming 
all other things (demand• :tncqme,.and tastes and preferences) equal the 
increase in consumers' surplus or net savings for consumers from the 
added beef production was estimated, Added beef productio1;1 in Oklahoma 
was used q1.t;her than that in the study counties te emphasize the bene-
fits derived from brush control in Oklahoma •. 
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The extept of const,11ner savings wai;; estimated by using the average 
price received for beef, the price elasticity of demand for beef at 
:retail, the estimated increase in Oklahoma's beef production and the 
total·beef production and imports in the United States. The retail 
price elasticity of demand for beef used is .,..,0,74 and was assumed con ... 
stant;over the years studied [32, pp. 216 .... 221]. (The other assumptions 
of consumers' su:rplus or savingi; are discussed in Chapter II of this 
thesis.) The savings for consumers were estimated at·$13,508,000 in 
1969 and about $15,880,000 in 1971 (Table XII). The increased produc,.,. 
tion of beef in Oklahoma did not dec::rease the price of beef but kept 
the price of beef from being higher than it normally would have been. 
Econo!llic Factors Surrounding Weed and 
,.,~~ 
Insect Cantrel on Cotton -
Cbanae~ Yield, Cotton yield was affected by the level of insect 
infestation, whtch in turn was affected by rainfall. In a wet year 
cotton grows vigorously and attracts insects which necessitate~ addi ... 
tional chemica.l · insect treatments. Sinc;:e increased mohture generally 
. increases yields, far.mers can afford the additional c;:osts of p.hemically 
cent:i;ol:I,ing insec;:ts, Technical advisers surveyed.reported that farmers 
that did not control insects on cotton lost fro!ll 50 to 150 pounds of 
lint per acre, depending upon the amount of rainfa:u. Weeds in cott01a 
are worse during wet years but the effects on yields are relatively 
·stabJ,.e from year to year. Technical advisers reported that farmers who 
did not ccmtrol weeds lost from 20 to 40 pounds of cotton per acre. 
In Jackson County technical advisers reported that farmers lost 














ESTIMATED SAVINGS IN CONSUMERS' MEAT COSTS DUE TO CONTROLLING BRUSH 










( thou. lbs.) 
Average National 
Price Received 












Bill for Meatl 
(Y) 
($) 
71,265 31,342,443 20.20 20.27 6,486,000 
81,054 32,444,859 21.30 21.38 7,290,000 
93,384 33,861,777 19.90 19-.98 7,563,000 
103,751 35,921,138 18.00 18.07 5,638,000 
111,211 34,944,808 19.90 19.99 8,372,000 
97,373 36,224,180 22-.20 22.28 6,321,000 
123,589 . 37,260,105 22,30 22_.40 8,249,000 
128,562 37,885,957 23.40 23,51 9,780,000 
132,081 38,781,941 26.20 26.33 13,508,000 
138,784 41,26S,857 27.10 27.23 13,494,000 
140_,681 42,379,65~ 29.00 29.14 15,880 000 
1 . 
Consumers' savings were calculated by: y = P2(X2-Xl) - P1X2; p2 = (Pi)(%!1Pl) + Pl; %!1Pl = =~:!4; 
" xl 
%!1Xl = X' 
2 
2u, s. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics, Government Printing Office, Washington, 
D. C., 1960 to 1972. 
3u. S. Department of Agriculture, Livestock and Meat Statistics, Economic:Research Service, Statistical 




insects ,nd about 20 pQunds per aare if they did not control weeds, In· 
ijarl!lon Co1,.mty t:echnic_al advisers estimated the losa in yield from not 
controlling inl;iects was abQut · 140 pot.1nds of cptton ·· ant per acre and 
about 30 pounds of lint per ac:r;e if farmers dicJ not control weeds. In 
Tillman County technical advisers estimated that farmers lost 100 to 
150 pounds of catton lint on i~rigated land and about 80 pounds per 
acl'."e on dryland cotton ·if .they did nqt ·cont:ro.:I,." insects. - ·:tn Washita 
County fa.ilure to control insects rech1ced. cotton yields about 100 
pounds per acre; and failure to co.ntrol weeds reduced yields. about 
40 pounds per acre, 
TheOklahoma.State Un:Lversity Extension Entol!lolc;>gy Department 
annually surveys county extension directors in cotton producing counties 
to determine the extent of yield loss~s due to insects, In 1966 the 
estimated loss in yield on cotton not treated for insects was 88 pounds 
of l:h1t per. acre; in 1971 tn.e estimated loss was 111 pounds per acl'."e 
(Table XIII). The estimated value of lost cotton production in Oklahoma 
range4. from an estimated $2,412,400 in 1970 to, $8,626,900 in 1971 · 
(Table XIII) , 
:No statewide est;imate of the loss of.cptton due t;o n(l) weed con-
tro~ was made because of the lack of statewide estimates for loss in 
yi~ld per ,ere an untreated c!Qtt<;m, 
C~an~7 ~ farmers' Net Income, The added returns per acre for 
aent:r:,llins' insects on cotton were greater for irrig~ted cotton than 
fqr q;ylan4 cotton, Without insecticide treatment little or no cotton 
CQU14·be g:lfown on irrigated cropla,nd, Also there have.been few major 
iqsect prq~lems on dry1and cotton; thus, insecticides are seldom used. 










LOSS IN COTTON PRODUCTION IN OKL,A.HOMA DUE TO 
FAILU~ TO CONTROL INSECTS, 1966-1971 
:i;..oss Estimated Cotton Lost Average Price 
ln Acres Not Due To No Receivecl By 
Yield! Treated Control Farmers 2 
(lbslac.r' '(acres) (thous. 'lbs.) ($/lb.). 
88 245,500 21,604,000 0.187 
88 295,500 26,Q04,000 o. 210 
78 286,500 22,347,000 0.210 
78 357,400 27,877,000 0,185 
41 294,200 12,062,000 0,205 












1source: Arnold, Don. Estimated Losses and Production Cpsts 
Attributed ~ In!;lects c;1nd R,el.ated Anthro;eocls. Extensi'on ·Entomology, 
Oklahoma State University, Sj:;~llwater, Oklahoma, 1966-1971. 
2college of Agriculture, Curren.t Farqi. Economic$, Oklahoma State 
University Agricultural, Experiment Station·· and t;he Department of Agri-. 
cultural Economics, selected issues, 1966~1972. 
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irrigated cropland if they were not.able to use insecticides. Since 
soil, II\Oisture wa1;1 the major fac_tor in determining the extent of insect 
problems on cotton, budgets fo1: the study at"eas were developed for 
four levels of water use (Table XIV). The budgets were based on aver-
age yields for each level of wate1: use.· At the lowest level of water 
use in Table XlV (light qiin and n<;> irrigation) the net return per 
acre for cotton was $62,30 1 if no cotton was grown (due to an absence 
of insecticides). The increased net return per acre from insect con ... 
trol was the difference of $62,30 per acre and the net return per acre 
of the next best crop, Under high rainfall and sufficient irrigation 
water (water use level IV) cotton yields were increased as well as in-
sect infestations as shown by the insect control costsi Net-returns 
with this alternative were estimated at $138 to. $158 per acre (Table 
XlV), 
Little insect control has been done on dryland cotton. This 
probably is dtte to the small increases in net returns per.acre received 
by C\'.>ntrolling insects. D-ryland cotton budgets est:1.mated for three 
different ra:l.nfall levels were compared to aQ. average yield without 
insect control,· As water availability increases the insects increase. 
Without insect controls, yields were expected to be relatively constant 
at 200 pounds of cotton per ac;re. · With high rainfall and insect coQ.-
trol yields have reached 350 pounds per acre (Table XIV), The chaQ.ge 
in net returns per acre for high rainfall levels with insect control 
was $18,00 per acre greater than no _insect co.ntrol (Table XIV), 
Change in Quality of Out2ut •. No change in cotton quality was ,. -, ~ .. ,., .,.~·-··11"·'' 
found in cotton grown with nq ballweevils, not in that grown with 



















Value of Prod. 
Net Returns 5 
T~LE XIV 
COSTS AND RETURNS FROM CONTROLLING INSECTS 
ON COTTON IN SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA 
Unit No Chemical 1 of Control Chemical Insect Control At.Different Levels of Water Use 
Measure of Insects I II III IV 
- Irrigated Cotton -
lbs./acre 0 350 600 700 900 
lbs,/acre 0 560 960 1120 1440 
$/acre 0 40.25 69.00 80.50 103.50 
$/acre 0 0 6.00-9.00 18.00-21.00 18.00-30.00 
$/acre 0 5.25 5.25 5.25 5.25 
$/acre 0 107.80 184.80 215.60 277.20 
$/acre 0 62.30 101.50-104.55 108.80-111.80 138 .• 40-158.40 
Chemical Insect Control At Different Levels· of Rainfa114 
I II III 
- Dryland Cotton -
lbs./acre 200 250 300 350 
lbs./acre 320 400 480 560 
$/acre 19.93 24.91 29.89 - 34.87 
$/acre 0 3.00 6.00 9.00 
$/acre 5.25 5.25 5,25 5.25 
$/acre 61.60 77.00 92.40 107.80 
$/acre 36.40 43.80 51.80 58.68 
1tevels of water use: I Light rainfall (14 inches) and no irrigation water, 
II Moderate rainfall (18 inches) and light irrigation (9 inches), 
III Light rainfall (14 inches) and sufficient irrigation (18 inches), and, 
IV High rainfall (30 inches) and sufficient irrigation (18 inches). 
2t:ields st each water consumption level were estimated by researchers in the Entomology Department at 
Oklahoma State University. 
30perating costs average 11,5 cents per pound of lint produced according to budgets by area agents in 
survey areas. 
4Levels of rainfall: I Light rainfall (14 inches) 
· II Moderate rainfall (18-20 inches) 
III Heavy rainfall (30 inches) 
5Net returns to land, labor. capital, and management. 
v, ,_. 
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difference in gross revenue between cotton that had insect control and 
cotton which did not have insect control was due to increased yields 
per acre, There a.re some reports that bollweevils tend to discolor 
cotton but this does .not affect prices received by farmers. Pesticide 
residue on cotton lint has_not caused any reported decrease in quality 
of Glot:hing [46J. However, desiccants on.cotton seed prevents it from 
being used for livestock feed [46], Desiccants were used on about 
22,200 acres in the survey area in 1971, thus affecting about 8.9 mil-
l-ion pounds of cotton seed, The effected seed can be used for planting 
so it is not wasted. 
Chans;e in Cropland. The use of insecticides on cotton increases 
·-·, -~--·,· .. ,, 
tbtal output or reduce.s the number of acres needed to produce a given 
output. · Cotton acreage and ·output in Oklahoma has varied tremendously, 
43 percent, over the past eleven years in Oklahoma. To estimate the 
impact of .using pesticides on the nµmber of a<;ires farmed, the increase 
in the_number of acres needed to maintain the 1972 level of output 
without pesticides was estimated, Oklahoma produced 128,000,000 pounds 
of cotton qn 510,000 harvested acres in 1972, That year was used for 
analysis_purpose1;1 because the 1972 farm program is most likely typical 
of farm programs for the next several, years. If no insect controls 
were used, the yields per acre decreased l,00 to 150 pounds per acre 
for dryland, and to zero for irrigated cotton if farmers grew no cotton 
on irrigated cropland, To maintain 1972 cotton production in the sur-
vey counties, without insecticides, an additional 175,600 acres of 
cotton would be needed. To maintain Oklahoma's 1972 cotton production 
an additional 343,000 a,cres of c:ottcm would be needed, 
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Cha~ge ,!!!. Prices, A portion of the cotton produced over the past 
decade in Oklahoma was produced because chemical insect controls were 
used. This increased output resulted in prices being lower than they 
would have been without insect controls; thus giving consumers a net 
savings or resulting in a pc;,sitive change in consumers' surplus.· The 
price elasticity of demand for cotton ,;at the domestic mill level 
(-0.80) is less than LOO so an increase in quan.Uty supplied results 
in a decrease in c0n.sumers' total e2ependiture for cotton (3, p, 9]. In 
Oklahoma.the added production due to insect control depends upon the 
level of insect iqfestation; th.us the net consumers I net savings was 
estil\lated for a range of yield losses, The estimated added yield in 
Oklahoma was the yield saved times the estimated cotton acreage treated 
for in.sects.in Oklahoma (!able XV), 
The estimated.added yield in 1972 was 7.2 million pounds to 21,7 
million pounds, depending upon which estimate of added yield for insect 
control used. (Table XV). The estimated consumers' net savings from 
added productien ranges from $500,000 to $1,400,000 in 1970 and from 
$700,000 to $1,300,000 in 1972. 
TABLE XV 






of Acres Treated 





Additional Cotton Produced By 
Controlling Insects 
50 lb .lac~-- 100 lb ./ac. 150 lb./ ae. 
-------------(mil .. lbs.)--------------
7.3 14.6 21.9 
6.4 12.8 19 .2 
7.2 14.5 21. 7 
1Estimated from survey data .. 
·consumers' Savings·From Added Output 
Through Insect Control! 
50 lb./ac. 100 lb./ac. 150 lb./ac. 
-------------~l, 000)------- . ---------
0 .. 5 0.9 l.4 
0.4 0.7 1.1 
0.7 0.7 1.3 




ADVERSE AND BENEFICIAL ENVIRONJ1ENTAL 
EFFECTS OF PESTICIDE USE 
Pesticides used on selected crops in Oklahoma affect environmental 
quality by persisting in soil and water, dest,:·oying or improving non.-. 
target plants, as well as having long and short term effects on fish 
and w:(.ldl:i,fe. Pesticides also have af:f;:ecteq. man at work, at home and 
at p,J.ay, The first section of this chapter describes the changes in 
environmental quality that have occurred and/or may occur by continued 
use of pesticides. The last part of the chapter discusses the effects 
of pesticides on social well~being, i.e,, public health and food and 
water supplr contamination. 
Effects on Envi,ronmental Quality from 
Use of Herbicide on Rangeland 
Persistence in Soil and Water 
~~~
The soil persistence of a herbicide has been defined as the length 
\ 
of time a chemical remains active in the soil. Persistence of a her-.. 
bicide is a function of volati,J.ity, photo~decomposition, absorpt~on, 
\ 
lea.cq,:i,ng, plant uptake, miarpbia.J. decompos:L.tion and chemic:.a.J. decompo#-
tion, Phenoxyherbicides have been shown to be relatively volatile in 
warm temperat'lJ.res. Low rates (one to two pounds per acre) of 2,4,5-T 
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and 2,4-D undergo m;i.crobial breakdown in warm moist soils [48, pp. 342 
and 155], In OklahoJ:na 2,4-D persisted for about twenty days in the 
three soils tested, and 2,4,~ .... T persisted for al:>out.four months [2, 
p. 31 and p. 411, 
Other studies [31;48] have shown that 2,4-P persisted in soil 
about one month with 1:1.ttle or no leach:l.ng un.der summertime conditions 
and a temperate climate. Several studies [31] have shown that at nor-
mal and extreme application rates (one to four pounds pep acre) 2,4-D 
had little or no ef:j:eet on soil micro-organisms, and no mortality was 
reported in earthworms immersed for two hours in concentrations of 
2,4-D at levels of 100 parts per million (ppm). The chemical 2,4-D is 
used.at a rate of one pound per acre in Oklahoma for weed control on 
rangeland. 
Phenoxy herbicides degraded rapidly in water, Tests indicated 
that a.concentration of 1,000 ppm of 2,4 ... n in water decreased to 0,01 
ppm in thirty days. In a study.in Oklahoma, 10 ppm of 2,4-D was found 
to have persisted in farm ponds for about six weeks after treatment; 
howev:er, a:f:1::er the fourth day it was not detectable in bluegill fish 
in the pond [48, pp. 93,...100], Open lagoons were treated w;ith 2,4-D 
at a rate o:I; 689 ppb to 967 ppb in another test; after thirty-one days 
only one to two percent of the initial application remained. The per-
sistence of 2,4,5 ... 'r in water was similar to that of 2,4,...D [48, p. 342], 
The Environmental Protection Agency (E~A) has been given the res-
ponsibility of testing soil samples for pesticide residues, Of the 
172 soil samples taken i.n.Oklahoma in 1969 and 1970 none had 2,4-D or 
2,4,5-T residues, The samples were taken from cropland ~nd rangelands 
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selected at ra,ndom throughoµt the state for the National Soils Monb 
torin~ ~rogram. 
Pesticide residue analysis of water in Oklahoma by the Geological 
Survey has not shown an accumulation o;f 2,4"'!"D or 2,4,5-T in the state's 
water supplies over the past five years, The highest level of 2,4 ... D 
found by the Geological Survey was 0.85 ppb in Deep Fork near Arcadia. 
However, no 2,4-D residue was found one month later (Table XVI). The 
highest level oj; 2,.4,5,-T found was 0.16 ppb in the Deep Fork near 
Arcadia; the next month's reading had a residue of O,Ol ppb (Table XVI), 
These rivers are not in t;:he survey area, however, brush and weeds are 
controlled in the vicinity of each river. 
Effects on Livestock, Wildlife and Fish 
~ ...... ,,., ~~
Phenoxy herbicides have produced little or no hazards to wildlife 
when used as recommended [48,. pp, 15!5 and 343). Since phenoxy herbi-
cide$ usually were used on r:_angeland, the fh·st animl;lls to contact· the 
chemical were cattle and wildlife. To determine the effect of phenoxy 
herpi.cides on cattle, tests were conducted by the U, s. Department of 
Agriculture. After a twenty-eight day feeding period with either 300 
ppm Silvex (mi~ture of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T) or 300 ppm of 2,4~D in their 
feed, cattle we:re slaught~red and the meat, fat, kidney, and liver were 
tested for pesticide residues, Three hundred ppm was included in feed 
to simt,1late the level of herbicide res:i,due cattle were subjected to on 
treated rangeland. Cattle s~aughtered within twenty-fot,1r hours.of the 
last feeding had no 2,4~D residues in the muscle and liver, and only 
0.13 p~m and 2,62 ppm 2,4-D in the fat and kidney, respectively~ Cattle 
alaughtered seven days after the last herbicide fee4ing had no 
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TABLE XVI 
RESIDUES OF PHENOXY HERBICIDES FOUND IN THREE 
OKLAHOMA RIVERS, 1968-19711 
214-D 2j4j5'"'T] 
Month Canadian Kiaaichi Deep Fork Canadian Kiamichi Deep Fork 
and Near Near Near Near Near Near 




Feb, .oo .03 
Mar, .oo .02 
Apr. ,06 .04 
May .01 .oo .03 ,00 
June 
July .oo .03 
Aug. 
Sept, .oo .oo .03 .oo 
Oct, .05 
Nov, ,15 .05 .oo 
Dec. .oo .oo 
1969 
Jan. .15 .09 
Feb, .oo .04 
· Mar. .oo .04 
Apr. .oo .05 
May .oo .04 
June .04 .oo 
July .oo .03 
Aug. --- .03 
Sept, 
Oct, .oo .oo .02 
Nov. .oo .oo .03 .oo 
Dec, .oo .85 .oo . ,02 
.!21.Q. 
Jan, .10 .01 
Feb, .oo .00 ,04 .02 
Mai:, .oo .oo .oo .02 .05 
Apr. .oo ,16 .03 ,03 
May .oo .11 .07 .05 
June ,29 .03 .04 
July .oo .oo .03 .11 
Aug. .oo .03 .04 
Sept. .oo .oo .01 .02 
Oct, --- .03 
Nov, .oo .oo .oo ,03 
Dec, .oo .oo .02 .oo ,04 
1971 
Jan, .oo .07 .03 ,04 
Feb, .oo .oo .02 ,03 
Mar. .oo ,00 ,01 .oo .03 
Apr. .oo .oo .01 .06 
May .oo .oo ,01 .oo 
June .oo ,01 
July .oo .oo .oo ,15 
Aug, .oo .oo .oo .16 
Sept. .oo. .05 .02 .01 
Oct. .07 ,01 
Nov. .oo ,03 
Dec, .01 
1 Samples were not taken where --- are shown, 
Source: Unpublished data from U, S, Department of Interior, Geo-
logical ~urvey,· 
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detectable 2,4~D or Silvex ·in the muscle, fat, liver or kidney [42, 
pp,. 6-7]. Fot' the past decade cattle have been put on feed folt more 
than _three months after leaving pastures, so any 2,4-D or 2,4,5 .. T that 
was present should have had sufficient time to have beep. eliminated 
from the animal prior to human consumption. 
Other studies i'ndicate that the elimination of phenoxy herbicides 
from the tested cattle is typical.for all an:tmals; i,e. 1 2,4-D and 
21 4,5-T do not significantly acc\llilulate in warm blooded animals [31, 
pp. 93-99]. 
The to~ici.ty of 2,4 ... ri and 2,4,5-,T on anima:J.s varied by weight of 
the animal. for a 770 pound cow the lethal dose for 2,4 ... D was one half 
peund, one quart of technical material. The lethal dose of 2,4,5.-T 
for a 770 pound cow.was one quarter of a pound, one pint of technical. 
material.; ".['he lethal dose of 2,4,5 ... T for a grown deer was estimated 
at three ounces or three fourths of a pint. For a cow torece;i.ve a 
lethal dose of 2,4,5".'."T from gra~ing on a treated pasture it was esti-
mate.d the cow. would l;lave to eat al,l ·the. vegetat:f,on on one-..eighth of 
one acre immediately after .it -was t;reat;ed with two pounds of 2,4,5-T. 
This.is physically impossible. !tis recommended that-ranch(;lrs defer 
graziug for the first yeat after treat~ent. In the counties surveyed 
for weed and brush contr~l no lo~s of livestoc~ or deer on treated 
~angeland wa.s reported during the study period (1961-1972). 
Even.though phenoxy he:1;bicides have not been highly toxic to 
wildl:l,fe their use to contral.brush can change the mix of vegetation 
in the area, thus affecting wildlife, This change ca.n be either bene-
ficial .or harmful for wildlife, and it has been subject to much debate 
among environmentilists, One report.showed cottontail rabbits preferred 
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untreated vegetation to treated vegetation, while another report showed 
deer had no preference between untreated and herbicide-stimulated 
browse growth [31; 48]. The debate over whether or not the deer popu-
lation increase13 or decre,;lses after 2,4-D treatment of rangeland has 
created two opposing forces •. One group claims a decrease in deer 
population, and the other claims a population increase after treatment, 
However, it is generally accepted that the deer population increases 
if 2,4-D or 2,4,5-T use stimulates browse growth or regrowth at the 
base of trees [31; 48], 
Spraying of oak brush in Oklahoma has created additional browse 
at the base of trees as the oaks resprout. If deer populations have 
been suppressed by limited browse and grass, the use of herbicides to 
control brush actually increases the number of deer in an area by in-
creasing available feed, There has been no research done in Oklahoma 
to det~rmine the effect of brush spraying in Oklahoma on deer or other 
wildfife numbers, However, some ranchers and licensed applicators re-
ported increased wildlife on treated rangeland. 
The effect of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T on fish was a function of the 
concentration in the water, the length of exposure, and the particular 
species. Fish were relat;i.vely succeptible to 2,4 ... n and 2,4,5-T. The 
most sensitive species (bluegill) was killed after a forth-eight hour 
exposure to water contining 0.3 ppm 2,4-D or 0.5 ppm 2,4 1 5-T [31, 
pp. 92-100 and 126], 
'l'here was no apparent: danger to fish ip Oklahoma because the high-
est residues of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T reported by the Geological Survey in 
the state's l;'ivers were 0,00085 ppm of 2,4-D and 0.00011 ppm of 2,4,5-T, 
much less than the lethal concentration above, If future use of phenoxy 
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qerbicidei, continues aa it has over the'past ten years, there is little 
chance of sufficient accumulation in the rivers to become lethal to 
fish. 
Phenoxy herbicides have not been magnified in the food chain· be-
cause of the rapid elimination from animals and its irtability to be 
ston~d in the fat of p;i.rds, fish and animals, Birds do; however, show 
adverse affects when subjected to 2,4-D or 2,4,5-T [31], Mallard 
ducks and chickens stopped laying eggs when exposed to levels of 1,250 
t;o 2,500 ppm of 2,4-D in the feed. 1l'his level, was many times highel;' 
than what birds normally find in the environment (the normal residue 
immediately after brush treatment was 300 ppm of 2,4,5-T). The lethal 
concentration of 2,4 .... n and 2,4,5-T for birds was very high, The lethal 
dose for two w~ek old mallard ducks was 5,000 ppm 2,4-D and 2,500 ppm 
2,4,5-T caused a death to two week old pheasants [31, p, 126]. 
Some beneficial side effects on birds from 2,4-D and 2,4,5-! use 
have been reported, When right-of~ways were treated with 2,4-D, wild 
turkeys grazed on the treated areas and increased in number because of 
the improved quality of hab:J.tat. Another stµdy [31, pp. 94 and 126] 
reported that yoµng turkey and ruffled grouse increased in numbers 
after right-pf-ways were tl;'eated with 2,4,5-T, 
Effects on Vegetation 
'''·I- .. I 
Phenoxy herbicides were developed as narrow spectr\,lm herbicides 
in that they kill only broad leafed plants and trees, For this reason 
they have proven to be lethal to fruit trees, broad leafed vegetable 
plants, an4 shrubbery around hemes. The phenoxy herbicides are rela-
tively volatile so if a cl\ange in the weather occurred during or 
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immediately after treatment the herbicide was capabie .pf extensive 
damage to non-target _vegetation by d:riftip.g from the application s:1,te, . 
State Board of Agriculture fieldmen investigated all reported 
cases of pest;ieide damage. The complaints most frequ~ntly investigated 
by the Board's f.ieldmenwere related 1;:o phenoxy herbicide drift onto 
gardenia, sh;rubbery, cotton and pecan.an~ l<;>cust trees. The value or 
cost of the da,mage to farm cr9ps has been determined by observip.g the 
decrease in yield at harvest and val:t~ing it at .the current market price. 
This was easily done with cqtton and pecans, but valuation became more 
difficult for indiv;i.duals' gardens and fruit or .shade trees. The State 
Board of Agriculture fieldmen reported that in 1972, Osage County li-
censed applicators paid total,settlement~ of _$1,680 for damage to non-
target vegetation that occu1;;red while treating brush and weeds on· 
rangeland (Table XVII), No cash settlements were reportedly made in 
Woodward County in 1972 and none were re~orted in.Pittsburg County in 
1972, 
. . 
The damage done in Pittsburg County has been pri~arily damage to 
small family gardens and cotton .(Tab~e XVII), Osage County's external 
coia ts f,:om phen~xies was ~ainly for gardens and pecan trees, .. In Wood-. 
ward County locust treel:'l are grown for posts and a:i;e very susceptible 
to ~,4,5-,'l' (l);r 2,4-D and lesses of thes~ trees make µp the majority of 
the external cc,sts iln that county. L;icep.sed applicators rep0rted they 
tried to make ca$h settlements illUllediately after.they knel-1 of the dl:tmage 
to avoid co~tly:l4wsu:f,.ts, CEt,ses which were sett;led on.the spot w~re 
never.reported .and therefore.never investigated by the technical 
advise'l;"s,. 
TABLE XVII 
EXTERNAL COSTS DUE TO CONTROLLING WEEDS AND BRUSH ON RANGELAND WITH PHENOXY HERBICIDES 
IN THREE OKLAHOMA COUNTIES, FOR SELECTED YEARS, 1966 TO 197l 
(Survey Data) 
Survey Osage Gountv Pittsburg Countv Woodward Count'r 
R-espondents 1972 . 197l 1970 1966 1972. 1971 1970 1969 1966 1972 1971 . 1970 . 
A:EElicators: 




Applicators 0 0 28,000 0 0 0 0 11,750 6,400 -0 0 0 
Technical Advisers: • 
Cash Settlements 1.,6802 2502 0 l,8002 0 0 7001 5 0001· ' 0 0 500
3 2,5003 
Unsettled Law Suits 
(not reported 
above) 5,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l Cotton damage 
2 Garden damag-e 








For the select;ed years in the survey three lawsuits were settled 
against applicators and the settlements ranged from_$6,400 to $28,000 
(Table XVII). Failure of some applicators to report.all cash settle-
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ments accounted for the difference in cash settlements for appli~ators 
and technical advisers. 
There were some ncm-quant;:ifiable benefits to plants from 2, 4-D and 
2;4,5-T used on rangeland. Some.unpalatable plant species became pal-
atable to cattle, sheep and deer (e.g. they grazed jimson-weeds, wild 
p,arsn,ips, sunflowers, and cockleburs) because of succulent regrowth 
(31; 48], 
Effects on Environmental Qual:lty from 
Use of Insecticides on Cotton 
The major insectic:f,des µsed on eotton in Oklahoma are toxaphene, 
methyl-parathion and DDT. The minor insecticides used are azinphos-
methyl and dicrotophos (marketed under tr~de names of Gu~hion and 
Bidrin). 
Persistence in Soil and Water ~..............,~ 
Toxaphene and DD',!:' have been shown to be persistent in the soil but 
methyl-pal;'athion is not persistentT . Methyl-parathion applied at five 
pounds per aere persisted for thirty days in a s:Llt-loam soil (31, p. 
63]. DDT has persisted in soil for extended periods of time. One study 
showed that DDT applied at ten to twenty pounds per acre persisted in 
soil for more than four and ten years, respectively (31, p, 280], At 
the end of seventeen years 39 percent of .a 100 ppm DDT applied on a 
sandy loam soil remained in the soil (31, p, 281]. 
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Toxaphene has persif:i ted .in soil for extended piariods of ttme, bt,1t 
at levels equal to ten to twenty percent of the initial application., 
There is no leaching from the soil.by toxaphene. A test in Texas 
showed thatafter eleven years of cont;l.nued use only 10 to 20 percent 
of the chemical remained and it was bound tightly in the upper twelve 
inches.of soil, The remainder had been decomposed by soil ·micro~or~ 
ganisms and votilized int0 the air, Even though toxaphene has persis-
ted in the soil there was no evidence that continu~d use will cause a 
buil-dup in the soil (22 1 p, 158-164]. 
No informat;i.on on soil and water peJ;"sistence of GuthiQn or Bidrin 
was found. However, their action in the environment was much like 
methyl-paJ:1athion, an ;insecticide of very short pel'.'sistence in soil and 
water~ 
DDT is the only one of the three major insecticides ~sed on cotton 
in Oklahowa tha:t has persisted in water. DDT has persisted in water 
for many years, an4 it has been shown that deposits of DDT on the bottom 
were available to the water by leaching,. DDT has possibly reached water 
supp:J,.ies by massive erosion and could be dissolved by water, upon con ... 
tact; 
It; was shown that; tc:,;,caphenedid 1;1ot leach fro111 soi;L :tn~o water 
suppl;l.es sa the only way it could get into water was by massive erosion 
or intention.al 4>plication~ When toxaphene entere~ watE!r it was irre-
versibly absorbed in·sediments and became unavailable to the surrounding 
water by leaching,. The concentl::'.atian of the residue in sediments then 
decreased by 20 percent of it;s present.level every three months (22, 
PP• 130 .. 134] • 
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The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) took 172 soil samples in 
Oklahoma in 1969 and 1970. The samples were selected at random from 
cropland and rangeland for tb,e National Pesticide Monitoring Program. 
A sample from Jackson County was the only sample that had a toxaphene 
residue, that being 1.6 ppm. None of the samples taken in Oklahoma had 
residues of methyl-parath~on, guthion, or bidrin. Of the 172 samples 
taken in 1969 and 1970 in Oklahoma only nineteen contained DDT residues 
and the highest residue reported was 0,57 ppm of DDT in Johnston County 
(Table XVIII). Jackson Co1,1nty was the only county in the study area 
that pesticide residues were found in. 
It has been shown that the persistence of methyl-parathion in 
water is very short, One study [31, p. 61] showed that it persisted 
for 175 days b\lt no application rate was given. Another report showed 
that.a low application rate of 0.12 ppm methyl~parathion persisted in 
water for 144 hours [31t P, 62]. 
Wate.r samples have been taken at. 26 sites in Oklahoma to determine 
the presence of chlorinated hydrocarbons (three of the sample sites 
were in the study a:i;-eas). ;rn 1970 two samples were taken at each site, 
in 1971 three samples were taken and in 1972two samples were taken. No 
toxaphene residue was reported in the 182 samples taken but DDT resi-
due was reported in 24 of the samples. The largest residue of DDT re-
ported .was 0,00154 ppm on the Verdigris River near Inola [28~. The 
res;i.due study revealed that DDT and its derivatives were not accumulat-
,ing in the water supplies in Oklahoma. 
The Ge0logica.,l Survey has sampled three Oklahoma rivers for chlor-
inated hydrocarbons: Deep Fork near A:rcadia, Canadian near Whitefield 
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Deep fork River between 1969 and 1971 was 0.00003 ppm i,n 1970 (Table 
XIX). The highest residue in the Canadian River between 1967 and 1971 
(sampled monthly) was O.OOOO;L ppm DDT found in 1970, Between 1967 and 
1970 the Kiamichi River was sampled semi-annually but no DDT residue 
was found. The resl!,lts suggest that DDT residues have not been accumu-
lating in the state's water supplies. These rivers are not in the 
study area~ however, pesticides are used in each wat:ershed, 
No water samples in Oklahoma have been tested for tbe presence of 
m.ethyl-parathion, guthion or bidrin, so no ipformation was available 
concerning their occurrence in the environment, It .was doubtful, how-. 
ever• that these insecticides a,ccunn,ilated in the environment because 
of their short persistence in soil and water, 
Effects on Livestock, Wildlife and Fish 
,· ,····.~··,'' ~~
The effect of DDT and toxaphene on wildlife has been well docu-
mented while the effect of methyl-parathion on wildlife was relatively 
unknown. Numerous. incid~mt:s involving wildlife deaths associated with 
the use of DPT have been reported from variol!,s parts of the world [27]. 
DDT has caused a reduction in eggshell thickness and in breeding success 
in several·species of birds of prey and fish-feeding birds in Bri,tain 
and North America since Hs introd1,1ction in 1944 [27]. DDT was not 
dealth with in detail here because the Environmental Protection Agency 
has removed its registration of DDT as a cotton insecticide. 
Toxaphene is not acutely harmful to wildlife (deer, rabbits, and 
birds). It is registered for use as an insecticide for cattle, horses, 
pigs, and other livestock, The chronic effects of toxaphene have peen 
estimated by experiments on monkeys and dogs. Over a two-year period 
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TABLE XIX 
RESIDUES OF DDT AND ITS DERIVATIVES FOUND 
IN THREE OKLAHOMA RIVERS, 1967-19711 
Can~diil~·River Kiamichi'River Dee2 Fork River 
Date DDD DDE DDT DDD · DDE DDT DDD DDE DDT 





Sept. o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Oct. ---
Nov. _,:__ ',' ---
Dec. 0.01 o.oo 0.01 
1968 
T.i'ii:" o.oo o.oo 0.01 
Feb. o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Mar. o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Apr. o.oo 0.00 o.oo 
May o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
June 
July o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Aug. 
Sept. o.oo o.oo 0.01 
Oct. o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Nov. o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Dec. o.oo o.oo o.oo 
1969 
Jan. 0.02 o.oo o.oo 
Feb. o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Mar. o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Apr. o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
May o.oo o.oo o.oo 
June o.oo o.oo o.oo 
July o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Aug. o.oo o.oo 0.01 
Sept. o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Oct, o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Nov.· o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.03 o.oo o.oo 
Dec. o.oo o.oo o.oo ~-- 0.05 o.oo o.oo 
1970 
Jan. 0.01 o.oo 0.02 
Feb. o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.02 o.oo 0.01 
Mar, o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.03 o.oo 0.03 
Apr. o.oo o.oo 0,00 0,08 0,00 0.03 
May o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.01 
June 0.00 o.oo o.oo 0.03 o.oo 0.01 
July o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.02 o.oo 0.01 
Aug. o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.02 0,00 o.oo 
Sept. o.oo o.oo o.oo 0,01 0,00 o.oo 
Oct. 
Nov. o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Dec. o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo 
1971 
Jan. o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.02 
Feb. o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.02 o.oo 0.02 
Mar. o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.03 o.oo 0.01 
Apr. o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
May o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
June o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 0.02 
July o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Aug. o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Sept. o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Oct. o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Nov. 0,00 o.oo o.oo 
Dec. . o.oo. .0.00 . o.oo 
1samples were not taken.where --- are shown. 
Source: Unpublished data from the u. s. Department of Interior, 
Geological Survey 
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dogs we~e fed ~00 ppm to~aphene daily in their diet and at the end of 
the experiment they showed only moderate degeneration of the liver. 
Monkeys were .fed ten to fifteen ppm for two years with no signs of 
toxication and no evidence of damage to 'body t;i.ssues [i2, pp. 105 .... 110), 
After many years of using to~aphene in agriculture, it has not been re-
tained in the bodies of animals, So it is very unlikely that toxaphene 
can rel:l,ch letbal levels 'by magnification in the food chain, 
Toxaphene is n0t toxic to birds but it has caused reduced egg pro-
duction in quail, When quail were fed 500 ppm of toxaphene none of 
the hens laid eggs· during the experimept, but they resumed laying 
within three weeks of normal feeding, The eggs produced after exposure 
to to~aphene were as fertile as thoi;ie in the co.ntrol group [24). Sev-,, 
era! species of birds Qave been analyzed to determine the extent of 
toxaphene residues in wildlife, There were no residues found in a 
nationwide survey of starlings in 1967-1968, of grouse and pheasant 
in South Dakota in 1965-1967, of eagles in 1964-1965, of mallards and 
black duc~s in 196~-1966, and of pheasants in South Dakota in 1964-
1967 [22, pp. 167-168]. There have been no cases of bird kills from 
methyl-parE;J.thion or toxaphene in Oklahoma reported to the Department 
of Wildl;l,fe Cc;mservation, however, met;hyl .. parathion is toxic to birds, 
When ~reateq. orally with met;:hy].-.parathion yo1,1ng pheasants and 
young \llal,lardi; were killed by 8~2 and 10,0 mg/kg! Adult pheasants 
showed some toxicity to absorption of methyl-parathion; when a con~ 
centration the equivalent of one~half pound per acre was applied to 
birds in a cage, about two percent died [31, p, 61-62), Only minor 
incidents of birds being killed by methyl-pa~athion were reported, 
us~ally only individual birds in cotton fields. 
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Guth:lon is moderately tQ:dc; to birds, For youqg mallards the 
lethal d~sage of guthion in feed was shown to be 1,900 to 2,000 ppm; 
for yo1,1ng pheasa1;1.ts, 1,800 to 2,000 ppm,; and for young bobwhite quail 
400 to 500 ppm (31, pp. a ... 9, and pp, 3.Z-33]~ Similar information was 
unavailable for Bidrin, 
Toxaphene :ts very to:dc .to fish; beca1,1se of this ;it is used as a 
piscicide (a fish killing chemic;al) even though it is ·not recommended 
or registered for that use. When used on farms as recommended, with 
cautiqn taken to prevent water contamination, fish are not killed by 
toxaphene [22,· p. 131], Some farm ponds in the study area have had 
small fish kills due to toxaphene drift and one kill of 100 carp was 
reported in Skull Creek. 
Methyl"parathion has been moder~tely toxic to fish but due to its 
short.persistence in water few fish kills have been caused by this in-
secticide. This insecticide has not proven to be harmful to fish 
unless it was intentionally applied to water or water was contaminated 
in cleaning of spray equipment. There have been no cases of fish 
kills in Oklahoma ca\lsed by methyl-pi:lrathion reported to the Oklahoma 
Depa;r:tment of Wildlife Conservation, 
Bi4rin has not been very to~~c to fish because of the high concen-
t;:rat;:ion 11,eeded to kil;L fish, Rainbow trout were killed in e~periments 
by 8,000 ppb Bidrin in water if expo1;1ed for 48 h(:)urs (31, pp, 32-33]. 
Guthion was more toxic to fish; the most sensitive fish specie tested 
was the large mouth bass,which wa~ killed by 96 hours of exposure to 
5,0 ppb Guthion, If a smaller d~se of Guthion entered water, the in-
secticide did not accumulate in fish. Fish treated with Guthion 
elim.inated. 50.percen,~ of ·the ~hemical the fint week after treatment 
[31, PP•, 8 ... 9], 
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Based on intensive investigation of all reports and sources of 
information, i~ can be concluded that the use of to:icaphene, PDT and 
methyl-parathion has reportedly caused little damage to wildlife and 
other crops :t.n 1971, 1970, 1969 and-1966 in the cotton survey counties, 
The most costly accident during the.study period was one reported by 
the technical aclvisers in Jackson County, when :t.6 h·ead of cattle were· 
killed by methyl~parathion, In this case the.failure to ciean the 
spray equipment prior to treating the cattle was the cause of the loss. 
In Hi;irmonCounty technical advise1;;s reported that there had been 
only. one ca_se c;,f environmental damage from cotton pesticides, In 1971 
about 40 beehives, valued at twen~y dollars each, were destroyed by 
insec.tic;l,.des. The loss of 14 beehives, valued at $300, was the extent 
of environmental damage reported in Tillman County during the study 
peried. 
The environmeµtal damage in Washita County was higher than the 
other three counties in the years surveyed, Technical advisers in 
Washita_Coµnty reported that in 1971 a farmex- treated hi$ graiµ sorg ... 
hum with methyl-parathion and reduced the number of beneficial insects 
in the area, requiring 300 acres pf cotton in the vicinity having to 
be sprayed foµr til!les, The estil!lated.cost was $13.40 per.ac:re for 300 
acres or $4,020 plus an esti~ated ~Oto 100 pound reduction in yield 
on. the 300 acres • 
None.of the farmers surveyed reported having been poisoned by 
cotto.n in!!l_ecticides evep. though one in eight farl!lers surveyed did some 
of their own ~ect spri&liY:l.ng, The farmers reported very few cases of 
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damage caused by the;i.r neighbors sprflying and/or non-spraying. One 
individual in Jackson County complained that he had to spray his cotton 
more often because his neighbors did not' spray. Others commented that 
early spraying only killed the.beneficial insects and let the bollworm 
complex become more damaging, necessitaeing additional spraying. 
Cott9n has been very toxic to the phenoxy-herbicides used in the 
study area for weed and brush control on pasture and rangeland. Many 
farmers and teclmical advisers reported d~age to cotton from 2,4-.D or 
i,4,5-T. One example occurred in 1971 when employees of the city of 
Altus sprayed weeds adjacent to a cotton field and damaged the cotton. 
The farmers who suffered damage sued the C:lty of Altus and won a 
settlement for about $5,000. Other cases of damage to cotton mentioned 
to the researcher involved inqividuals, farmers, licensed applicators, 
and right-of-way maintenance crews on the railroad, These cases were 
not fully investigated because the concern of this portion of the re-,. 
search was to determine the effects on the environmertt of insecticides 
used cm cotton and not herbi.cides used on rangeland in the cotton study 
area. No damage to cott0n from toxaphene or methyl-parathion was re-
ported by technical.advisers :tn the study area, 
Effects on Environmental Quality from Use 
of Herbicides on Cotton 
Cotton farmers have used three main herb.:lcides to control weeds: 
Treflan, Caporal, artd Planavin• Farmers in Washita and Tillman Counties 
desiccated cotton primarily with three herbic:tdes: Paraquat, sodium 
chlor.ate and arsenic acid, l'he envir<'mmental affects of the herbicides 
are discussed below •. 
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Persistence in Soil and Water ~~.....,...,....,-
Tref],,an, Planayin, and Caporal have persisted in the soil.for one 
to six months, When used as recommended they leave no harmful residues 
for the.next crop in the rotation, These herbicides are absorbed 
tightly to oJ;:ganic matter and clay colloids after application and do 
not leach through the soil but stay in place for microbial decomposi-r 
tion. On soil where Treflan was used for four consecutive years no 
accumulation of the herbicide was founq [49). 
Soqium chlorate persisted in soil for over one year when applied 
at 300 pounds per acre [31i p. 125], Similar application rates of 
sodium chlorate persisted for periods of one ... half year to five years 
in different soils and temperatures [37, p. 685]. Sodium chlorate 
usually was applied at rates of two and one~half to four pounds per 
acre in the study area, so it was doubtful that the herbicide persisted 
in the soil for extended periods. 
Arsenic acid reacts with soil to form insoluble calcium arsenate 
upon application, Applications of 200 to 500 pounds pe:t;' acre of cal-r 
cium arsenate have been ma,de without yield reductions in dHferent 
crops and different soils, lt has been illegal to apply more than 4,4 
pounds per acre of arsenic acid in any one year and cotton farmers 
u:;iually apply one and one-half pounds p~r acre, Thus, it is doubtful 
that continued use at this level will cause accumulation in the soil [l]. 
Paraquat interacts with soil immediately upon contact and breaks 
down, thus preventing any residue build in soil. Paraquat applied to 
ponds at 2.1 and 2,5 ppm persisted in the water for 6 to 23 days. 
There also was no buildup in the sediments [31, p. 117). 
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Effects on Livestock, Wildlife and Fish 
,.-~. ~~
Cotton herbicides (Treflan, Planavin and Caporal) create no danger 
for fish and wildlife if they are applied according to recommendations. 
In one experiment Treflan treated soil (up to sixteen pounds of Treflan 
per acre) was dumped into ponds to test the effects on fish. The test 
concluded that there were no adverse effects on fish at levels of ap-
plication equal to sixteen pounds per acre [48, pp. 353~356]. As the 
recommended rates were 0.5 to 1,0 pounds per acre, even massive erosion 
probably would not put a lethal dose of Treflan in fish ponds, Caporal 
was fed to various fish and game birds without any acute adverse effects. 
To estimate the chronic: toxicity of these h~rbicides dogs and mice were 
used in feeding tests lasting two years. Treflan, Planavin, and Caporal 
did not produce any gross or mic:roscopic signs of sy!3tematic toxicity in 
the test animals over the feeding period [48, p. 110). 
Sodium ch_lorate caused death at concentrations of 3,157 ppm for 
channel catfish exposed for 24 hours and 4,200 ppm for rainbow trout 
exposed for 24 hours. This·was less toxic than Paraquat: which was 
lethal to 50 percent of a bluegill population when exposed for 24 hours 
in water with 400 ppm Paraquat [31, pp, 116 and 125). 
In Britain, Paraquat reportedly killed horses following use on 
grassland and stubble [27], In.the survey counties no cases of wildlife 
or livestock having been killed by Paraquat~ sodium chlorate or arsenic 
acid were reported. The manufacturers of Paraquat caution users to 
avoid grazing treated areas to prevent livestock loss. This warning 
may have helped prevent livestock losses in the survey counties, 
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Effects~ Y,eaetat:i,oq 
Treflan, Planavin and Caporal, herbicides developed to inhibit 
weed and grass growth in cotton, have been 4sed in the survey counties, 
The herbicides have been responsible for little or no non~target vege-
tation damage because they were incorporated in the soil soon after 
being applied, There were, however, some complaints that after using 
these herbicides one could not· replant wheat if the co.tton got hailed 
out.· This limitation was short lived, only four to five months, 
Sodium chlorate, Paraquat and arsenic acid a9versely affected non~ 
target plants by causing lethal damage or a burn Of!. the tips of the 
leaves. Drift from these herbicides have caused leaf burn on wheat and 
other feed crops. Paraquat has been recommended for clearing cropland 
pr:;i.or to. planting (using non,-.t:i,llage methods), Thus it is poss:i,ble 
that non-target pbnts are. inj4red if the herbicide drifts, 
There were no reports of environmental damage from Paraquat and 
sodium chlorate in the survey c0unties during the study period, Arsen:;i.c 
acid has caused minor external costs for some fields adjacent te cotton 
fields, l;n all 0f the cases of arsenic acid damage, the herbicide 
drifted onto forage adjacent to cotton fields and burned the tops. This 
did not hurt the yield of wheat or grain sorghum but the crop could not 
be grazed, In 1966 the loss in graz;i,.ng due to herbicide drift was esti-
mated by tecq.nical advisers at.$400 in Harmon County. Estimated damage 
from herbicides was $300 in 1969 and $455 in 1970 in Washita County. 
About $325 worth of damage was reported by licensed a;ppl:i.cators in 
Tillman, County iQ 1971, 
Public liealth 
Relationships Between the Present Use of 
Pesticides and Social Well-Being 
The use of pesticides on cotton and rangeland affected the well-
being of people by litffecting public health, food sµpply and water 
supply. Health of people in the vicinity where chemical pest control 
is practiced is a function of the chemical used, precautions taken, 
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the iype of spray system used and similar factors that govern toxicity. 
'l'oxic:i.ty o;f a pesticide is the capacity of the substance to produce 
injury, either acute or chronic. Pesticides that cause acute toxicity 
result; in immediate poisoning. Chronic toxicity results in poisoning 
only. after ap. ex.tended period of co.ntinued e:icposure~ 
Acute toxicity of pesticides has been measured in terms of the 
average lethal dose (LD): per unit· of body weight required to kill 
half of a,la,rgca e:ic;perimental populatiop. (LD50). LD50 values have been 
standard:l.zedin terms of milligrams of chemical per kilogram of body 
weight (mg,/kg.). · The tn50 levels for the pesticides used on Oklahoma 
~rops are presented in Table XX as well as the LD50 levels of cot$on 
chemicals found in the home. lhe least toxic pesticide used on cotton 
is.sodium chlorate with an LD50 of 12,000 ~/kg, i.e., over one quart 
to cause death to a 150 poupd man, Rated by a to:!d.city rating scale 
sodium chlorate has a value of 5, m~ani,ng that it is almost non-toxic 
(Table XX). The most toxic;:. pesticide used on cqtton is Guthion with 
an LP50 of 18, and a tpxicity rating of 2,.meaning that it is very 
toxic. 'l'he herbicides, 2,4-D and 2,4,5,-Tboth have toxicity ratings 
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TABLE XX 
ACUTE ORAL TOXICITY VALUES OF SELECTED PESTICIDES 
AND COMMON CHEMICALS TO RATS 
chemical· Substance. Acute Oral' Toxici tf I Tbxidty, 1Ratingl 
I LD . . 
· 50 
Herbicides (mg./kg.) 
2,4-D 850 4 
2, 4, 5 ... T 750 4 
Treflan >5,000 5 
Planavin 2,000 4 
Cap oral 3,750 4 
Paraquat: ;1.50 3 
Sodium Chlorate 12,000 5 
Arsenic Acid 48 2 
Insecticides 
DDT 118 3 
Toxaphene 69 3 
Methyl-Parathion 24 2 
Guthia,n 18 2 
Bidrin 22 2 
Household Items 
Gasoline 150 3 
Asp;i.rin 750 4 
Table Salt 3,320 4 
~umerical tox;f..city rating is based on a modification of the clas-
sification of pesticides in the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and 
Rodent:i,.cide Act l:lnd from "Cl:Lnical Toxicology of Cmmn\er;ical Product;:s" 
by Gleason, M. ~. • Gosseli,n, R, E,, and Hodge, H. D,, W;f..ll:la:1ns and 


















less than 5 
5.;... 49 
50 ... 499 
500-4, 999 
5,000 - 14,999 
15,000 and above 
Probable Lethal Dose, 
150-lb. Man 
A tast;e (..:; .?. _drops) 
7 drops - 1 t~l:lspoonful 
1 teaspoonful to 1 ounce 
1 ounce i:o l pint (lb.) 
1 pint to 1 quart· 
more than 1 quart 
of 4, me·aning they are slightly to,cie or abc;>ut as toxic as aspirin. 
Gasoline is moderately to:dc · .(Table XX), 
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Acu.te ¥,,o~,sC?p.iIJ-S ,!??, Oklahoma •. The office of Oklahoma Vital Statis ... 
tics reported that between January 1, 1962, and January·!, 1970, a 
total of 20 people died frc;>m pesticide poisoning in Oklahoma. Eight 
of the twenty deathS! wel:'e farm resi,dents. Six of these eight.farm 
resi.dents were farmers, and two were farmers' wives. The latter two 
deaths were mc;,st likely suicides, No farm ch;i.ldren were fatally 
poisoned by pesticides :l;rom 1962 to 1972, but seven children in urban 
areas were killed by pesticides.during the same period [30]. 
To estimate the e,ctent of non~fatal pesticide poisoning in Okla-
homa three indices of poisonings were available: (1) number of emer-
gency calls at·the Oklahoma Poison Control Center; (2) a survey of 
practiQ~ng phys::f.cians. in the state; .and,. (3) a survey of hospital 
emergency rool'\ls in the state. The number of people calling the Okla-
qoma P0is<:>n Control Center for emergency information has fluctuated 
between 2,200 and 3,000 per yeat".for the past six years (1966-:1972), 
(:Pat~ was <:>btai,ned. from unpub.lished data computed by. the Poison Cop.trol 
Center.) Of the total·cal!Ei rece;Lved the null\ber related to 1;tgricultural 
pesticides h1;ts been cop.st.ant at; ,5. 0 percent ot: the total, · In 1967 the 
Center received 147 ell\ergency calls :requ!i!sting information about poi-
sonin,g due to agricultural pesticides, in 1969 the emergency cal:J.s 
reached a high of 172, and in 1972 the.number of calls was 153. The 
reml;linder of the emergency calls pertained to other poisons such as: 
DranG>, Raid, De ... Con, several d:f,fferent aerosc;,ls and co~on household 
;i.tem*3 such ·as aspirin and moth balls. 'l'he number of emergency ~alls 
due to agricultural pe~tiGtde poisoning appears to be stable even though 
cotton farmers have ;i.ncJ;"eased the use of methyl-par~thicm, a. chemical 
more hazardous to man than DDT or toxaphene (Table XX). 
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Another index of the acute pesticide poisoning in Oklahoma was the 
:;;urve:y of practicing physicians by the State Health Department. In 
1970 the 148 physicians surveyed reported seeing 124 poison cases with 
only one case resulting in death (a suicide), The State Health Depart-
ment estimated from this survey that about 1,200 poison cases occurred 
in Oklahoma in 1970. The chemicals involved and the respective number 
of cases reported by the ~urvey were: 23 from rat poison (mostly 
D-Con); 4 from DDT; 18 from parathion; and, 1;3 from household insecti-
cides (Raid, Real Kill, and others), The other cases were caused by: 
shrub sprays, cattle spray, mercury, chlordane, arsenic, and moth balls, 
The one fatal poil:loning was cau~ed by arsenic. Only.three percent of 
the physicians surveyed believed the number of poisonings was increasing, 
while 60 percent of the phys;i.cians believed the number of poisonings 
over time was stable. Eight percent of the physicians responding be-
l;i.eved there had been a decrease while the remainder had no opinion. 
An unpublished survey in Oklahoma~ by the State Health Department, 
pf·l,21.0 practicing physicians reported that in 1972 the respondents 
saw J71 poison cases 'Felated to pesticides, It was estimated that if 
all prac;ticing physicians had repci;>rted seeing pesticide poisonings at 
the same rate; there would have been about 860 poison cases due to pes-
ticides in Oklahoma. There were .no fatal poisonings reported in 1972. 
Docte:rs surveyed generally believ!!:!d-the annual. number of pe$t;i.cide 
poisonings were'remaining stable. 
Anether ind~x of acute poisoning was a survey of hospital emergency 
rooms in Oklahoma.to determine the number of pesticide poison cases 
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t;J;eated in 1972. The 69 surveys returned reported 183 poison cases. 
lf this was expanded statew:t,de, the estimated number of cases treated 
was 408 in 1972. The majoritr (65 per~ent) of the poison cases treated 
were in Oklahoma. Gity and Tulsa, thus suggesting tll.e majority of the 
pesticide pobening.s in Oklahoma. occurred in metropol:;it~n areas rather 
than farming areas, 
Since· ac;:ute poisoning occiJ.rs iuµnediately after exposure, the· amount 
of work lost by pesticide applicator~ was assumed to be an index of the 
extent; of acute pesticide poisoning, Of the 47 lic;:ensed applicators in-
terviewed only one.reported missing a:ny work du4! to pesticide poisoning, 
The qne.case involving work loss was caused by an accident in the ~tor-
age of methyl-parathion that prevented the applicator :f;rom working for 
si~ months, resulting ix,. a loss of i.ncome of about $10,000 and caµsing 
$1,000 in m.edic~l e;icpenses. 
'l;he average number of yea.rs of experience for the owi:iers of pest .. 
control businesse~ (licensed applicators) was 8.2 years; 25 percent 
reported owning their own business less than four years, and 38 percent 
had been in bus:,i.nesi; over.tell years. Only one reported case of pesti-
cide poisoning a~ong 47 licen~ed applic~tqrs during the ,study period 
suggests t~at there have.not been many acute poisonings when pesticides 
are used properly by experienced people. One rancher in Osage County 
reported having been poisoned by a cattle spray and lost one month of 
-
work. No cotton _faI'l!lers reported losing work from pesticide poisoning. 
The Oklahoma Industrial Court handles cases of temporary and total 
disabil:i,ty ot: workers, but they reported that _there had be.en no cases 
in .Oklahoma where a worker had been disab;l..ed by agric1,1ltural pesticiqeEi•. 
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Agricultural worker" were not eligible for workman's compensation, but 
employees of licensed applic~tors have been covered by the program, 
Recently a lawsuit was filed in Oklahoma against one licensed 
applicator to recover damages caused to a ttagman in 1971 while em-, 
ployed in McCurtain County! The case alleged permanent blindness in 
one eye bec;:~use the flagman was sprayed wHh 2,4,5-l',. The suit asked 
for $150,000 in damages for the alleged negl:i,gent injury, and.$350 in 
medical, expenses, the case has not been settled yet [9, p, 17], 
In Californ~a, where many more migrant farm workers were exposed 
to agric1fltual pesticides -:f,n.the ;f:leldsi, several have been killed [47], 
The Southwest Oklahoma Migrant Health Department in Hollis, Oklahoma, 
reported in 1972 that no cases of agricultural·pesticide poisoning or 
sickness among migrant workers in Oklahoma have been detected or re-
ported since 1970 when the office began keeping records of causes of 
sickness. 
Chronic Poisoning in Okl~homa,. No cases of chronic·poisoning in 
I . \ ...,_.. 
Oklahoma were discovered by this study. This was probably due to the 
inability of the questionnaire used. to determ:i,ne long. term health prob .... 
lems associated with pesticide users, .failure to interview employees, 
the seasonality of jobs associated with pesticide use, and the uncer":' 
ta:i,nty o~ the cause and.effect relationship between pesticide use and 
sickness. Of all, the chemicals used on the selected crops in Oklahoma,. 
only DDT persists in warm blooded animals for extended periods of time. 
The chronic-effects of D:OT on man are not fully understood, but the 
Environmental Protection Agency. (EPA) has removed its registration on. 
DDT fQr use on cotton to protect fut;ure generations of m~n. 
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The morbidity of pesticides could have been related to pesticide 
use .if we could be sure of the different diseases caused by pesticides. 
The State Department of Health maintains morbidity figures for Oklahoma. 
No one is sure of the true chronic effec;:ts of DDT. For example, some 
researchers here reported th~t long term DDT exposure c1;tused cancer in 
humans while others have indicated that DDT exposure reduced the inci-
dence of cancer in humans and acted as a deterent to tumors in mice 
(25, pp, 181-184; 26, pp. 770-.775]. 
Since l964 other research pn the chronic effects of pesticide ex-
posure has been done by the Public Health Service in 14 agricultural 
states. The studies have observed the health problems of farm workers, 
applicators and pest control operators on a regular basis. The general 
inference to date is that no specific health hazards are associated 
with long term normal exposure to pesticides (36, pp, 79-81]. 
Vectors. Public health could have been improved by agricultural 
insect control indirectly through the reduction of houseflies and 
mosquitoes, The hypothesis that in,secticides used on cotton in Okla-
homa helped to control houseflies, mosquitoes, and other insects could 
not.be tested because qf a lack of data in the area. The Oklahoma 
Health Department has not made annual fly or mosquito counts in com-
munities where cotton was grown so no analysis of the situation was 
possible with the data collected by this study. 
According to the State He~lth Department the number of houseflies 
in a city are a function of the garbage disposal system (open or 
closed cans), the number of dogs and animals in the city, and that ag~ 
ricultural insecticide use has no affect on the number of houseflies, 
8/. 
Also the level of mosquitoes in a city is solely a function qf the 
amount of rainfall in the area. 
Lawton, 'l'uba, and Okb.homa. City officials have taken housefly and 
mosquito counts; however, there are few cotton fields treated for in~ 
sects in these areas, In the future the problem of pests may become 
such that.insect count$ wi:J-1 be made, 'l'hen ;i..nsect population level 
can be regressed on the use of agricultural pesticides to reveal the 
interrelationship between pesticides and household in$ec~s. 
Food Contamination 
~
The use of pesticides on selected crops in Oklahoma likely has 
not decreased the quality of food in the United States. Pesticide resi.,-
dues on cotton have not been of any significant problem to man. On the 
othe:i;:- hand, residues qf 2,4-D have shown up· infrequently in the market 
system in meat. Samples of food in interstate commerce were analyzed 
by the Food and Drug Administ~ation for pesticide residues. Between 
June, 1969, anli April, 1970, three of 25,000 samples contained 2,4 .... n 
or 2,4.S~DB (a derivative pf 2,4,~-T). The residues were in potatoes; 
meats and oils at 0,028, 0.012 and 0,123 ppb, respectively, No 
2,4,.5·r was found in t;he samples (7, pp. 313 ... 330], 
An estimate of the daily. intake of pesticide residues by food class 
fo; two.periods has been made by the Food and Drug Administration. it 
was estimated the daily intak~ of 2,4-P was zero in 1968 through 1970 
in all classes of food [11, pp. 33l, .... 342l. No estimate was made for 
2,4,S~T because there was no residue found in the foods sampled in the 
major markets. 
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DDT was found frequently in food samples while toxaphene was fo1,1nd 
infrequently, There have been no reports showing the residue of these 
two ;i.m,ei::ticides in cotton lint even though the major use of DDT and 
to~aphene :i,s on cotton. Also, there were no reports available that in ... 
dicated pesticide residues on fiber have been harmful to man. 
Water Sup:p1ly Contamination 
In Oklahoma the level of pesticide residtJes in wa,ter supplies has 
not become·a pt"oblem. The level of residues found in the state's water 
supplies by the various agencies betweep. 1967 and 19.72 (Table XIX) has 
not been greater than the allowable levels established by the Federal 
Government [34, p. 7]. If the future use of agricultural pesticide was 
no gr'i!.ater than in th,e past, water supplies in Oklahoma should continue 
to be.below the allowable levels of pesticides. 
CHAPTER V 
ENVIRO-ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE 
METHODS TO CONTROL PESTS 
The methods tQ control insects on cotton, brush and weeds on 
rangeland di,sc4ssed in Chapters Ill: and IV, were not 1;:he only methods 
available to farmers and ranchers. However, some of the alternative 
methods found in the.literature could not be adapted to the needs of 
Oklahoma farmers in the near future [40]. Agronomy and entomology 
researchers at Oklahoma State University and reseal;'chers at the 
Southern Great Plains Research Station suggested feasible alternative 
methods to control pests (brush on rangeland and insects on cotton) 
in Oklahoma, These alternatives are described and analyzed using an 
environmental matri;ic. Incentives to encourage adoption of the alter-: 
native methods qf .control are dhcussed in this Chapter. The method..-
ology beh;i;p.d an. environmental matr;i,x is disct1ssed in Chapter tr of 
this th,esis, 
Analysis of Selected Alternative Methods 
of Brush and. WaeA Control 
Selec~ed methods of control for sand sage and schinnery oak were 
different than those selected for post and blackjack oak. Thus, a 
separate envi~onmental impact matrix was developed for sand sage, 
schinnery oak, and the.post and blackjack oaks. One alternative, 
8(i 
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reduced cattle numbers, was COlllJIIOn to all types of brush control. The 
selected alternat~ve control methods for sand sage and schinnery oak 
were: (1) reduce application rates of quan~ity of phenoxy herbicide 
applied per acre; (2) deep plow rangeland and establish love grass; 
(3) no control of brush and reduce cattle numbers; and, (4) dormant 
season mowing. The selected alt;ernative methods t;:o control post and 
blackjack oak were: (1) clear brush mechanically and establish her ... 
muda grass; (2) establi.sh fescl,le grass on hillsides to supplement 
bermuda grass; and, (3) no control of brush and reduce cattle numbers, 
Selected Methods lg_ Contrc;>l Sand Sage ~ 
Schinnery Oak 
I . ..,........... 
Red1,1ca 
1
Ae21±ca.tio,n Rates .2f Herbicides, Sand sage and schinnery 
oak in western Oklahoma have been controlled in experiments at the 
South.ern Great Pla:1,.ns Research Station by.an annual application of one 
eighth to one sJxteenthpound qf 2,4,5 ... T per acre. This alternative 
has proven to. give cc;mtrol of brush and weeds equal to that of the 
present method of control of two pounds of ,2,4,5-T per acre, The her-
bicide i~ applied by ground equipment that blows a mtst of water and 
2,4,5-T, Spray trails, light roads for spray rigs, at 66 foot iµter-
vals aqross the range are cultivated in with two 18 inch sweeps behind 
a tractor, The trails do not need to go straight, so they can be 
shifted to avoid l~rge clumps of schinrtery oak or sand sage where 
necessary, The estimated return per acre for a ranch using this al-
ternative was $15,72 per acre, a two dollar per acre increase over 
the present method e;,f control (Table XX!), The estimated impact of 
this alternat:l,.ve on the economic parameters in the environmental matrix 
TABLE XXI · 
COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE METHODS TO CONTROL WEEDS, SAND SAGE, AND 
SCHINNERY OAK ON RANGELAND IN WOODWARD COUNTY, OKLAHOMA 
Parameter 
Carrying Capacity 
Cost of Inputs 
Cost of Control 
Value of Beef Prod. 







1App1icable to sand sage only. 
(Base<l on 1971 to 1972 Data) 
Present System 
to Control 














2Includes establishment costs of love grass. 


























was 3.4 wh~n used for sand sage control and 3.0when used for schinnery 
oak control (Tables XX!! and XXUI). 'l'he difference in impacts was 
due to the difference in the environmental factors surroun~ing sand 
_sage and schinnery oak. 
Reducing application rates as an alternative method of control 
generally is more beneficial in overall environmental impact than the 
present system of control. For e~ample, more grouse, quail ap.d 
prairie chickens were observed on this alternative's experimental 
range sites than on rangeland contrelled by the present methods. 'l'he 
reason behind this increase was that the alternative provided cover 
as well as feed, and the diesel oil used as a carrier in the present 
method was not applied. 
Even though phe1;1oxy herl>icides have not been harmful to wildlife, 
the alternative reduces the amount 0f .herbicide applied by about six· 
pounds of 2,4-D or 2,4,5 ... 'l' per acre over a ten year period. 'l'he over-
all im~S:ct ~f reduced application rates on the environmental parameters 
w,1s 7,QO f~i' ijand sage control and 7 0 25 for schinnery oak control 
~T~b1e~ XXI? rJfod :XXIII) • The d:(.f feren<;e in the enviro1;1-q1ental impact 
. ' 
i.talti~iii wi;i;s ijoe te> the difference in the quality of the environment 
a$~odaeed #:(.:th t::he tw.o types of brush. 
'th~ impac;;t qf reduced application rates on social well ... being was 
4,15 for sand sage control and 7.50 for schinnery oak control (Tables 
XXII aµd }QtI!I). The net overall·impact from this alternative was 
14,55 fc>r sand sage c.ontrol.and 17.75 for schinnery oak control. This 
part.ic.:ulaj.r .t~ternative method for controlling sand sage and schinnery 
oak was superior t~ the present method and th~ other alternatives 
a~alyzed below. The alternative resulted in higher income for ranchers, 
TABLE XXI*, 
ANALYSIS OF SELECTED ALTERNATIVE METHODS TO CONTROL 
SAND SACrE ON RANGELAND IN OKLAHOMA . 
I. Iapact on Econoaic Facton 
A. Change in. _quantity of output 
B. Change ia quality of :output 
C. Chana• in coet of gooct. for c~UMn 
D. Change in farm ineo1111 
E. Change in amploi•nt in the region 
F. Chma• in the nullJ,ar of far.. 
G. Change in nUllbar of acrea farmad 
Economic Impact 
II. Impact m EnviranMntal Factor• 
A. Effect oo. rare md endai.aered apeciea 
JI. Plant .,d miul habitat 
1, Clang• in a.umber of acre• availllble 
for wildlife 
2, Ch.-ia• in apil eroeion 
3. Chana• in foq,d and cover 
c. Divaraity .,d Stability 
1. Change in 11quatic anviron-..nt 
2 •. Quinge in w1atation 
D. Direct Effect an ?iah .. d llildlife 
l. Chana• in the type of iiah and 
w::l.ldl,if• in acoey1te11 
2. Ouuip in acute effect• on fiah 
ond wildlife 
3. Ch_.ga in chronic effecu on fbh 
and wildlife 
4. Chana• in par .. it•!I on 11111-i. 
,EnvironMntal I11pact 
III. Impact on Social llall-Bain1 
A. Recr•ational Opportuniti•• 
1. Ch•&• in w,t•1; baaed recreation 
2. Diana•• in land bued recreation 
B. Anxiety Facton 
l. Change in an,claty due to peaticida 
ruidue• in food 
2. Chang• in air polluti'!D 
3. Chanp in drift dau1e 
4. Cbmap: in atraaa water quality 
5. Change in nUllber of peat• in. the 
enviroa.ment 
c. Other Huun Life Canaidaratil)D& 
1. Chm&• in M•thetia 
2. Cllan1• in nmll;ter of poi•oninp 
(not fatal) 
3. Qiana• in number of death• fr011 
paaticidaa 
Sqcial llall-Baing Impact 
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1a.duced application rataa of ~henoxy herbicide• to 1/8 or 1/16 pound par aero and apra, b"'°h with a 1ro ... d ri& mnually. 
2neep ,low .md ••tabliah 1:-ova sru• inYolved plowin.1 1/5 of a T~ch '• brumh 11nd plmtin1 it to love aru• after killiDa the 
-bruah •prout• by pl.mtin1 forap and plc;,wina 11111.ually for U,o Y••r~. · 
3Donunt aeuon .IIOWin& involved 119in1 a •h~dMr mover ·on amd aage each four or f~ve yeara; mow_ing ... t be dcne while 
niltive gru•e• were do~t. 
4aeduce cattle nullben to that level dl• r~a• cm ·hlinclle while uai~& no controh on bruah. 
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TABLE XXIII 
ANALYSIS OF SELECTED ALTERNATIVE METHODS TO CONTROL 
SCHINNERY OAK ON RANGELAND :I;N OKLA.HOMA 
U.e No ontrola 
Raduc:ed Deep Plow On Brwih md 
Application 
m;!,!"~t.!!!h RatHl c!::: 'N!:::3 
,.r ... ter Raw Weiahted Raw Weighted Raw Weighted 
ParmMtan Weil!Jt• •core a core a core a core a core a core 
I. Impact on Economic Pacton lll.00 
A. Chana• in qumitity of output .1.00 0 0 -0.50 -0.50 -l.50 -l.50 
I. a.ca• in quality of output ·o.5o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. Cb111ge in COat of aood.l f,;,r conliumr. 2.50 0 0 0 0 -s.oo -U.50 
D. Chana• in farm incom 2.50 1.00 2.50 1.00 2.50 l.00 2.50 
E. Chana• in • ..,1oy11mt in th• Naion 0.50 0 0 1.00 o.50 -1.00 -a.so 
7. Clum.ae in the nUllber of farM 1.00 0.50 o.50 0 0 -s.oo -5.00 
G. Chana:• in nUllbar of· acre• farMd 2.00. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EconOllic I11pact 3.00 2.50 -17.00 
I 
II. Illpact oo. !n.viroomental Factor. 10.00 
A. Effect on rare and and\iD&•~d apat;ia8 2.00 1.00 2.00 -1.00 -2.00 -1.00 -2.00 
B. Plct and &l!i .. l habita~ 3.00 
l;, Chanp in nUllbar o{ acna available 
for wildlife 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. Chima• in aoil aroeion. 1.00 1.00 1.00 -1.50 -1.50 -3.00 -3.00 
3. Ch•p in food •d cover 1.00 0 0 -1.00 -1.00 -2.00 -2.00 
c. Diftraity and Stability 2.50 
1. Chana• in mquatic environ.•nt 1.25 2.00 2.50 -1.00 -1.25 -1.00 -l.25 
2. Chana• in veaetation 1.25 0 0 -0.50 -0,62 -1.00 -1.25 
D, Direct Effect Oil Fioh md Wildlife 2.50 
1. Chang& in the type of fhh md 
wildlife in ec0117ata11 0.75 1.00 0.75 -0.50 -0,37 -1.00 -0.75 
2. Chana• in acute effect• on. fiah 
c,d wildlife 1.00 0.50 0.50 2.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 
3. Chan&• in chronic affacte an f~ah 
md wildlife 0,50 0.50 0.25 1.00 0.50 0,50 0.25 
4. <21411&• in paruitaa on an1 .. 1.a 0.25 1.00 0.25 -0.50 -o.13 -1.00 -0.25 
Envtron-.ntal Iwip•ct 7.25 -4.37 -6.25 
III. I..,act on Social Wall-Bains 10.00 
A. lacr•ational Opportuniti•• 3.00 
1. <2\ana• in water bu•d recreat1Qn 1.50 0 0 -o.eo -1.20 -1.00 -1.50 
2. ~aQ&e• in lmd bu•d recreatim 1.50 2.oc 3.00 -1.00 -1.50 -2.00 -3.00 
B. Anxiety Facton 3.50 
1. Chmp in anxiaty dua to peaticide 
N&iduaa in food 0.70 0.50 0.35 2.00 1.40 2.00 1.40 
2. atan1• in air pollution 0.10 0.50 0.35 -1.00 -0.70 1.00 0.70 
3. atan1e in drift dua1• 0.70 1.00 0.10 5.00 3.50 5.00 3.50 
4. <2\ana• in •tnu water quaU ty 0.10 o.,o 0.35· • -1.00 -0.70 -2.00 -1.40 
5. Dlanp in nUllber of pe•t• in the 
environmnt 0.10 0 0 -1.00 -0.70 -1.00 -0.70 
c. Other HU114D Lif• ConaJd•ration• 3.50 
1. atange in .. othatic:e 0.75 0 0 1.00 0.75 2.00 1.50 
2. atanp in nUllbar of po:laOllinp 
(not fatal) 1.25 1.00 1.25 5.00 6.25 5.00 6.25 
3. atanp· in nllllber of death& frOII 
peaticideo 1.50 1.00 1.50 5.00 7.50 5.00 7.50 
Social Well-laing z..,act 7.50 14.60 14.25 
Overall I..,act 17.75 U.73 -9.00 
Rank l 
~du.,.d applicatiOll rata1 of phanoxy h1nicidea to 1/8 or 1/16 pound/acre and uae a around ria to apray brmh 
annually. 
2 . . 
Deep plow and ••t-1,li•h lova arua involftd p~ald.na 1/5 of a ranch'• brmh 1111;d pbnting it to foraa• for ·tvo yean 
md plantin1 it to lava 1rua the third year. 
3a.duce: cattle _numben to that J,evel th• ranp c:m. handle. and Uile no controb on bruh. 
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higher environmental quaU.ty and a higher social well ... being for people 
of the area and the nation, than the other methoq.s of cpntroll:lng sa.nd 
sage and schinnery oak. 
Deep Plowi.ng an~ Lov.e Gr,ass Establishment. Sand sage and schin.-
nery o~k have been controlled after the.rangeland was deep plowed and 
pb.nted. to love grass. This pract;ice destroys the brush. and provides 
superior grazing. It is recommended that only one fifth of the total 
acreage of rangeland be planted to love grass in order to provide suf--
ficient rangeland· to rotate·· grazing of the love grass and to provide 
w;i.nter. grazing, Ranchers using this alternative generally rotated 
their native and lo.ve grass pastures so that· eight to ten acres were 
sufficient f()r one animal unit year long (six to seven acres of native 
grass and about two acres of love grass), The estimated net return 
from this .. alternative was $15, 14 per acre as$um;l.ng a. rotation of · 
cattle from love .. grass to nat;i.ve rangeland (Tab!~ XXI). The impact of 
this alternativ~ on the ece;>nomic · parameters in the environmental matrix 
was 2,80 for sand sage control and 2,50 for schinnery oak control 
(Tables XXII and XXIII), 
Love grass did nc,t·of:l;er as good a nab!tat for w;J.ldlife as the 
present method of b:('ush contrel.becauee the love grass offered little 
or ne cover and less .i;eed for wildlife, Soil eros;l.on on the freshly 
plowed rangeland has been a problem because the soil is usually sandy 
and ranchers generally plow one-quarter of a section at.a time. The 
overall·impact of this alternative on the envirqnmental parameters was 
-6,39 fer sand sage control and -4,37 for schinnery oak control 
(Tables XX!l. and. ~I:U). Sinc;e these val1.Jes were less than zero the 
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the alternat;i.ves' impact on the environment was less desirable than 
the present method of controlling sand sage and schinnery oak. 
The effect of deep plowing and love grass establishment on the 
social well.,.be;i.ng parameters was 13.55 for sand sage control and 14,60 
for schinnery oak control. The net overall impact of this particular 
alternative was 9.96.for sand sage control and J,2.73 for schinnery oak 
control (Tables XXII a11d XXIU). The net overall value of this alter-
native made it more desirable than the present system of control. · 
Dormant Season Mowin&• Sand sage has been controlled by mowing 
the brush with a shredder type mower. It was suggested that this 
practice be done every four or five years during the dormant season 
to minimize damage to the grass,· The practice has not killed the sage 
but :it has prevented the brush from taking over.the rangeland. The 
carrying capacity of rangeland under this alternative was about J,6 
acres per cow per year compared to eight acres per cow per year under 
the present method of control. The estimated net return per acre for 
dormant season mowing was $6.77 (Table XXII), .The impact on the 
economic parameters for this alternative method of control of sand 
sage was -17.13, making it less desirable from an economic standpoint 
than the present method of control. 
The impact on the environmental parameters of this alternative was 
-1,76, primarily because of the reduction in.cover for wildlife and the 
increase in sedimentation of streamf:l from increaE;1ed erosion (Table 
XXI), The impact on the social well-being parameters was 18.30 primar---.-- -
ily because of the reduction ;in herbicide drift damage and the reduction 
in the possibilities of pesticide poisonings, The net overall impact 
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for dormant season mowing was estimated at -0.59, making it slightly 
less desirable than the present method of brush control (Table XXII). 
Reduce CattJ.e Numbers, Ranchers reported that in the absence of 
chemical means of brush control they planned to reduce their herd num-
hers to the level the range could carry, The carrying capacity was 
expected.to decrease as brush began crowding out the grass. It was 
estimated that ranchers using such a program would experience net re-
turns of about $8,53 less per acre than with the present method of 
control (Table XXI), 
Reducing cattle numbers and doing nothing to.control brush would 
result in an overstory.of brush and an understory of grass, the reverse. 
of the present situation,·. The resulting habitat was considered to be 
less beneficial to wildlife than the present system of control. The 
increase in prush also caused an increase in soil erosion and therefore 
an increase in sedimentation of lakes and streams. The impact on the 
environmental parameters for t;his alternative was ... 6,50 in sand sage 
areas and -6.25 in schinnery oak areas (Tables XXII and XXIII). The 
impact on soci,al well"".heing from this alternative was 14,25 for sand 
....,..-.,....,~ - .-,F. 
sage areas and·l4,25 in schinnery oak areas, due primarily to the reduc-
tion in the possibility of pesttcide poisonings (Tables XXII and XXIII). 
The net overall impact was -27.50 for sand sage control and -9.00 for 
schinnery oak cont+ol; thus, it was less desirable than the present 
method of control, 
Selected Methods to Cont:ro.J,. Post.and 
. ~ ~~
Blackjack Oak 
Clear Brush Mechanically and Est-;tblish Bermuda Grass. Post and 
blackjack oak in creek bottoms have been successfully removed mechan-
ically (saws or bulldozers). The soil was usually tilled for two or 
three years to discourage sprouts and then planted to bermuda grass. 
It has not been necessary to use a herbicide to control weeds on tame 
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pastures; however, one treatment of 2,4~D after planting bermuda grass 
to control weedl:l was recommended to provide a better stand. Since 
bermuda was a warm season grass, ranchers must move cattle to native 
pastures for the winter and spring. The estimated net return per acre 
for this alternative was $6.20, a decrease of $1.20 per acre from the 
net return from the present method of control (Table XXIV), The esti-
mated impact of this alternative on the economic parameters was 3.00 for 
post and. blackjack oak e,ontrol (Table XXV). 
In Osage and Pittsburg Counties the creek bottoms have been the 
primary habitat for deer. If these areas were cleared and planted to 
bermuda grass the number of deer may decrease. The wild game birds in 
the area of bermuda grass pastures have not increased since they have 
had less cover.and less grass seed for food than before,· With the re-
duction in bru~h, the number of ticks in the vicinity is expected to 
decrease because the sun in the open pastures would kill them [23, 
pp 1 72~~730]. The erosion from a brush covered range has been shown 
to be 44 percent greater than with a grass cover, so soil erosion is 
most likely less than with the current method of brush control [8]. 
!he reduction in the use of phenoxy herbicides under this alternative 
was expected to result in a reduction in the damage from herbicide 
cl,ri:ft and the possibilities of pesticide poisoning for man and wildli:t:e. 
For these reasons the environmental impact and social well-being impact 
,, ..... ,,, .~ ... 
-Parameter 
Carrying Capacity 
Cost of Inpu~s 
Cost of Control 
Value of Beef Prod .. 
2 Net Returns 
TABLE XXIV 
COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE METHODS TO CONTROL BLACKJACK AND POST OAK ON 



















10 .. 0 
9 .. 451 
15'065 
6 .. 20 
Plant Fescue to 
Supplement Bermuda 





1Includes annual establishment costs and operating costs. 











ANALYSIS OF S~LEC.TED ALTERNATIVE METHODS TO CONTROL POST 
AND BtACKJ!CK OAK ON RANGELAND IN OKLAHOMA 
Clear •ruah 111d Cl9ar lruah 'mi Ulie No CO!ltrOl.8 
Pl111t lenutla, Plait lerau4a, On Bruh .. d 
Supplo-t with ~:.:::,- WeeU, Reduce Native· R1n(!l&d~ tattle NUlllbersl 
Par .... ter ... liaiahtad llai, Wef~ted !law Weighted 
Par ... term Waiahta aeon acere a core •core •core a core 
I. lllpact on Econ-1.c lactor• 11.00 
A. Chma• ia ·qum:n.tity · ef eu.~p•t 1,00 -0,50 -0.50 2,00 2.00 -1.50 -1.50 
B. Change in quality of eutpv.t 0.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C. Chana• in co.t of a~ fer c-1mara 2.so 0 0 5.00 12,50 -1.58 -3,95 
D. qhanp in fara incOl!II 2.50 1.00 2.50 1. 75 4,38 -1.50 -3. 75 
E. Clu1mge in employll!l,at in the r•1ltn 0.50 0 0 1.00 0.50 -1.00 -0.50 
r. Ch~&• in the n~er of fa~ 1,00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 -3.80 -3.80 
G. Chana• in n'1Jlb•r of acre, fametl 2.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ecoooaic I~act 3.00 21.38 -13.50 
II. I111)&Ct on inviron•ntal ract•n 10.0I 
A. Effect. on rare llftd and .. prad apeci•• 2,00 1.~o 2.00 -1.00 -2.00 -1.50 -3.00 
B. Plant anli ani11d haltitat 3.00 
l. Chm&• in. nllllqer of acru a•ail,11ltla 
for wildlife 1,00 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. Chana• in aoil •r•ion 1'00 -1.00 -1.00 1.00 1.00 -2.00 -2.00 
3. Ch1111• in. food mil cover 1.00 -a.so -0.50 2.00 2.00 -1.00 -1.00 
c. Diveroity a,d Stability 2.50 
1. Chana• in aquatic envira.iMOt 1.25 -2.00 -2.50 -1.00 -1.25 1.00 1.25 
2. Ch111g• in veaetatJQll 1.2s -1.00 -1.25 1.00 1.25 -1.00 -1.25 
D. Direct Effect Oii n,h .... wn•lit~ 2.so 
1. Chang• in the type of n,h mil 
"fildlif• in ec~y•t•• o. 75 -1.00 -o. 75 1.00 o. 75 -2.00 -1.50 
2. Ch8R&e in acute effect• an fi•h 
md wildlife 1.00 1.00 1.00 -1.00 -1.00 2.00 2.00 
3. Chana• in chrc;,nic ~ffecu oa f:l.ah 
and wildlife 0,50 1.00 a.so 0 2.00 1.00 
4. Chan.a• in paruit,• on 1111.:.i. o:.u -0.80 -0,20 0 -1.00 -0.25 
EnvirOl'lllental Impact -2. 70 0.75 -4.75 
III, Impact on Social Well-le.in& 10.00 
A. Recreational Qpportm:1.ti•• 3.00 
1. Ch-.ige in water ~ ..... r•creatiia, 1.50 · -1.00 -1.50 1.00 1.so -2.00 -3.00 
2. Chm.a•• in lan4 baaed recN!a~i• 1.5. • 1-~ 1.so 2.00 3.00 -1.00 -1.50 
B. Anxiety Factor• 3.50 
1. °'••• in anxio ty liuo ta -tici!lo 
reaiduea ;n foo4 o. 70 1.00 o. 70 0 0 2.00 1,40 
2. Chanp in air polluti~ o. 70 2.so 1.75 1.00 o. 70 s.oo 3.50 
J. a.ans• l.n lirift d-1• 0.70 2.so 1. 75 1.00 0.70 · 5.00 3.50 
. 4. Ch•I• in att;eaa vatar •uality 0.70 -1.00 -0. 70 0 0 -2.00 -1,40 
5, Chanp in n\lllber ef paat11 ia the 
envirQO•nt o. 70 -1.00 -o. 70 0 -2.00 -1.40 
c. Other H...., Life Conailiarati- 3.50 
1. Chana• in Mathetiea 0.75 2.50 1.18 0 s.oo 3.75 
2. Chana• in .n_.i' of poJ•~t.•• 
(not fatal) 1,25. 3.00 3. 75 1.00 1.25 3.00 3. 75 
3. Chana• in nUlllter of death• freli 
paat:1.~d•• 1.25 3.00 3.75 1.00 1.25 3.00 3. 75 
Social Wall-B<iina Ill!lact U.18 8.40 12.35 
Ovo~all l"l'act U.48 30.53 s5.90 
Rank 
1claar o""- bl'!l'lh •ch .. ~cally in ~·t~- IIOli 1llpt 1lopH an4 · then ut.liah berau4a 1rua t• auppleMnt native 
putun1. 
2cle•r Oak bl'Ullh ~ch,111ically in bott.- 1114 aatabliah benwd• ar'9•, auppi..-nt with faacue gru• eatabl,iahed cxa 
olopea by ,praying md bumin1 oxi1t1n1. llruoh, 
3Raduca cattle number• to the lewl the ran~ can carry, and uae no bruah con~f•l progra. 
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were -2,70 and 12~18, respectively, to control post and blackjack oak 
(Table XXV), The net overall input of this alternative was 12,48, 
giving it second ranking among the selected alternatives analyzed, 
Establ.i1:1h Fescue ~ S,u:2ple~ent Bermuda Grass. This alternative 
combined with the one above (bermuda grass established in creek bottoms 
after mechanical clearing) improved the available native pasture for 
winter grazing. Fescue grass has proven to provide cool season grazing 
in eastern Oklahoma. In e~periments fescue grass was established by 
spraying the timber once with two pounds of 2,4,5-T per acre, following 
that up with a cool burn1 in the fall and then seeding fescue and fer-
tilizing by airplane [34] 1 One acre of fertilized fescue grass estab~ 
lished in this manner provided sufficient feed for one cow for five to 
six months, Under this program (rotating cattle from bermuda in the 
summer to fescue in the winter~, three acres of pasture co4ld carry an 
animal t.m:i. t a full year, · The es tima teal ret1,1rn per acre for this alter-
native was $9.14 per acre, about $2,30 per acre more than the present 
system of control (Table XXIV), The increase in labor to move cattle 
(for rotation) a~d clearing brush inereased employment in the area 
(Table XXIV), This alternative prod1,1ced more beef per acre than the 
current method of control, providing more beef for the market and 
therefore resulting in an increase in consumers' surplus or net savings 
in food cQ.st1:1 foX" cop.sumers, The estimated economic impact pf this 
alternative on the economic pi:;trameters in the environmental matrix was 
lA cool b1,1rn is the term for a controlled fire to clear under 
brush and litter on rangeland. It usually takes advantage of low 
wi~ds, and su1:f icient fire l:i:pes are us1,1ally prepared before burning, 
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21. 38 ('l'able XXV), The fixed cost of this alternative was estimated at 
$130,00 per acre, 
Where fe$cue has been established for cool season grazing the 
local deer populations have increased as well as the populations of 
other wildlife speci~s, The animals were attracted to the fields be-
cause.they were the enly green fields in the area·duting the winter. 
The increase in wildli.fe, particul,a:r:ly deer, couJ.d prove to be.an eco-
nomic asset if ranc;ihe:i:s were able to sell hunting rights to their lands. 
Th,e environmental and social well-being impacts of this alternative 
,, ... ,,., .... ~; ... ;,, 
brush control wethod were 0.75 and 8.40, respectively (Table XXV). The 
net overall impact of this alternative control method was 30.53, the 
highest of the alternatives analyzed for blackjack and post oak cont:r:el. 
Reduce Cattle Numbers. Over one half of the r<;tnchers inter~!~*ed 
in q1;1age andPittsburg Count:i,ei,; said they would :reduce cattle numbers 
if they could not coptrel brush and weeds with phenoxy herbicides, 
Technical advisers precU.cted that tb.e rangeland woul,d gradually change 
from grassland to ~n qak brush ovensto:ry and a grass understory. This 
change in the .mb:ture of p+an.tl:! on rapgeland would :reduce the carrying 
capacity to aboutop.e cow per 20 acres, It wo\,lld a;Lso reduce the qua!"" 
ity of thEl environment,• RaI\che:r;s in .. Osage and PittsbJrg Counties who 
reduc~d catt],e numbers 12ould expect a. net return of $3 ,08 p·er acre 
(Table XXIV). The impact on the economic parameters is ·13.50 (Table 
XXV), 
The env;ironmental cJ.ua;Lit;:y would most likely decrease if oak brush 
was nc;,t controlled l>ecause the food supply for grazing and seed eating 
wildlife would probably decrease. Since soil erosion under such an 
alternative would increase, sedim~ntation of streat11.s most likely 
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increases [8], The increase in b+ush also would cause an increase in 
tic~s, decreasing the qual::f.ty of life for w:1,.ldli;fe and livestock and 
al$o the quality of the recl7ea tional. e:xperience [ 23, pp. 725-7 30] • The 
impact: o;f the alternative ou the environmental and social well-bein~ 
parameters was -4,75 and 12.35, respectively (Table XXV). The primary 
reason for the positive :i,mpact on social well-.being was the reduc:1;:ipn 
in the possibility of pesticide poisonings and deaths from pesticides. 
The net overallrating 9f this alternative was ... 5,90, making it con-
side1rc;1bly less desirable than the alternative of bermuda and fescue 
grass·establishment described above, w;i.th an overall ;impact of 30,53, 
Analysis of Alternatiye Methpds to Control 
the Bollworrn Comple:x on Cotton 
Alternative methods of.controlling bollworms, budworms and other 
harmful iqsects on cotton have been under investigatiop. for some time 
in Oklahoma as well as other parts of the nation. The alternatives 
selected for analysis were those that have been succeesfully used in 
Oklahoma and have been used o~ could be implemented in the near future, 
The alternative control measures were for irrigated cotton, since dry~ 
land catton has not had significant insect problems, The alternati,ves 
were: (],) use non ... persistent insecticides; (2) utilize a scouting 
program to mon;f.t9r insect leve).s; (3) plant strips o;f grain sorghum 




In recent years cotton farmers have used toxaphene and methyl-
parathion to control insects. Toxaphene is moderately persistent in 
the environment, DDT has been restricted for the same reason in the 
future. The alternative method of·control without taxaphene is to 
use methyl-parathion or other non-persistent pesticides. Because it 
has less persistence, farmers have to use methyl-parathion more fre-
quently than .under the present method of control (an application each 
four to six days). This results in an increase in.the total number 
of applications per ac;re. Assuming four levels of watex: consumption 
for cotton, budgets for southwestern Oklahoma were estimated (Table 
XXVI). As described in Chapter III of this thesis, water consumption 
affects the growing vigor of c;otton a~d therefare the level of insect 
infestation. Under the first water consumptioµ strategy, light rain-
fall and no irrigation, cotton farmers using non-persistent insecti-
cides would experience about the same net returns per acre as the 
present method of control, However, at the other three levels of 
water consumpt:j.on, the e\,timated, net -,:-eturns per acre under this al-
ternative were l~ss than those for the present method of control 
(Table XX:VI). The impact of this alternative on the ecqnomic,para-
meters was -0,50, just slightly less desirable than the present metpod 
of cont;t'al (Table XXVII) • 
The use of met~yl-parathion to control the bollworm complex on 
cotton created a greater poten1;:::i.al problem from acute poisoning of 
w_;Lldlife than the present met1iJ.od of control. However, the non-use of 
toxaphene would eliminate most fish kills because light applications 
TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON OF YIELDS AND NET RETURNS FOR IRRIGATED COTTON GROWERS IN SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA, FOR 
ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF INSECT CONTROL, AND FOUR LEVELS OF WATER CONSUMPTION 
(Based on 1972 Costs) 
lresent Control System Non-Persistent Insecticides Scouting Program Strip Cropped Cotton No Control of Insects 
I II III IV Il II III IV Il II III IV Il II III IV 
Lint Yield 
(lbs/acre) 350 600 700 900 350 -600 700 900 350 600 700 900 350 .600 ~700 900 
Number of 
Insecticide 
Applications 0 2-3 6-7 6-10 0 5-6 9-10 9-13 0 0 3-4 3-7 0 0 0 0 
Cost of 
Insect 6.00- 18.00- 18.00- 11.00- 20.00- 20.00- 7.00- 7.00-
Control 0 9.00 21.00 30.00 0 13.50 22.50 29.25 0 0 10.00 16.75 0 0 0 0 
($/acre) 
3 Net Returns 101.50- 108.80- 138.40- 97.00- 107.30- 139.20- 119.80- 151.70-
($/acre) 62.302 104.55 111.80 150.40 62.30 99.50 109.80 148.50 62.30 110.50 112.80 161.40 69.70 119.90 140.10 182.90 
1aainfall and Irrigation Levels: I Light rainfall (14 inches) and no irrigation water, 
2 
II Moderate rainfall (18 inches) and limited irrigation, 9 inches available, 
III Light rainfall (14 inches) and sufficient irrigation, 18 inches available, and 
IV High rainfall (30 inches) and sufficient irrigation, 18 inches available. 
Operating costs average 11.5¢ per pound of cotton, pre-emerge herbicide costs $5.25 per acre. 
3Returns to Land, Labor, Capital and Management. 
I II III IV 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 





Al-l'ALYSIS OF SELECTE:Q ALTE.RNATIVE METHODS TO CONTROL INSECTS 

















Gii · Weighted 
•core acore 
I. impact on· lconmd.~ P4ct~rJ 
A. Change 111 quOlitity of output 
B. Chanp in quality of output 
c. Ch .. _. 1n ·COllt of aoocla for COM-n 
D. Ch111p in fan income 
E. Chmp 111 e11ploy•nt 1n the nS,.on 
r. Chonp in the n-i>ar of fa-
G. Ch•ge in aUllber of acre• f&f'!IBd. 
Bconom:f.c I.11pact 
II. I111tact oa Eavironmntal facton 
A. Effect 11!1 ran ad en~pnd opaciH 
B. Plat 111• miul \lobitat 
1 •. Clhanp 111 11..,.ar of acno ava11olo1' 
for wlldlifa 
2. Chmp in aoil ero.iaa 
3 •. Chmp in food ... cowr 
c. D1 .. ra1!;}' •d StobilitJ 
1. Qlmp 1n "'IUAtic envirouont 
2. Chanae 111 '"Pt•tlm 
D. Dine~ Effect on Pbh ipd Wildlife 
1. Chmp in the type of fioh ..,. 
wildlife 1'1 aC011Jataa 
2, Qlonr in acute affecta .. fiah 
Md Wildlj,fe 
3. Chenge 111 chronic affacta on fbh 
Cid wildlife 
4. Chanp in paruitaa on •1~ 
En~rODm!Ut•l l111P&ct· 
III. li,pact m Social wa11~11e1n1 
A. Rllcreatioul Opportun1t1ao 
1. Ch~ge in water baaed ~craatlcx:t, 
2. Changea in land b••d recreation. 
B. AD:de1;y Factor• 
1, Change.111 anxiety clqa to pHticide 
raoiduali in food 
2. Chmp in air pollutim 
3. i:hange in drf,ft .d.,.... 
4. Chonge in otn,.,. wa~r quality 
5, Cl\4111ge in number of paota in the 
enviTonmnt 
C, Other 1lum Life Cono1derat1ono 
1. Change in aeotheti.,. 
2. C2lm1e in n,pt>n of po1oon1np 
(not fa~al) 
3. Change in number of daathe frqa 
peot1c1dea 





























































































































































































































































15 •. 70 
-5.80 
4 
1ua1n1 non~arel.•t"1t 1noect1c1deo 1nvo1.,4 faftlJlre reira1111D1 froa ,.·1,n, t.,,....eile md uo1D1 pr1•ar11y •th1i~arathian. 
·2A ocoutin1 pro1r• l,nvol,..d -it~riill lewlo of benefl,~al end hanful il!HCta md re..;...,41ng 1noeet1c1de applicatJcm 
when hanful 1no,cu nachad l[D ecanClll!.c th-hoU. · · 
3strip eottcm vi.th othar crapo· 1nvolwd plmtiDI four rCMa of 1rain oor&hll!I batween each 24 ron of eottcm to 1e1n • 
:lnteractian. of :luect1 •. 
"voe 110 controlo typ1f1eo tha ohort . run effee~ of notrict1n1 all 1noect1c1de~, 
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of wethyl-parathiop do not ki;Ll fish if drift inadvertent;Ly occurs. 
The impact, of this alternative on the envirortme1;1tal p;arameters was 
was -1. 50 (Table XVIJ:). 
The increased use of methyl-parathion increased the incidence of 
poison:i,.ng of man so the resulting change in the social well-being was 
in part less desirable thap. the present system of.control. The esti-
mated :i,mpact of a.non-persistent insecticide strategy on social well-
. . .. ,. ~ 
being was -1,07 and the overall impact of the alternative was -3~07 
I - , 
(Table :XVII), Overall, the use of non ... persisterit pesti<;;ides to control 
cotton insei::ts was less desirable than the i;:urrent method of insect 
control.· 
S~outing Pfo~ram !2. Monitor ·Insects 
In this alterna.ti.ve, trained personnel check the cotton fields 
each week to determine levels of benefici;al and harmful insects and to 
recommen.d spraying with registered insecticides when harmful insect 
populations reach an econc,,mically damaging level, An economic,thres-
2 hold for the bollwe>rlll cemple,c has been specified through observations 
of damage to cotton from various levels pf insect infestations. This 
alternativ~ method of control may not reduce the number of insectic:i.de 
applications but ~t does insure that the applications are made only 
when they are neeq.ed and that farmers do not just spray on a four or 
six day cycl-e as the present method e)f control does, 
~An economic:: thresh0ld is usuaUy defined as the level at which 
damage can.no longer be tolerated and, therefore, the level at or be-
fore. whJch it i$ desirable to init:i..ate del:il;,erate conti:-ol activit:(.es. 
In ece.~omi.cs the definitien is amended to conside't' a more critical 
threshold d,~sity as that where the loss caused by a pest just equals 
in value th.e cost of avai],able control. measures. 
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A pilot sc;:outi-p.g program on cofj:top. was conduc.ted ;ln l97Z in south ... 
western Oklahoma, The resulting yields were equal to or greater than 
those in :Uelds under the present method of control, On the average, 
cot;ton farmers in the scouting program in·l972 saved three to four iµ-
secticide applicat;i.oI).s by following the.scouts' recommendations. l'he 
net returns under t;hb contro;J. method wet'e $6.00 to $11.00 per acre 
greater than the p~esent.system, comparing similar water.consumpt:j..qn 
levels (Table JQCVI). The impact· from this alt.erni;ttive on the economic 
parameters in the environmenti;tl mat;rix was 6 0 13 .(Table XX:VII). 
Based on :i;-es1,1lts from the l972 cotton scouting prc;,gram in Oklahoma 
tqe resulting envil;:'orunental quality .and social well .... being were both im-
proved over the present method of cc;mtrol, The. estimated impact op the 
env:f,.ronmental parameters was 4,62 and the estimated impact on the social 
well-b,e:Lns parameters was 20 99 (Table XXVII), The net overall impact of 
this alternative control measure was 13.74, considerably mere desirable 
than th.e present meth.od of cqnt;rol. 
lt has beEim determined that by ,planting grain sorghum between rows 
of cotton, the ip.sects in the two crops :interact an.d resµlt ·in a b:f.o .. 
logica,l contra~ c;>f the t~bacco buqwi:n:m and the c.ottc;>'Q bellworm [51]. 
Other strip crops have been analyzed in experiments; thus far, grain 
sorghum has proven. to be the best cr:op, The resul,ting per acre yields 
from experimental fal!'ms have.been equa+ to the ave,rage yields on irl;'i-
gated cc,t;.tel;l in Altus and Tiptem, Oklahoma. In four years of testing 
no inseQticides have been needed. However, if bollweevils had reached 
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the economic threshold prior to mid-August, a spray program would have 
been initiated, 
The pet returns were $15,00 to $33,00 per acre greater for this 
alternative (at respective water coqsumption levels) than the net re-
turns for the present method of control (Table XXVI), This added re-
turn was due to the savings in insecticide treatments and the added 
revenue from the grain sorghum produced as a by-product, The impact 
from strip cropping grain sorghum in cotton on the economic parameters 
in the environmental matrix was 14,22 (Table XXVII), 
Due to the reduction in insecticide use there was less insecticide 
entering the environment each year so both men and wildlife benefited, 
Shattering of grain in the strips of graiq sorghum in the cotton pro-
vided feed for the wildlife that winter in southwestern Oklahoma, en-
hancing the environment for wildlife and also improving hunting oppor-
tunities in the area, The net impact of this alternative on the 
environmental and social well-being parameters was 16,75 and 16.33, 
,,,, . ,~··I·,,, 
respectively (Table XXVII), The net overall impact of strip cropping 
grain sorghum with cotton was 47.30, making it the most desirable of 
all alternatives analyzed, 
B,g, Control~ Insects ,8E. Cotton 
Cotton farmers surveyed in southwestern Oklahoma reported that they 
would not plant cottot;1 on irrigated farmland if they could not use in.., 
secticides and had no biological control alternatives, Farmers reported 
that they would plant their irrigated land to other crops and plant 
cett:on on dryland only, The quality of the environment under this par.-
ticular alternative would depend upon the crop substituted for cotton 
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and th.e type l;fnd extent of insecticide control it required. Ini:;ecti-
cides presently used on ~otto~ may Cijuse fe~er ca~es of poisoning of 
humans ~pq wildlife than th~ insecticides used on the repiacement crops, 
thus C\SUEi:i,.µg a. qj;\Ci;'eijl.se in the en,vironmental quality and S(><,::ial w~ll-
be:(:ng. For examn:,.e,. ;tf pa~t;µp~ w~ie planted, te rep~~ce cpttqn t,he 
he:r:btciqe (2, 4.,.,.p) u~ed tq co\'ltfel -tlee4f;l c;:Pul4 ca\lse e;,ctenE!~ve dalllage 
to d:r:yland CPttQP, ~1' the a.rea, The impaft·<;>P. the eeonq~ic parli!,metei;-s 
I• 





social y7ell'"';bdpa par~\l!,et;~;i:rs had ;i.gipa<'r1Z.s of 7~50 Br"?-d 15,70, re,:;p~c;t:iyely 
(Table xxvq). The IJ.~t ovell'all itI)pact o;f tp.is aHern~tive was -s,so, 
•,I·, ':' 
cottqn, 
Inceptives to ;E:r:ic<:lu,rage Adopti~n, of Alternative 
Assull!e that society prer~rs to have pest~ pt;i sel,eqted crpps conir 
trolled QY the alternat:i,.IV'~ metho4. ~ha~ pnoviqes t:he gl!'eatest posit:lve 
9verap impc:!-ct :i,n the eI\v;l.r9p,~e11-l:al in,.pa.et an1:1lys:I-~, The pre;ferred 
i;nethod to C(l)ntf'Ol sand sage ctnd ~(lhip.nery oakwquid Qe to use reduqed 
applicatioQ. rates, . The preferred meth(l)d to cont:1101 blackj ac;;k and post 
oak would be te> est:ab;l.:j,sh fe~Aue ta sµgplement betmup.a grass. The pre ... 
ferred meth<;>d to cpntr01 insects on cotton would be t0 strip crop 
cotton '17ith grain sorghum, 
These three preferred meth~ds of cpnt;rol all.involve a change trpm 
the present r;;ystem of GOPtrol.. Several ;f,,n,pentives may be cOIJ.!:lider~cl t::o 
induq.'? fartners and r~mpj:leJ;"s t9 iadep'!= thes~ a:1,te:rc;i.ntive methods pf pest 
l.08 
educational an~ judicial systems have be~n used in other environmental 
quality situations. The analysis of :i,n~entives was not ap. all inclusive 
study of incentives but an an~l~sis of .incent:j.~~s that have been used 
a\,l~Qisaful;J.y ;I.rt t;qe pa~t;:.. F~.4~i'al c:Qst sharing of. f:i,xed costs for 
cheni.:j.c~l- ~nq m.eGh,l;l.ii;~l lnp,1,15):,. ~pntr,pl, .a~. w~ll E;l.~ bermµda gr,;:1..s.s e~~~b.,. 
. . I , . . , . , 
. . 
l.ishpieq~ has l,e~p. Usjad µn:t!ll ;l9n, Thi pt1pgr~t11 was ~dill;i.n:j.st:;ere~ by 
J:he Ag:r;io1,1;I.t4l!'aJ, ~!;:;ab:J.H.~.at:;f.o'lll ,~d Cqpservat;ion Service. Another :i;1;1-
ceti.tive, a fedEP;i:!.l Cf'Pl) i,p.syl'.'~:p.c;e ~r~~t;aro., has been µsed in the Gre;at 
flain~ tp :prot;:ect fa:i:'merE! ~l!Otn we[Cl.t!p~I! fa1~ors~ The p:rograJI} has paid 
its owt1- w;;i;y ~iP.c:e l963~ wl;i~n p;re,;f.µm~ w~re g;reE!:t;;er tp9n ;i.n<!~mnities, 
hav~ ~ee~ us~4 eµc:~e~~fµ.:J.iy {q:r; ~apy ·yea;rs. +he ~e~t e~ample o~ its 
use :j.s the adqption Qf. qy~Jid cor~. 
l::!;!on,;>lllic i:p.e~Jtt:;,l,ve~ ~Q enct;t\l,t"age Sr401;1t:i,Ptt of ;qis · a,itei;-ri.ative a1;~ 
J'l.Ot P.1:!~EHHHlll!')' 1:u~t:::tµlile 1rh.~ 1H·0:fii,f mQt;l,V~ b . suf ;f i<:;?i,enµ to indu,ce aciJ.op'i'!' 
tionf the :f;1;1c;e~se i~ · n~t 1!'~l:Ur-,i~ f?~F acre for th:f,s a;Lt;ert\~t:lve ~ver 
.. ' .. ,. ~ -
t:pe p:resen,t;: '.\'llethpcl of c;IO:Q.lrql ;ts n~P3; the ini.tii3], fi)l:ed cost per ~ere 
pf the alternative is est;:ima~~d ijt $Q.25 (Table XXI). since a rap.cqer 
~s alJle to :gay: the ;fi!lted Foi;;ts ot thi~ alte1;native ill the first year 
from ilddE:ld n~t returns, t;:he prcµ:fiit 1;11.ot:i.ve shou:)..d be suffid~nt: to en-
~qst~~ha~ing prog;am, the taxpayers' co~t of obtaining tqe desireq 
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may 9e useful. Au educational program con4ucted through cooperation of 
the Oklahoma Extension Service and the Southern Great Plains Research 
etation would serve to eneourage ran~hers' adoption of the reduced ap-
plication rates strategy, Su~~ a progrc\lm shou:J.~ stress the major qene-
Uts of the a.lt~rnaHve from Ii\. l,%!.:niµ_ertl:i standpoiµt: :h1creased net 
returns pia;r ac;r'i?; ~nn'\Ja;L ~<i>Jil.trql bf_wee41:'1;.lpw fi:ited costs; ~n,d, be:j.ng 
al:>le to do th~ wpr'k,. 1;thiameel:ve1f~ The edueati,9nl;ll progr!lW, al1;10 ~he,µlQ 
be ainied at ~nv;l.ron111enta.l, li!;ro~pi; to :i;nt'qrm. them of the envir0nroeq,tal 
and social b~ne!:l.ts gf 1;he ~1t,e:imativ~ qver tp.e ClJ.rrent methoq. of! co1;1-
J:rol ;:ind no brush ~011trol (Table~ XXlI fnd qII:J:) r 
J::n,c,epJi;ves f~r. Est'7'b,l~j~,k':'~ Fes~µe G,~~~s . 
.$,2. ~.u2e:J.eme
1
nt B_e_i;-_£11uda G~~ss 
The establishme1;1t Qf fescue and perm~da ~rass as an alterna~ive 
metqoc:l to (,~nt,roi b],aaj.c~a~k anq post.ea.lt is t;he p~efeJ:lred m1rthod of 
contra+, assumtng that s~ciety waµt~ an alternative that maxi~iz~s the 
p~sttive 9v~ra1i f~~ac;:.t,. lf q~~~hland tbat ha~ n~~ beep controlled 
were J:q 'b~ cleared El.ijO. PliPt,d .tq 1;~e ~:i;a~SEHf a.n eat;;i.ma.te4 inc:rea~e 
in niat retur'Q.s to ;La-q.cl, lf.1bo:r, ,::apit1;1.l, a-pd mE1,na.g~ment of. $~ • 06 per 
c;lcria would be reqeived (TabJ,.e ~~V) ~ . Cap;i.talizing this at five percent, 
the p~es~nt vplµe qf added pfodµetivity wp~ld be $121.20 pe~ acre, just 
slight.;Ly +ess t;h,;1.n the $),;30.00 per a~:i:e of f;i.xed coats for the alterna .... 
tive. A cc;>~t ... i;iharing prpgt"am c;;,f 50 pevc~T.'lt; pf the cost of est;.ablishin~ 
grass averagins about $15,00 per a~~e, shou14 be suffi~ient to e:ncour~ 
age adoption of the a1t,~'l:nat;ive _;i.f the lan4 has had no control in the 
past~ TJ;ie v;i;-ogram would be similar to that of the Agric;:.ult1Jral St:ab-
ilizia,tion and-C9nservatil\>n, S~l!'vic~ of USDA with REAP prie;>r ~o ]..973. 
llO 
If brushland has been sprayed in the past with 2,4,5-T in a ten 
year program, the estimated increase in net returns per acre for this 
combination of fescue and bermuda is $1.70 per '9,cre (Table XXIV), Cap..-
italizing t~is increase in net r~turq, at five percent results i,n an 
increa~e in +and value of $34 )?er aci;-e~ not suff;i,cien; to war'!:'ant a 
$130 per acre investment~ So if hrus];l ;i.i;l 1;,~ing ~on:trolled with f,4,5-T 
I 
an incentive l;>a!iied on 7S, percent C@st-sha+ing of the 'f;i.xed costs woulq 
be necessary to gain adoptien of the alternative. Such an inc;.ent:i,ve 
would cost tqe taxpayers an ~stimated $97,50 per acre, 
An ec;l.ucational progr~m to inform ranchers of the benefits from 
t,ising fescue and bermud,;1. instead o~ spraying herbicides would possibly 
shorten the adoptiQI'). t:i,me period. The px:ogram should also be directed 
I 
toward environmental groups tc;> edu~ate them i:lS to the environmeµtal 
benefits of the alternative over the present method of control and no 
control of brush (Table XXV), 
The preferred alternative te th~ present methoq of i,nsect control 
on ;i.:n;igated cotttoµ was t~ plant rows of grain so:t'ghum between rows of 
cotton •. Gotton farmers in the past typi,c1;1.lly sprayed as a precaution, 
even :j.f no signifi,cant insect damage had occurred, Thus, the alterna-
tive method of j)lanting str;i.ps 9f sorghum and using no insecticides in .... 
valves a drastic change for farmers. The change in production practices 
may he so drastic;; for farmers that a formal incentive may be necessary 
to gain a~~ption, 
A po~sible incentive would b~ to prqv:i,.d~ a sµbs:l,.di?,ed in13t1ranc;e 
polie;:y to g'J:"pwers, ;i.pi,uring lrhem against de~reasefi yteld13 due to insect 
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damage, Such a program woµld work the same way private hail insurance 
policies, [;l.nd the Federal Crop Insurance.Program does. However, the 
policy would protect the grower against decreased yields due to harmful 
insects instead of hail damage. The added returns from the alternative 
are considered s4fficient to gain adoption if an insµrance program was 
available, The cost to society of this incentive would be the differ-
ence between policy payoffs and growers I premiums. The benefits to 
society would be reduced pesticide use, increased production, decreased 
prices and an improved social well-being (Table XXVII). An educational 
program would speed up the adoption process. 
Each of the preferred alternatives required a basic change in pro-
duction practices for farmers so an incentive was needed to insure 
adoption. The incentives could work through the market pl[;J.ce a$ costr 
sharing of fixed costs or through state of federal regulations as pesti-
cide restrictions. The educat;ional program suggested as an incentive 
to encourage adoption, would work through the adoption process and thus 
the social system in the area. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY Af\lD CONGLUSlON$ 
Summary 
Methqd 
The general objective of this thesis was to detel:'mine the level of 
pesticide use a~d the extent of environmental damage and benefits under 
alternative strategies for contrelling cotton and rangeland·pests, The 
specific objectives were: (1) to determine the relationships between 
present pesticide lJ.Se and enviroQmental quality in Oklahoma; (2) to 
analyze present and alternative methods.of controlling pests on cotton 
and pastureland with respect to economics and the quality of the envir-
onment; and, (3) to examine. varieus inoe1;1tives that may encourage adop .... 
tion of alter,;iative pest cc:>ntr.ol measures, 
The need for the study arose.fro~ the pesticide paradox, Without 
pest:l,,cides the increase in weeds an4 itl.sects would cau,sefarm ov.tput 
to decrease thus.cal,J.sing the cost e;>f food to :lncrease, Wil!h pestricides 
the possibility exists for adverse effects on non-target humans, plants, 
animals, soil and water. This possibility of adverse effects has 
prompted env:i,.rotllllen~al, greups to lobby for legblation to l!'estrict such 
use, A majqr effort of this study was to determine the extent of pesti"l 
cide benefits and costs on selected cr<?PS in Oklahoma based on various 
ll2 
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restrictiQns in agrieultu~al pesticide use, and on alternative methods 
of ce.ntrol. 
Benefits to consumers from pes.tic:J.de use on selected crops were 
estimated by demand analysis, Changes in consU1]1.ers' surplus due to 
added farm output were estimated from elasticities of demand and average 
output and pri.ces, Alternative methods fol:' control,.ling pests on sel-
ected crops were analyzed with an e,vironme'!ltal impact matrix. Theim-
pact 9f each alternative method.of control on envirenmetital quality, 
social well-being and economic·parameters was determined by use of ~n 
environmental impact'matr;i.x, Bothq~alitative and quantitat;ive data 
were estimated and analyzed for each alternatfve. The parameters iti 
the matri:x: were developed specificl;ll:J.y to fit this study of pesticide 
use. Weights were assigned to each p~rameter according to its value 
in the decision making pr:ocess from a pol;i.cy standpoitit, 
Cotton and rangeland were selected as the study crops. Cotton was 
selected because Oklahoma farmers have.used more insecticides on cotton 
than oti any other crop and DDT had been used to control.insects op. 
cottQn,. DDT was under review by EPA at the time the crops were selected 
and has si,;ice l;>een restricted. Rangeland was selected because 500,000 
acree c;,f range~and in Okl,ahomah,1:;1,vepesn treated antlually far 'brllsh and 
weeds, and the herbicide (2,4,5 ... T) used was under review by :E:PA for 
poss!ble reg;i,strati,on cancel:J.ation when th:i,s study was iniUated, Four 
~otton producing counties, Jackson, Harmon, Tillman and Washita, were 
selected as one study area, The counties selected fo~ the rangeland 
study area, Woodward, Osage, and Pittsburg Counties, were selected on 
the basis of the typ~ of b;uah., c;on·tro:J.l~'d, 
ll,4 
Informat;i.on cm the e:x:tent of pesticide use 1 application rates and 
tp.e effect of pesticide use on the environment was obtained by surveying 
farmers, technical advisers, and licensed applicators who had treated 
the selected crops in the study areas. Information concerning envir-
onmental da~age was also optained from reports made by the State Board 
of Agricultul;'e fieldmen, who are charged with investigating al;!. reported 
cases of pesticide damage or misuse, Ot;q.er data sources were: Oklahoma 
State Health Departm~nt, Oklahoma Poison Control Center, Oklahoma Pollu-
tion Control Board, Oklahoma Geolo.gical Survey and tbe,Environmental 
Protection Agency,,·, 
Results 
E~tent of Pesticide Use. Over the past twenty years the practice 
~ ~
of controlling weeds and brush on rangeland in Oklahoma has grown from 
20,000 acres treated annually toover 500,000 acrei:; treated annually. 
The number of rangeiand acres in Woodward County treated for brush 
quadrupled between 1961 and 1972; the number of acres treated ii;1 Osage 
County doubled in th~ same period, nrush control on rangeland in Pitts-
btirg Cou~ty inereased by 50 percent between i961 and 1972, Ranchers and 
liqensed af)plicators c(l)ntrolling brush and weeds on rangeland reportedly 
used appl;i,oati,on rates that were less than or equal to the rates recom~ 
mended by the Department of Agronomy at Oklahoma State University. 
The extent of insect;i,cide use on cotton farms is a function of the 
harmful insect;population which, ;i.n turg., i,s depeQdent upon the vigor of 
the cotton. Vigorously growing cott.(>n attracts harmful insects which 
require treatment~: Since c~tton grows morevigerously in wet year13 or 
with irrigation, chemical treatme~t is greatest in wet years or in years 
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with sufficient water for irrigation. For this same reason dryland 
cotton in Oklahoma seldom has been treated with insecticides. 
Farmers in the study area treated more cotton for insects in 1970 
than in 1971 because 1970 was a much wetter year. !he number of acres 
of cotton treated with herbicides was relatively constant between years. 
Cotton farmers generally applied herbicides before planting to help 
control weeds. Herbicide use is not a function of rainfall in the 
growing season. 
Cotton farmers in the study area that have used herbicides and 
insecticides to control pests generally applied pesticides at rates 
that were less than or equal to the recommended rates. Cotton farmers 
have been substituting toxaphene and methyl-parathion for DDT. Over 
the period studied (1961-1971), cotton farmers in the study area der 
creased the use of DDT as much as 100 percen.t in Jackson County and 
by about 22 percent in Harmon County. The reason given for this sub-
stitution was that the bollworm complex has become resistant to DDT. 
It was estimated that 50 percent of the chemical weed control in 
' -
the rangeland survey area was done by r~nchers who either owned or 
leased spray equipment. However, the majority of the brush control in 
the stl,l('.ly area was done by licensed applicators. In 1971 and 1972 
licensed applicators tr~at;ed 75 perce:i;it of the total acreage treated 
for chemical brush control in Woodward County, about 60 percent in 
Pittsburg Count;y, and about 95 percent in Osage County. The extent of 
brush control practiced by farmers was a function,of the type of brush 
(short sand sage or large post or blackjack oak) and the terrain (rough 
and broken or sandy and rolling). 
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All cotton farmers interviewed in the study area reported owning 
spray equipment and most of the fumers did their own herbic:l,.de spray-. 
in$, but few reported doing their ~wn insecticide spraying. In 1970 
and ],971 licensed ,;1ppl;i.cators did about 25 percent of the chemical weed 
control and all of the chemical insect: control in the cotton study area. 
Econ,opi.ice of Pestic:i,de {Jse, The carrying capacity of native range-
~ ~
land has been douQled and even tripled after chemical brush and weed 
c9ntrol, The inerese depends upon the type and density of the brush 
·and the amount of grass that was originally in the fie:1.-d, Chemical in-
sect control on cotton has been responsible for increases in yield 
tanging from 50 to 1,50 pounds of li,nt per acre, depending 1,1pon water 
consumption. Chemically controlling weeds on cotton resulted in an 
additional 20 pounds of lint per a<;:'1'.'e on the average~ 
Ranchers' net returns to 1.and, labor, capital and management have 
incre,sed as a result of brush and weed contTol. In Woodward County 
the increase in net returns was ef:ltim.at;ed at $5.62 per acre, and in 
Osage and Pittsburg Counties the estimated increase was $2.44 per acre. 
Net returns have been increased as insects have been controlled chemi-
cally, Qn dry land cotton, in a heavy ra:i,nfall year, insec;.ticide treat-
ments added an estimated $22.00 per acre in net returns (Table XIV), 
Irrigated cotton growers indicated they would not·plant cotton if they 
could not µse insect;l..cide1;;. Thus, .the positive diffe"J;"enc;.e in net: re-
t:t,1.rns between cotton and the next "t>est alternative crop was their net 
return from pesticide u!e. 
No evidence was {ound~tp ~~pport the hypothesis that herbicides 
., !ff '.','' 
ui;;ed on rangeland adversdy affected the qual,ity of beef produced. 
Several resea,rch studies have indicated that little possibility e:xists 
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of .the herbicide reaching consumers in the market place through beef 
produced on treated rangeland, The use of insecticides on cotton has 
not·deteriorated the quality of·fiber produced or adversely affected 
the price received for cotton. 
The number of acres used for grazing cattle remained constant 
whether or not ranchers used herbicides to control brush. However, if 
brush was not·controlled, the amount of soil erosion likely would in.-
crease and the quality of lakes, rivers and rangeland would decrease. 
l'he number of acres of farmland used for cotton production in Oklahoma 
was dependent in part upon pesticide use to control insects, Without 
the benefit of pesticides in 1972, farmers would have had to plant an 
additional 130,000 acres, to produce the same amount,of cotton that 
was produced in 1972. 
When pesticides were used to control brush and weeds on rangeland 
and insects and weeds on cotton, the resulting increase in yields 
caused output to increase,. The increase in output of beef and cotton 
in Oklahoma has increased ccmsumers' surplus, i.e~, has provided con-
sumeri;; a net savings. Increased beef production in Oklahoma resulted 
in a net savings of $15,880,000 in 1971 and added cotton produced in 
1971 resulted in a Si:lVings of about,$1,300,000 to consumers, These 
were direct benefits to c~nsumers of pesticide use on selected crops 
in Oklahoma 
Enviro11mental guality and P.esticide Use, The effects of 2, 4-D a11d 
2,4,5..-T on liv~stock and wildlife was of little consequence in Oklahoma. 
There were no reported deaths ,of livestock or humans from these herbi..-
cides in the study area, Research. by others has indicated that these 
herbicides are rapidly eliminated from animals thus reducing the change 
of hupu~ns contracting the chemical in meats. The herbicides used on 
cotton (Treflan, Planavin, and others) have not caused any livestock 
or wildlife deaths or human sickness in the cotton study area. 
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The major insecticides used on cottort in the study area (toxaphene, 
DDT, methyl~parathion) have caused minor damage to man; livestock and 
wildlife, Some environmental damage from these insecticides was re-· 
ported in each of the cotton survey counties. A total of 54 beehives 
were killed in the study area by toxaphene and met:hyl ... parathion over 
the study period (1961-1971). Several farm ponds have had fish killed 
by to~aphene drift, The largest such incident was a fish kill of about 
100 carp in Skull Creek (Jackson County) in 1968. A farmer's misuse 
of methyl-parathion resulted in the death of 16 of his own c~ws; he 
sprayed them with a spray rig that had not been cleaned out thoroughly. 
Phenoxy herbicides used on rangeland have been responsible for 
light damage to non-target vegetation ip. the study area. The majority 
of the damage was to cbt~cm and small gardens. In Osage County cash 
settlements of about $1,600 were made by licensed applicators in 1972 
for damage to gardens, pecan trees and cotton. In l,972 no damage in 
Woodward County was reported to the State aoard of Agriculture; in 
Pittsburg County one settlement of $50 was made in l.972. Whenever one 
rancher damaged anbther, no settlements were made and the resulting 
externalities likely we'.t'e not investigated .unless a licensed applic;.ator 
was accused for the damage. There have been some external benefits 
from phenoxy herbici;des used o:n rangelap.d: reduced tick populations, 
reduc;.ed soil erosfon, increased sail moisture, increased paiatability 
of grasses and weeds, and an-increase in wildlife numbers, 
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Herbicides used on cotton for weed control reportedly did no 
damage to non-target vegetation. However, desiccants and defoliants 
have caused minor damages. Arsenic acid occasionally burned the tops 
of forage crops adja~ent to.cotton fields, preventing their being 
grazed. The damage from this herbicide was less than $500 annually 
in Washita and Tillman Counties over the stuc;ly period. 
Acute poisoning of hum~ns (resulting in death) in Oklahoma from 
agricultural pesticides has been low relative to the state's popula-
tion1 Between 1962 and 1970 twenty persons were killed by agricultural 
pesticides, and only eight of these cases were farm residents. Six of 
the eight farm persons killed were from accidents while two were sui-
cides. No farm children were killed by pesticides during the period, 
even though pesticides were widely used. Practicing physicians in 
Oklahoma reported that the number of pesticide poison cases treated 
were relatively constant during 1971 and 1972 as compared to other 
years, 
The extent of pesticide poisoning that resulted in sickness has 
been relatively constant, For the past six years the number of emer-
gency calls at the Oklahoma Poison Control Center has fluctuated be-
tween 2,200 and 3,000, The number of calls related to agricultural 
pesticides has been about five percent of the total calls between 1966 
and 1972. Of the 47 licensed applicators interviewed, only one re-
ported having missed any work due to pesticide poisoning. None of the 
cotton farmers reported sickness or loss of work from using pesticides 
on cotton and only one rancher reported being sick~ He was reportedly 
poisoned by a cattle spray. 
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The possibility of water supply contamination with agricultural 
pesticides has been discussed widely, In Oklahoma five years of water 
sampling and analysis have failed to show any accllmulation of phenoxy 
herbicides, DPT, toxaphene, methyl-parathion, or other pesticides used 
on selectecl crops in Oklahoma, Pesticide residues in the water samples 
never were greater than the maximum levels established by the federal 
government for water quality. 
Alternative Methods of Pest Control. _,_.,.,..._,....,..._~ 
Several alternative methods of brush and insect control on selected 
crops were analyzed: (1) present method of control; (2) reduced herbi-
cide application rates; (3) deep plow and establish love grass; or (4) 
reduced cattle numbers. Sand sage has also been controlled by dormant 
seasen mowing, Based on an environmental impact ma.trix analysis of 
these alternatives, the best alternative from an economic and environmen-
ta:J. standpoint was reduce.a app;l.ication rate, This was also the best 
alternative, assuming society preferred the alternative method of control 
that resulted in the greatest positive overall impact on the environment, 
econemic para'!lleters and socia;J.. well-being, 
The alternative methods to control post·and blackjack oak analyzed 
in the thesis were: (1) clear brush mechanically and plant the land to 
bermuda grass; (2) establish fescue to supplement bermuda established 
on cl.eared land; or (3) reduce cattle numbers and not control brush. 
The preferred alternative for society was to establish fescue to supple-
ment bermuda grass, Several alternative methods to control insects on 
cotton were analyzed: (1) non•persistent insecticides;· (2) insect 
scouting programs; (3) strip cropping cotton; and, (4) no chemical or 
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biological.insect controls. From the analysis of the environmental 
impact mat:ri:x:, the strip cropping alternative had the largest positive 
impact on the economic parameters, environmental quality and social 
well .... being. 
Assumip.g that soci~ty wanted pests on selected crops controlled 
by the alternative that result~d in the largest positive net impact, 
various incentives could be used to encourage adoption~ Incentives 
that µave been used in the past were analyzed in this thesis, 
The profit motive was sufficient to insure adoption of reduced 
application rates to control sand sage and finnery pak. The adoption 
process could be shortened by using an educational program to advise 
ranchers of the benefits of this alternative. 
Incentives to encourage adoption of the alternative of establishing 
fescue and bermuda grass to control brush on rangeland depended upon the 
present method of brush control. If no brush control had been used in 
the past, a 50 percent cost-sharing incentive (on the $30 per acre coi:;t 
of establishing bermuda grass) by the federal government was estimated 
to be sufficient to insure adoption, !£ brush had been controlled with 
2,4,5-T in the past, a 75 percent cost .... sharing program (on all fixed 
costs) by the federal government was considered necessary to insure 
adoption. Since the total cost of establishing bermuda and fescue 
under this alternative W!iS an estimated $130 per acre, the federal gov-
ernment initially would need to pay about $97.50 per ac:re of the fixed 
costs to insure adoption. This is more expensive than most programs 
used to date. An educatienal program also was considered to be a 
neces~;;ary part of the incentives to encourage adoption. 
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A federal or private insurance program to insure farmers against 
decreased yields due to insect damage was a poss;i.ble incentive to gain 
adoption of strip cropping cotton, as an alternative to insecticide 
treatments, This alternative required drastic changes in cultural 
practices, thus even though it increased net returns per acre, farmers 
were not likely to adopt this practice without a guarantee against pos-
sible loss of yield. Such an incentive simply insured cotton yields 
against; damage by harmful insects if cott.on was planted according to 
recommendations of this alternative method of control. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
The restrict;ion of DDT by the Environmental Protection Agency is 
not going to reduce cotton farmers' al?ility to control insects in the 
study area. Farmers have been substituting methyl-parathion and toxa-
phene for DDT for the past six years. However, this substitution most 
likely will increase the number of pesticide poisonings of humans be-
cause methyl~parathion is more toxic than DDT. 
The alternative method of pest control that provides the greatest 
positive overall impact on society was assumed to be the preferred al-
ternative. The preferred method to control sand sage is reduced appli-
cation rate; to control post and blackjack oak, the ideal method is to 
establish fescue and bermuda grass after mechanically and chemically 
controlling brush;·to control insects on cotton, the best method is to 
strip crop cotton with grain sorghum. By definition the preferred al-
ternatives improve the overall social well-being of the region and 
nation. Incentives needed to insure or speed up the adoption process 
for the preferred alternative methods of control depend upon the change 
in farmers! net returns and the change in farming practices required 
by the alternative. 
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Each.of the preferred alternatives have similar ;implications on 
farmers, consumers and environmental quality. Farmers' net returns per 
acre are greater t,mder th~ preferred method of control than the present 
system. Farm output ;is estimated to increase under the preferred al-
ternatives. The increase in output results in an estimated increase 
in consumers' surplus so consumers receive a net savings in food e~-
penditures as a rest,\lt of farmers adopting the preferred alternative. 
The reduction in pesticide use, decrease in soil erosion, and 
change in wildlife feed and cover are the primary benefits to environ-
mental quality from the preferred alternatives. The decreased use of 
pesticides also reduces the possibilities of pesticide poison;i.ngs of 
people, either acute or chronic, as well as reducing pesticide drift 
damage, air pollution and residues in the environment. 
Farmer adoption of the preferred alternatives will result in a 
reduction in the use of pesticides and thus reduce the licensed appli-
cators' incomes. Hpwever, these businessmen could use their equipment 
to treat other erops or treat the selected crops according to the re-
quirements .of the preferred alternative. Also, applicators could move 
to other regions or mitions where these pesticides are still being used 
as Oklahoma farmers' have in the past. 
Future Research Needs 
Additional research is needed in the area of farmer externalities 
created by pest;i.cide use and non-..uae. Farmers generally are not being 
sued or held responsible for off-..site damage done by their spraying. 
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Also they are not compensated for off-site benefits to others created 
by spraying, The problem should be approached by surveying all farmers 
in a study area to determine the extent of use and non-use of pesticides 
and the value of benefits and costs created, In such a project, the re-
searcher should be careful not.to use the term "pesticides!' because 
farmers' definition of this term is a chemical that kills insects, Many 
do not consider herbicides for weed and brush control to be a pesticide, 
The increased farm output and decreased production costs associated 
with the preferred alternative methods of pest control could change 
Oklahoma's competitive position in the market, Since the preferred al-
ternatives reduce the cost of producing a given amount of output, Okla-
homa ranchers may gain an absolute advantage in beef production over 
other regions of the United States, Cotton farmers likewise, may in-
crease their comparative advantage in the market, Such a shift in re-
gional speciali~ation has many policy implications for agricultural 
production and input use ahd needs tp be researched further to deter-
mine the impact on farm size, far~ income and other regions of the 
nation. 
An in-depth analysis is needed of the impact on rural communities 
of adopting preferred alternative methods of pest control. The impact 
on licensed applicators and other input suppliers needs to be determined 
before we can understand the full impact on rural communities and pri-
vate and social well-being, Input-output analysis is a tool that could 
be used in such art analysis, 
Additional research also is needed in the area of timeliness in 
pesticide applications~ The cu.rrent economic thresholds are based 
purely on physical rel.ationships without regard to prices of inputs, 
J.25 
price of insect control, and the price of outputs. A threshold based 
on these parameters would be more useful and possibly provide better 
timing of pesticide treatments than current measures. 
These additional areas of research were beyond the scope of study 
of this research project. However, the results of such research are 
vitally needed if personnel of the Agricultural Experiment Station and 
Extension Service are to provide the guidelines and recommendations 
needed by farmers and society, We must continue to improve quality and 
quantity of food and fiber production to meet increasing needs of 
society, while at the same time take the appropriate steps to minimize 
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FARMERS SURVEY CONFIDENTIAL 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF PESTICIDE USE 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
Agricultural E~periment Station 
Oklahoma State University 
Summer 1972 











Address: __ __, __ __, ________ __. ______ ...-_______ ..,...., __ ,..._..,_ ___________ ,,_,..,.... __ _ 
County: 
Age: 
Acres Owned Cropland Acres Cropland Rented --~----..-........ ~------....... --
Acres Pasture Owned Acres Pasture Rented __ ......,. __ .,....... __ ~ ----...-------





a, Cotton, bales/acre 
b •. Past1,1re, acres/AW 







1966 1971 1972 
Insect, Brush, and Weed Control 
12. Chemical: 
a. What chemical(s) used 
b. How much applied/ application (lb.s. I acre) 
1. Average application . 
2~ Heaviest application 
c. How many applications/season 
d~ Chemical application equipment used 
(ground rig, aerial) 
13. Mechanical: 
a. How many mowings (on pasture) 
b. How many cultivations per season 
(on cotton) 
c. Caterpillar 
d~ Other (burnings, etc.) 
14. Fungus Control: 
a. What chemical(s) used 
b. How much applied/ application (lbs./ acre) 
c. How many applications/season 
d. Chemical application equipment used 
(ground rig, aerial) 
15. Insect Control: 
a. What chemical(s) used 
h. How much atitilied/atiolicatian·(1bs~/acre) · · · · 
1. Average application 
2. Heaviest application 
c~ How many applications/season 
d. Chemical application equipment used 
(ground. rig. aerial) 
1961 or 
Base Year 
• ' • • ' • ' • ' ' ' I ' • • • 
1966 





16. Other Us-es of Pesticides: 
a. Desiccants (lbs./acre; no. of acres) 
b. Cattle Sprays 
c. Other (specify) 
Chemical AEElication Eguiement: 
17. Owned: 
a. Tvpe of eouipment (tractor_. plane) 
b. Powered by what (self propelled or pulled) 
c. Size (rows. gallons) 
d. When purchased 
e. Cast of eguipm.ent new or used 
f. Time required per acre per application 
18. Leased: 
a. Cost of airplane to sprav per acre 
b. Cost of ground to spray per acre 





19. What are your estimates of direct benefits from using pesticides 
(how do you estimate this)? 
(approximately 15 lines for response) 
I I 
20. Do you have evidence of any benefits in the last ten years from 
your neighbors' use of pesticides? Yes No Please ex----plain how you determine this: 
(appro.ximately 10 line1, for response) 
21. Do you have any evidence of prc;i'l;>lems in the last, ten years on your 
farm from your own use of .pesticides? Yes No Please 
explain how you.determined this: 
(approximatel:x; 10 lines for response) 
22. Do you have any evidence of damages in the last ten years from 
your neighbors' use of pesticides? Yes No If yes, 
please explain how you determine this: 
(approximately 10 lines for response) 
23. How would you change your farming practices if you could no longer 
use: 11 " (pesticides) on this crop (more men, 
wider rows, change crops, etc.)? 
II II • (approximately 10 lines for response) 
24. How would these changes in your farming practices affect: 
25. 
b. Production costs: --...... -.-....... ..,...... ....... ...._ ______ ,__._.__,....,... __ ..,_ ____ ....,... ________ _ 
c. Acres farmed: ..,-.---------,-.-,---.---~-------------,-----....... ---------
Do you rotate this crop with other crops? 
yes, please explain rotation: 
Yes No • --- ----
(a:pproximately 10 lines for response) 
If 






e. _,__..,...... __ 
(other) 
27. Have you changed your source of $Upply for the above in the last 
three years? Yes No If yes, please explain: 
(approximatel:x 8 lines for response) 
SCHEDULE a 
APPLICATORS SURVEY CONFIDENTIAL 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF PESTICIDE USE 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
Agricultural Experiment Station 
Oklahoma State University 
Summer 1972 
1. Applicator Name:. ,...--.....----------....----------------~ ................... __,,_.. _______ ~ 
Address: · ________ ......, ____ _... ____ ..,.... _______ ,...... ________ ....... ____ __,. ______ ___ 
2. Type of Eql.\ipment: 
a. No. of planes: Size Tank:· 
...,._,,.......,__...--------- ------------------...-........ 
b. No. .of ground sprayers: Size Tank: 
........................ --------------------~ 
3. Counties you treat: 
d. 







Base Year 1966 
How many acres did you. spray in II II 
county each year for this pest? 
What pesticide did youuse on this pest each 
year? 
How much pesticide did you apply per acre for 
each application, in each of these years? 
How many applications did you have to make for 
this pest each year? 
Breakdown of Custo111 Spray Fees per Acre: 
a. What did. you charge farmers for the chemical 
you applied each year? 
b. What did you charge for application of the 
chemical each year? 





11. What percent of your spraying business is treating agricultural 
crops? 
139 
12. Would you have to go out of business if there was a ban on farmers' 
use of 11 11 pesticides? Yes No If 
no, please explain: 
(apl?ro:x:imately 10 lines were provided) 
13. Do you know of instances where pesticides have been used in such a 
way that adverse effects have occurred, either to the user, or to 
others? Yes No Please explain: 
{approximately 10 lines were provided) 
14. Have you had any damage suits? Yes No ---was the cause (mechanical, wind drift, etc.)? 
If yes, what 
What was the outcome($)? (approximateli 10 lines for response) 
SCHEPULE C 
TECHNICAL ADVISERS SURVEY 
Address: 
2. County(s): 
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF PESTICIDE USE 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
Agricultural E~pe~iment Station 










:What percent of farms in" "county 
were infested with this pest each of these 
years? 
What percent of the infested farms sprayed 
for the pest each of these years? 
How many acres were treated for the pe~t each 
of these years? 
What particular pesticide did they use? 
What was the rate of pesticide used per acre 
each )J&ar? 
How many applications did.....t_hey b.aJre to make 
for this pest each of these years? 
1961 or 
Base Year 1966 
On Success of Treatment: 
9. How suc.cessful were they in controlling 
damage each of these years? 
a. Acres lost.completely 
b. Yield/acre lost 
c. List source on how estimated 






10. Do you know of any damage suits that have developed from pesticide 
use or misuse: Yes No ---
If yes, Who: 
How: _..,.... ................. ,........_,.. .............. __ ,....._,,,_ ____ .,...........,....,... __ ................... ____ .......... __ 
How much damage: ___ .,.._ _____ ..,......,......,..... ................................................. _,..,._,__~ 
11. Do you know of any other instances where pesticides have been used 
in such a way that c1,dver$e effects have occurred, either to the 
user, or to others (human poisonings, fish kills, injured crops, 
etc.)? 
Yes No --- --- Explain _......;(,_a.,P.,P_r..,.o .... x;;,i;;.;;m,..;;.a;.;;t.e;.;;1 .. Y .... ..,.1_0 .......... 1 ...;;;i .... n;.;;e..;.s......;w.e_r..,.e__..p..;;;r..;.o,..;.v..;;;i;.;;d_e_d~) 
12, How would farmers in 11 11 county have to change 
their farming practices if they cot1ld no longer use II ____ ....... __ 
(pesticides) on this crop? 
II 
(approximately 5 lines were provided) 
What about mechanical subsqtutes? 
(approximately 5 lines were provided) 
13, How would this change in farming practices affect: 
Yield: (approx:i.ma tely 3 lines were provided) 
Production Costs: (approximately 3 lines were provided) 
rumber of acres farmed: , (approximately 3 lines were provided) 
14, Could you name ten to t~enty farmers in your area using pesticides, 
that I could interview? 
(approximatelx ~O lines were provided) 
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